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Kylie

Tennant

The Antagonists
VERY EVENING, Mr. Kilpy rode down with a billy-can of milk from his sloppy,
unregistered dairy. An old, old man, he squatted down in his saddle like the
buttressed bulge of a gum tree in a rock. He never got off his horse, but
waited at the fence for someone to relieve him of his bUly-can and engage him
in conversation. His milk had cream, and his conversation the malicious vvdsdom
which comes of knovdng few people richly and intimately over many years.
His hooded eyes over a big, hooked nose were half-closed, enigmatic, and his
laugh was a matter of rumbhngs and wheezings and subterranean shakings,
alarming in one so ancient.

E

"Now take Joe," he would say, heaving silently as he thought of this piece
of fun, "everyone dies here Joe gets five pounds from the undertaker for
fixing up the burying. I come in one night to his place and him and the missus
and the daughter are making out a list. It's coming on winter, and the old ones
go off in the winter. 'What about George?' the daughter's saying. 'That cough
of his ain't getting any better. He ain't likely to pull through.' 'Haven't got me
dov^Ti on y'r list, have ye?' 1 says, and I sees by their faces they have got me
down. 'Sorry to disappoint ye,' I says, 'very sorry, you won't get no five pounds
for me this year.'"
Mr. Kilpy riding grimly in the rain to bring liome his cows would cough
tiU his old horse stumbled, and shake with laughter to think he was doing
Joe out of five pounds, enjoying the joke that he was still alive, rheumatism,
cough and all.
For his stock he leased a forty-acre paddock a mile or so out of town,
where he pastured those of the herd he was not milking, calves, and occasionally,
our riding horses. This forty-acre paddock was known locally as the Old
Slaughter House, and there stood a black, huge shed, built in the days of stout
timber, its massi\'e beams adzed by hand, its slab roof cut in thick slices, generous and deliberate.
There was a sinister darkness in the old slaughter-house, as though it still
retained the memories of animal agony. It stood by the edge of a green creek,
where the twist of the lake came round the mountain meeting the salt sea-water
that flowed up through the weed and sand of the great lagoons, the sun-beaten
mangrove swamps, the tides and sea freshness. The whole of the forty-acre
paddock was almost an island, joined to the foot of the mountain by a narrow
strip of bushland, conveniently easy to fence. There was a well of sweet water
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for the cattle, but nobody ever came there now except Mr. Kilpy and fishermen
who knew that under the sharp bank by the old slaughter-house the big bream
lay waiting for their tidal food, slowly fanning by the black tree roots and
shadowed logs washed down by the flood, while the schools of young fish turned
and flashed in the clear green of the shallows.
When Mr. Kilpy rode out to the slaughter-house, he was so vastly mysterious about the bulging sack at his saddle-bow that he invited comment. "I've got
a man out there," he confided at last. "Does a bit of fencing and clearing for
me, and I take him out a bit of tucker and some bread. The missus has fixed
him a batch of pumpkin scones. He'll hke those." Later it was, "My bloke
out at the slaughter-house, he wants a coat—ain't got an old coat ye don't
want?"
Mr. Kilpy's own coat was always the same sodden-looking worn out one
held together at the neck by a big safety pin, its pockets distended by cow remedies, his pipe, a huge old penknife, string, so that it was more a set of cupboards
than a coat. He was as pleased about the strange "man at the slaughter-house"
as if he had been given a new Jersey buU.
"He won't talk to nobody," Mr. Kilpy volunteered. "The other day some
tourists came fishing there, and a woman vidth short red pants, she called out,
'Hello Hermie!' to him. He went inside and shut the door and stayed there."
From time to time Mr. Kilpy reported, "He's building a lean-to so's he can
have a fire in the wet. He don't like smoke on his paintings." It seemed the
hermit was painting a picture.
"What sort of picture?" we asked.
"Well as to that, I couldn't say. Won't let me see it."
"He couldn't have chosen a more beautiful place." The smoky blue of the
lake, lighter, more elusive than the smoky blue of the mountains, the sensuous
idle river, the thunderheads that came like genii pouring from a magic immense
bottle of mountain cleft into the astonished sky—what artist could fail to be
seized by the hope of committing the spirit of these to imprisoning canvas? Is
he a landscape man? Must be if he's living there."
Mr. Kilpy could not tell us. "He's an educated bloke," he said cautiously.
His mind was stirred by the painter, small curiosities humming in him like
bees ready to swarm from the dark hollow of a tree. "I'd like to see that
picksher. But he's too cunning. He don't work much now. 'I never work
unless I want to work,' he says to me. 'I've left it all behind me. I've nothing
and I \\ ant nothing.' " Mr. Kilpy hea\ ed silently. "T notice he don't turn down
the missus's pumpkin scones."
One evening as Mr. Kilpy rode past, he graveh wa\'ed a long, old-fashioned
rifle. We naturally asked who he was gunning for.
"I was taking it out to that feller of mine—the educated bloke. What you
want a gun for?' I says to him. Thought he might want to scatter a few shots
over these people fishing he don't like. Well, it seems there's a big blue lizard
lives in a tree—" Mr. Kilpx- wheezed with enjoyment "—and he says it's making
fun of him. Says it sits up in the tree and pokes its tongue at him, and wobbles
it like this." Mr. Kilpy gave an imitation of a blue-tongue lizard wobbling its
tongue from side to side vidth a very knowing expression.
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We begged him to do it again but he turned dignified. "He's tried poisoxi.
but it just eats the food round the poison. He's tried traps but it's too cunnin •
So he's going to have a pot at it with my gun. I guess that ole lizard is as safe
as you are. 'I've not left the world and civilisation,' he says. I've not p"^
everything behind me to be laughed at by a lizard.'"
Mr. Kilpy's sympathies were with the lizard. If he could have found a tree
and wobbled his tongue at the artist, he would have enjo>'ed that, because Ins
mild interest in the man at the slaughter house was developing mto an obsession, and the hidden picture was a torment that kept Mr. Kilpy awake at night.
He had found that it was not a landscape for he had hit upon the expedient of
cutting down the hermit's supplies. No more scones or butter until he saw the
masterpiece. For a long time after he had seen it there was silence on the subject of the educated bloke. The supply of scones was renewed but Mr. Kilpy
was tracking down some idea that left footprints in the dewy innocence of his
conversation.
"Pickshers now," he would begin, "I guess some of them 'ud be valuable.
How much would a good picksher be worth if it was a good one?"
We fed him legends of Gaugin and Van Gogh, of late-discovered canvasses
and their auctioning, of the rich fame of once neglected Australian painters.
Mr. Kilpy came back for more.
"This chap's a New Australian," he said gloomily, "and nobody can know
about them. They come here speaking the language—and educated. But you
can't ever tell about them." A beautiful sunset was fading over the lake. The
sky was the colour of the cream from Mr. Kilpy's best Jersey—the cream he gives
us only when he wants something. "Now you're educated," he pleaded. "You'd
know. Maybe you'd like to ride out sometime with the horses?"
"You've seen this masterpiece the Educated Bloke—" somehow we had come
to call him the Educated Bloke, as Mr. Kilpy did —"your hermit friend, is
working on?"
"I've seen it," Mr. Kilpy admitted grumpily. "If anything was to happen to
him, it comes to me." Long, tortuous negotiations over the quality and quantity
of pumpkin scones, butter and meat had gone into that bargain. "It's to be
mine. But he's been working on it three years now and is he ever going to get
it finished?"
"Three years!" There was the thought of the hermit shut up in the dark
slaughter-house, peering and retouching, while outside the river flashed silver
fire, the bream under the clear green shade of the bank moved their sharp fins
excitedly over a fragment of crab, and, on the mangrove flats, one white heron,
aloof and delicate, stalked its way above the thousand tiny breath-holes and
bubbles of the stirring, living mud.
"He's painting a self-portrait," xVIr. Kilpy whispered. "He's rigged up a
mirror, and he sits there painting his face." Mr. Kilpy had had only one glimpse
of the canvas. "He told me it wasn't finished, but I laughed so hard he got mad
at me, and now he won't show it to me again."
We evaded invitations to ride out to the slaughter-house. There was something unpleasant in the thought of a man sitting alone, intent on his own face
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while life and the river and the haimless tourists and the old blue-tongued
lizard mocked at the shut door.
Mr. Kilpy did not cease his hints and persuasions. In his young days
he had been a follower of horses; he had lost, without a flicker of his hooded
eye, his savings and his wife's and daughter's earnings, his OV^TI money, anybody's money, on a thin chance, a double, the jockey's colours, or just a superstitious hunch. Now he had another gamble, and it was this painting. He knew
horses, but he did not know anything about art. Was he feeding and stabling
a winner? Or should he crack down and set this dark horse to work on the
broken fences and the clearing?
"He says hell have it finished in another couple of years," he told us.
"You'd like to meet him. He's real clever."
"I should think that a man who managed to live, without working, on the
pleasantest part of the river, was clever—^really clever."
"Oh, he sees the cattle don't get out and nobody puts their horses in." Mr.
Kilpy defended himself from the implication that he could be imposed upon.
"His name's Adolph. Adolph Stanger. He's an Austrian."
This, for Mr. Kilpy, seemed to cap the hermit's mysterious powers. He
came from the very heart of Europe, from a part where snow lay on mountains
that looked over the edge of the world and, high and strange, men lived in the
white silence. Now Adolph Stanger was living by the warm green creek in the
scrub. His scorn of work waggled a mocking blue tongue at all the hard graft
of Mr. Kilpy's seventy years.
It was a hard, dry winter, and towards the end of it, Mr. Kilpy was looking
old and frail and red about the eyes. "I've got to draw water for the cows,"
he told us. "It's my heart. Forty buckets a day I draw from the well. I suppose I'm getting old and that's why it knocks me up."
Couldn't you get the Educated Bloke to draw some?"
"Him!" Mr. Kilpy mocked. "What about his picksher? Can't stop him
painting that!"
We tried to think of some way of helping old Kilpy. Couldn't we buy him
a pump for the well? An old man shouldn't have to pull forty buckets of
water. When we went to the city for our holiday, we would scout around
and pick up a second-hand pump.
The holiday came and for safe-keeping we took our horses out to the
forty-acre paddock. For the first time we met the Educated Bloke.
IT WAS a morning breathless, as it leaned over the mirror of the lake, with
the sight of its own beauty. Like the painter it could not turn away from its
reflection. The bush was rapt, withdrawn. A slight trembling might send down
all the priceless silver of the leaf-hoarded, last-night rain. Even the big old
black barn where the carcasses used to hang, had taken on a luminous quality
from the shield of light behind it, the blaze of water. The forty-acre paddock
breasted the still mere as though it would slowly float out as an island, all its
plumage of bladey grass and bracken spread Hke a swan's wings.
Our prejudices against the Educated Bloke, the hard judgments foimded
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on the Kilpy reports, were gone the moment we met him. One could no more
judge Adolph Stanger than a ghost, a unicorn or some fabulous monster from the
world to which the hermit belonged. His eyes were clear green and gentle, his
speech timid, courteous; far from repelling us he was wistfully eager to talk. A
handsome, tall man, he gave the impression of a curious purity. Old Kilpy
looked beside him a huddled creature of ancient horn.
The hermit led us into the great dark shed and shut the door. He excluded
Mr. Kilpy not so much from intent as because Mr. Kilpy did not even enter his
mind. When we detached ourselves after an hour from the conversation-starved
Adolph, Mr. Kilpy was gone.
Like most lonely people the hermit first wanted to talk about himself. "The
people here," he waved an all-including hand, "I cannot talk to them—they
would not understand. They are part of what I have left behind. The people
who get up in the morning and walk and run and drive all day to get from one
place to another, scratching one another like ants. It is necessary to go from
ants."
"And you never feel lonely?"
"Never. I wake up in the morning and I think over my dreams. I say: Yes,
that is good. I must remember. I have learned something. I learn every day.
Thoughts come to me." Again he waved his hand in large intimation. "I cannot express them. I think them for myself, so why should I try to express
them? It is only an old habit. Others can do like me. They can think. All
men can think for themselves."
But perhaps they could not find a Mr. Kilpy to support them while they did
it. We were envious enough to let this thought flash into our minds. We asked
if he did any fishing, but Adolph had no time to fish.
"Why don't you just make a fish trap and drop it in the creek?
will swim in and all you have to do is re-bait."

The fish

He evaded that. His green eyes were clear, untroubled. He never went
for a swim. Sometimes he chopped a little wood for himself and Mr. Kilpy but
mostly he was painting.
"Come", he said at last, when we had talked of the madness of cities, the
decay of civilizations, the philosophers from Spinoza to Schopenhauer. "Come,
I will show you my work." He had demohshed all the philosophies. "How can
they say anything to describe what they do not know? It is all words. Only the
meaning is inside a man—any man. That is the only place he can learn."
He had a hand-made easel propped in the barn. The place was dim but
very clean, a floor of beaten earth, a bed of sacking stretched upon saplings.
He explained his tricks of lighting, how by sliding back part of the wall he
could make a constant light where he needed it. He spoke authoritatively on
the building up of masses.
The painting wasn't bad; very much Rembrandt, technically of a high
standard. But it bore little resemblance to the Adolph Stanger who stood
there with his curious purity, his clear green eyes. It was the face of a younger
man with a small, petulant moustache. It might have been the Educated
Bloke's younger brother, more selfish and assured. We praised it in the conventional terms, spoke of the depth, the highlights, as people do who have a
10
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limited knowledge and greater politeness. The Educated Bloke sensed that
we were humble and good-natured. He listened complacently.
"That is an old thing," he explained. "I keep it because the people here,"
he never once mentioned Mr. Kilpy, "wish to know what I do. They can understand that." He removed the canvas from the easel. "Now I will show you
what I am working on."
So this was the masterpiece! It was a shapeless mass of paper plup, daubed,
smudged, an incredible, dirty-looking mess. For a full minute we gazed at
it speechless. No wonder the Educated Bloke kept it to himself. It looked
the most hopeless botch. Then, little by little, the thing began to form, just
as a phantom might gather shape from a sheet hung over a chair and the flickering of firelight. The eyes were the worst. The unfinished features made
the eyes, which were so very much alive, look as though the face had decayed
away leaving them to their desolation.
The Educated Bloke continued to talk of his art; he had a new method not
comprehensible by the lay mind, of building up from the skull, muscle by muscle,
nerve by nerve. As we could see, the picture was half-finished. We could not
judge, he could not really judge himself. "That," he said gravely, "is the face of
civilization. When I have left that behind, I shall have left everything. It is
the face of me—^but it is the face of man also—all men."
He looked at us anxiously, a little wistfully, and we hastened to overwhelm
his portrait with praise. It was living, which was true; it was magnificent,
which was not true, because it was horrible, gruesome, like something flayed.
As a self portrait it bore no more resemblance to Adolph Stanger than the
smug, neat, imitation-Rembrandt he had first shovsoi us. He was still human
enough, artist enough, to find balm in our extravagances. We asked if there was
any artist's materials he would like us to bring back from the city, and he
mentioned gum and rubber. We parted warmly with invitations on both sides,
assurances that he would look after the horses. We asked if he would not like
to ride the little bay mare. He shook his head. He had not much time, he
murmured. He did not care to go anywhere. If he went into town the people
stared at him. He liked the horses for their company.
"Why don't you keep a cat or a dog?"
"I would have to feed it. Always it would demand . I cannot have demanding."
A frowm, which was plainly a memory of Mr. Kilpy's prying and jeering,
crossed the white, high forehead of the Educated Bloke. He wa\^ed us down
the track and we felt we had a new friend.
The drought broke during our holiday, and on our return Mr. Kilpy claimed he didn't want any ruddy pump. He was as well as ever, he said stoutly.
He had not been offended when his Educated Bloke shut him out during our
visit and he listened with eyes shut in satisfied absorption, like a cat that is
stroked, when we told him that Mr. Stanger was certainly an artist, possibly a
great one, but we had no way of being sure of that.
Mr. Kiply roused himself. "He showed you the picksher," he demanded.
"What's it like?" His hooded eyes assessed our hesitation.
"It's like nothing on earth at present.
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But it's going to be good."
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Do you say a decaying skull is good if it has living eyes? There was corruption in that picture, some awful agony that might have been the emanation
of the slaughter-house, or of generations of Adolph's cultured ancestors, burning, flaying, torturing each other. Was this the last skin Adolph was casting oft,
the historic cruelty of men to man? And leaving it to Mr. Kilpy?
"Tliat's all I wanted to know," Mr. Kilpy said slowly, rubbing his hands.
"That man of mine, he'll show them. They laugh at him about here. But you
say he is an artist."
"Yes, he's certainly an artist."
When we went out to the slaughter-house to present our gum and rubber,
and bring home our horses, we noticed a change in Mr. Stanger. He wandered
a little in his speech, never finishing a sentence, waving it off into the air to
indicate the vastness of meaning behind it. The horses sensed they were going to
be taken from their heaven and refused to be caught. It took four of us to
hem them into a comer. The little bay mare, always tricky, galloped, tossing
her mane, kicking her heels as she raced along. She knew the weak spot in
our slowly closing Hne and charged straight at the Educated Bloke. He did not
try to stop her but stumbled clumsily out of her way.
"You damned fool!" Old Kilpy howled at him.
her?" And grumbling he rode after the horses.

"Why didn't you turn

The Educated Bloke said nothing. He might be remote from all the
emotions and cares of human kind, but he did not like being called a fool. A
flush showed under his clear skin. He would not speak to Kilpy when the old
man came back leading the horses. We went to say good-bye and found him
brooding over his painting. "Ah yes," he said, "when I finish it, it will not be
hidden in this . . ." He waved his hand at the dim rafters of the slaughter
house. "It will be exhibited. People will look at it, everyone, everyone . . ."
The decayed face with agonized eyes glared at him, and he beamed affectionately back, recovering his amour propre, his gentleness, his other-worldly
charm. He was once more the courteous mystic, the fabulous unicorn beyond
good and evil and the judgments of the earth.
Then, as we came out into the sunlight, he caught sight of the back of Mr.
Kilpy receding dovra the track . The old man sat on his horse with ponderous ease, his buttocks wedged into the saddle like a buttress. Knowing he had
angered the maestro he was deferentially retiring to "let him cool down in his
own way". But at the sight of that hunched, ancient figure, Mr. Stanger became
convulsed -with. fury. His eyes glared, he shook his fist, he jumped like a demented buU-ant.
'Tou old devil!" he shouted. "Work? You think I don't work, hey? Who
cleared all the paddock? When I come here it was nosing but trees, trees to
the waters' edge. Who b u m off? Who fence this and dig out the well? Who
clear the shed and make it so it not fall in? Only because I choose to work
but I work, I do all that." He eyed us, his rage falling to pleading. "Because
I choose, of course, but I fence, I clear, I cut the trees." A torrent of words
overflowed Mr. Kilpy and his meanness, his malicious chuclding, his silent un
spoken reproach that the other man did not work. It was an incoherent babble
of accusations. If the thought of the Educated Bloke and his picture tormented
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Mr. Kilpy, the sight of his patron had become venom to the artist. The old
devil rode out and laughed at him. People came by night to laugh round the
shed. They came up the creek in boats to laugh and stare. He could not go into
the town, they all stared—stared!
As we rode soberly after Mr. Kilpy, the same thought was in our minds.
"The picture will never be finished. He is going mad." But we did not tell
Mr. Kilpy that. He was in a high good-humour, jogging along behind the
cows, with his three dogs fleeting lop-tongued from one side of the road to the
other. His bony horse dejectedly moved its feet forward thinking of its wiongs.
Mr. Kilpy's old coat had lost another button and was held together by the same
large safety-pin. All ruffled with good humour he looked like a wise, bad old
buzzard.
"Wasn't he just taking on?" he chuckled. "Didn't he just perform? One
of these days he'll have a fit. Showed you my picksher, did he? How's it coming on?"
"About the same."
Kilpy chewed this over. "When he dies," he said definitely, "I come into
it. He's not strong. I'll be the one. I can last longer'n him. That picksher's
going to be worth a lot of money." He was jaunty in anticipation.
For some time we did not hear any more of the curious struggle. It seemed
to have reached a chmax of cross purposes, Mr. Kilpy doing his best to goad the
maximum of toil out of his artist, if not at fencing, then at his canvas; and the
poor Educated Bloke struggling in the web of his torments, trying to shake himself free of that effort and frustration, effort and frustration, which is the pattern of Hfe. Whenever he shook himself clear, achieved the selfless, formless
joy of the spirit, there was old Kilpy croaking about his picture. The pounding
wheel went over him again, the anger and the muddy spattering of shame, and
the realization of the contempt of ordinary mankind. Yet he did not ask for
much. He had found stabrhty of tenure, if only he could match it with stabUity
of mind. The peaceful forty-acre paddock, the sinister blackened shed, were all
too small to hold the Educated Bloke's struggling spirit that thrashed like a great
boa-constrictor, breaking in its grip the tall, clean-looking shell of his body.
One evening Mr. Kilpy came down leading our horses.
ordered. "I want you to come out to the slaughter house."

"Get aboard," he

"Is anything wrong?"
"He's gone." More details came out as we made for the forty-acre. Mr.
Kilpy had taken out the "tucker" and had given the hoot which, at our fence,
he used to announce the arrival of milk. No answer, no Educated Bloke showing himself, he hooted again. The slaughter-house was empty. At first he
thought that so many shingles had been falling from the roof and the artist had
complained so bitterly, he might have changed his camp to some other part
of the paddock. The easel was there but the artist and his canvas were gone.
"The picksher was gone," Mr. Kilpy repeated solemnly. "The light in there
ain't none of the best, but I gave her a thorough going over. That means he
meant to go. He's cleared off with my picksher. He promised it to me. Even
if I couldn't have sold the damn thing, I'd have had it."
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Not for a minute did it occur to him that the Educated Bloke might have
thrown himself and his painting into the still green creek where sharks bad
been seen before now. Mr. Kilpy was too old, too shrewd, to believe any such
thing.
"I may get a letter from him," he said, after we searched the paddock,
combed the swamps and scrub so that if the Educated Bloke were lying anywhere with the ants he hated running over him, his slightest moan would bring
us to him. "He's gone off in a paddy because I've said something that got his
back up." In his tone was infinite mourning, mourning not only for the lost,
the unattainable masterpiece, but for the Educated Bloke.
"I was good to him," he said, "I brought him pumpkin scones. The missus
was always cooking him some little thing."
And he had gone, vanished unexplainably, without apologies or regrets. We
thought of the Educated Bloke, with his timid courtesy, penniless, broken in
speech, and now a little broken in mind. Somewhere he must be making camp,
slipping aside from the car-roaring road, seeking for some little good-will, some
lure of pumpkin scones that might keep him tied to his hated dilemma of
life.
' I t comes of being old," Mr. Kilpy said at length, his horse reined back on
the bank, while he looked down into those clear green curves, as though he
might plumb there what he had never been able to read in the eyes of his protege. "When a man gets as old as I am, he's likely to ask himself: What's he got
out of it?"
stillness the question died away with the whispering of the
leaves: "What's he got
se my heart on getting that picksher. And
;ot out ui
of luvi
life? iI set
he's done me. He's done me after all.

House on

fire

The owner's blind. With pinching tang and crackled boom
his house behind revels in fire and light. Indoors
a picture (framed, sleek and faceless to touching finger)
snaps and twinkles through burn-webbed glass to litter the room.
Neighbours gather to comfort the bUnd refugee.
There's heat on his back; a treacherous wdnd to cool his face.
He's kept his charcoal spectacles on—pathetic gesture,
the courtesy of hiding dead eyes from eyes that see.

Watchers who learn how frail is security dare not speak
of possessors' pity. Too able-bodied to have lived with fear,
they are afraid—and he alone seems unconcerned.
That bricked-up night of four senses admits no weakening;
he shrinks from hand and friend, invites no awkward solace.
The eye to value the world is that which the world has burned.

RODNEY
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Judy

Forsyth

Wind of Change
OSE NTULI WOKE as the alarm clock in her kia^ rang six. She stretched her
long black legs out of the narrow bed and stood up in the petticoat she had
slept in. Next to her on the speckled raffia chair, its faded corkscrew curls
dawn-dishevelled, lay her blue cotton overall. She pulled it on and tied around
her waist a soiled white apron, and over the tight furry knobs of her greying
hair a triangular head-scarf. Picking up last night's dinner plate with its leftover husks of stamped maize and kidney shells of beans, she opened the door
and let into the stuffy smell of warming asbestos and damp mould the cool
morning air. Tall and graceful still, daughter of a chief and then again the
first vidfe of a chief, who had paid many cattle for her, she walked down the
steps to the main house.

R

"AH right, Rose," Madam answered sleepily as the servant rapped strongly
on the bedroom windowpane, "I'm coming."
"Good morning, Medem."
"Good morning, Rosie."
Gladys unlocked the cyclone gate on the back verandah and hurried back
to bed, and Rose went into the kitchen.
"Hau Nkosiami! (Good Lord!)"
She chcked her tongue in annoyance at the disappearing cockroaches. Then
she filled a pot of water for the slow-cooking mealie-meal porridge and made
coffee for herself and the milkman. He was sweating when he arrived at last.
"Ya, sakubona (good morning), my sister. Kunjani? (How are you?)"
"I am well, my brother," she replied. "You are late."
"Yes, one of us is sick. I have the work of two men. It is heavy.
push this milk-cart up the big hill, but I am not a horse."

I must

"Au Jesu," she was sympathetic. "No, you are not a horse. The times are
bad these days."
She filled his cup. He drank and left.
"Shlalagahle." ("Stay in peace.")
"Ya, hambagahle," ("Go in peace"), she answered.
She set the breakfast table and went out to sweep the front verandah,
noisily banging the broom as she worked, thinking of the man who was not a
horse.
1 Kia—servant's outside room.
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The house stood high up on the hillside and from her position she could
see below the comfortable bungalows and modern flats of the Abelungu (whiteman)—each hiding a little kia like a privy in the backyard—and each set in a
lush garden of sweet-smelhng franjapanni, purple and russet bougainvillea and
roseate azalea which leant over low hedges to tree-hned streets in sprays of
delicate generosity. There, by day, the coxcomb flame trees crowed sunbeams,
but by twilight yielded to the shrill inhabitants of the flamboyants—hundreds of
small birds proclaiming the democracy of Babel.
Now through the morning mist she could see further down, where the
groimd levelled out, showdng, like patches of quicksilver in a blurred and damaged mirror, the tm rooftops of factories and warehouses. Beyond that, blue,
opal and orange in the early twilight, was the huge bay almost enclosed by the
distant Bluff, as if in the crook of a giant forefinger and thumb. There was only
a tiny opening between the stubby tips for the big ships from far away places
like England—where, mused Rose, the Queen lived—^to pass in and out.
"Rose!" Her thoughts were broken by Madam's voice.
"Are you bringing our coffee, please? It's nearly seven o'clock.
She chided herself, "Oh, I am silly!" and hurried to make it.
Gladys was in bed and Steven slept still beside her. She shook him roughly
with married experience.
"Wake up, love," she said, "nearly coffee time."
He awoke and lay blinking, his mind gathering the dealt cards of its nocturnal game. The rules for the day's round were different.
"We'U really have to get rid of her," said Gladys.
"Who?" he asked.
"Rose, of course. She's just getting worse and worse. So slow. Jean's new
girl does all the cooking."
There was a tap at the door and Rose brought in their coffee slopped in the
saucers.
"Good morning, Baas," she said to Steven. "And how is the Baas feeling
today?"
"Good morning. Rose. Well, thank you," he answered, gentle to her
courtesy.
"Au, Medem, how can we do this thing? It is too heavy," he wryly mimicked
to Gladys when Rose had gone, for sleepy still he was cosily drawn to the old
woman's undemanding respect and loth to dismiss her.
Back in the kitchen Rose began to polish the children's shoes for school.
She stood bent over at the waist with her sti'ong legs straight at the knees. It
was difficult to believe that she was nearly sixty.
As she polished, Janet ran into the kitchen in her stockinged feet.
"Hullo, Rose. Have you finished my shoes?"
"Good morning, 'nkosasana (Httle mistress)," she replied to the sevenyear-old. "No, Rose has not yet finished your shoes. Soon, soon they will be
done."
"She hasn't done them yet. Mommy," the child ran out calling.
In skipped Nanette.
WESTERLY, DECEMBER J 9 6 3
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"Rosie, Mommy says is the breakfast ready?'*
"Au, good morning, tandiwe (beloved)," replied the servant, with love foi"
her three-year-old favourite. "No, not yet. It is not yet ready."
Then followed Gladys in her quilted dressing-gown.
"What's the matter this morning. Rose?" she asked with impatience. "We
really must hurry, or they'll all be late."
"Yes, Medem, it is too late." Rose was distressed. 'I should hurry."
Gladys was normally a kind and even-tempered woman, but she found this
humility infuriating. It frequently denied her the small rebuke and banked
up resentful en^bers in her. She went to take her morning shower; then, at last,
with family all dressed and fed, she drove Steven to work, Janet to school and
Nanette to kindergarten.
In the kitchen Rose washed the dishes, and then she settled dovra on the
steps of her kia for her own breakfast, with the large pot of mealie-meal—into
which she had thrown, as an incidental ornament only, a fried egg. The mixture
was cold, but she was unconcerned and ate it slowly, direct from the pot. Sitting
there, she could hear over the garden fences and away down the road laughter
and shouting, as servants and passers-by exchanged greetings and the morning
news. The mock incredulous "Hau Jesus" echoed from mouth to mouth at some
fresh piece of scandal, and the angry "Au Abelungu" at the tale of some new
White affront.
At the bottom of the garden the gate squealed open, and there up the path,
carrying vegetables to sell at the market, came her aunt and her eldest daughter.
She greeted them with the taciturn pleasure of a peasant.
"Ya, what news from home?"
They sat down and ate with her from the pot.
"The times are bad—it does not rain, the crops fail, your brother's sister's
son coughs with the T.B., and your niece's daughter's baby vomited its body's
water. Thomas is in jail again for not having a pass ,and his daughter is with
child from a township man."
They shook their heads and clicked their tongues over the misfortunes of
the extended African family and then, with the Ught toss of maturity, turned
to laughter over the folly of a raw umfaan (young lad), who had tried to warm
his jelly on a stove.
il
Gladys trod suddenly in upon Rose and her ragged city cinderellas wdth
their big white pumpkins, sitting there in sunny idleness. Her pity always
obUged her to shelter them, since they had nowhere else to go, and her commonsense urged her to feed them, since they shared her servant's food, but she
resented their continual implied claim on her hospitality.
Passing them by she went in through the kitchen door to the house and
suddenly smelt a strong burning smell from the stove. There on a fierce, glowing
hot-plate shuddered a frying-pan, blistering black. Rose had forgotten to turn
off the switch after frying her egg.
"Rose," she shouted through the open door, "Come here!"
"Yes, Medem." The servant came at once.
"Just look at this! You forgot to turn off the switch."
18
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"Haabe!"2 said the old woman in elongated wonder at the devil's frisking
with her guileless heart.
Gladys lost her temper.
"Honestly,
month. I can't
thing is going
people to stay.

Rose, I'm sorry but you'll just have to go at the end of the
stand it any more. You're getting slower and slower and everywrong. The house is always dirty and you're always having
It costs money, you know."

She broke off, suddenly aware of the vulgarity of shouting about cheap expenses.
"Look, Rosie," she said more kindly, "you are getting old now. You have
been with us for five years. I think that the children are getting too much for
you—^you must go home and have a rest. Why can't your children look after
you now? They are old enough—they should give you a rest."
"Yes, Medem," said the chiefs wffe very quietly, and slowly began to clean
the burnt pan.
Gladys left the kitchen.
"I am going out now," she said, as she returned a minute later vdth her
blanket and tunic. She had her Yoga class in a flat down at the beach every
Tuesday morning.
"You will remember to fetch Nanette from kindergarten at lunchtime.
will be home just after one."

I

She passed the poor relations as they sat still on the steps, silent in threadbare contempt, slammed the car door and drove down to the beach front.
ALONG THE ESPLANADE the giant modern hotels perched Hke Baba Yaga's
house on their chicken-legged struts. Within, the local witches sipped cocktails
and bemused the visiting farmers from up-country. On the pavements past
shop windows heavy with essential seaside bric-a-brac the sunspoiled youth
strolled idly while children carrying enormous loofahs of candyfloss bit unsatisfied into the blown sponge which yielded so insubstantial a mouthful and melted
into a bright plastic skein on the tongue.

The promenade was gay with wild, ullulating riksha-pullers loping-leaping
in the shafts of their decorated gigs, stamping in seed-pod anklets and tossing
heavy-plumed black heads, exciting the perched ladies in muslin and forget-menot panama to crumple their milk-white gloves with shrieks of maidenly delight.
Here and there on street corners stood native women, their forearms looped
with cheap bead and seed necklaces which they offered for sale. They carried
also decorated doileys and little black-painted dolls vdth diminutive fur skirts
and hide shields, brightly patterned bead-covered bottles and ornamental wooden spears. Beside them were piled high their strongly woven baskets, bags and
grass mats.
Gladys thought of Rose and was glad when she reached her Yoga class.
"Relax, relax," came the insistent voice of her instructor as she lay full
length upon the polished parquet floor.
2 Haabel—^Zulu word expressing surprise.
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"Let no thoughts enter your mind, do not plan or scheme, relax, relax."
Supple to such pleasant persuasion Gladys relaxed.
A T HOME

Rose's visitors restored respect with consolation.

"The woman is a fool," they said. "She pays for a heifer, expects an ox and
has lost a cow," and they left for the market.
Rose began the washing, and bending over the zinc scrubbing board at the
bathtub, she thought about her two youngest daughters. She was sending
Dokrasia to the CathoHc Teachers' College. And then there was Margaret, who
went to the farm school now. She was clever and her mother had hopes for hcT
as a nurse. Their education cost her every penny of the six pounds she earned
a month, but she believed without doubt what she had learned at the Mission—
that God, and the White man, would see African virtue rewarded when, through
education, he proved worthy. She had hoped to remain with this family for
many years to come. One day, when she got really old, then Madam would
perhaps send her home with twenty pounds and a lot of old clothes, and she
would say once more, touching with Zulu deference, her right forefinger to her
left viTist, "Au, Medem, you are my mother, God will bless you!"
Now who would take her to work for them, an old woman with an indifference? And how acutely she would miss the children when she left, Nanette
especially. Rose could never imagine, when the child playfully pinched her on
the cheeks and then hid in her bosom squealing with delightful fear, that she,
like the rest, would ever find the thought of their warm embrace disgusting.
Rose was a simple woman and her heart was as responsive to contact as a crease
along the palm.
But it would, nevertheless, be good to go back to the farm and her own
family, if onlyjiot empty-handed to their urgent needs.
She began to dwell on the well-known details of the journey home. First
the bumpy ride by Indian taxi with a few others back to the Etumeleni Trading
Store, some passengers clutching their oddly wrapped town purchases and others
perhaps even a few unsold hens. She imagined it—the small slate-coloured
corrugated iron shop with its flat tin roof, standing alone on the rolling green
sugar-cane hfllside. It was there that she had coveted, as a fat infant straddling
her mother's back, the shiny red sweets in their thick glass jars, and very occasionally, when a halfpenny could be spared from the knotted money-bag in the
comer of her mother's handkerchief, she would be given one. From then onwards the store had been the pivot of her economic life.
An infinite variety of articles hung from the low wooden beams inside—soft
grey-patterned blankets in Pondo style, shiny brown cardboard suitcases, countless pairs of takkies, khaki ex-army tunics and tropical helmets, black umbrellas
for charm-hung beaux, saltj' biltong, penknives with pitted cerebral handles,
innumerable yards of oheap bright cotton print and stronger black and gre\
patterned material for rural dowagers with a Victorian taste in skirts.
Rose smiled to herseff at the pleasant thought of a stop-over there and a
chat with seldom-met old friends before the long, long walk home along rutted
tracks to the beehive mud huts of her own eroded farm lands.
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She rinsed the washed clothes in a conserving trickle of water and went to
hang them outside on the Hne.
Suddenly the everpresent interchange between neighbouring servants rose
to a shouting and soon she caught their words as, their voices touched with fear,
they passed the news up the local grapevine:—
"Hau, they are coming!
Who are coming?
The people, they are marching . . .
Over the hillside . . .
In their hundreds . . .
With sticks and sharp vdres.
They are going to town . . .
To see the Mayor,
To ask for more money . . .
For ourselves and our children.
Because we are starving . . .
And the White man is eating us.
We can see them coming!
Soon they will be round the hillside . . .
They seem angry now, the way they are marching.
Some are pulling others who work in the houses into the march.
Hurry inside or they will hit you!
Lock the doors and hide inside or they will hit you!"
"Angaas (I don't know)," said Gladys's 'native girl'. "What can their
mothers be domg, to let them go!"
For her, poverty was nevei" an excuse from responsibiHty.
Her thoughts moved quickly as the lightning which had killed her husband.
She dropped the washing, locked up the house and began to run towards
Nanette's kindergarten, which lay two blocks down on the lower bend of the
road. Theirs was a main thoroughfare for Africans passing to and from the city
back to the slum township which sprawled down the hillside behind them.
The news of the unorganised march had spread and a few anxious mothers
had arrived in cars to snatch away their children. Those remaining in the kindergarten were noisy and frightened as the panic-stricken servant-girl cried hysterically in their midst and the garden-boy hid in the passage-way. Rose took
Nanette from the worried teacher, hoisted her onto her back, and began to run
again up the hill, her heart thudding and the child bumping and crying against
her.
Just then the first of the marchers rounded the corner, the men walking widi
a jaunty lope and carrying three or four sticks or sharpened tools apiece—the
ragged remnant of Chaka's impis (regiments) with their assegais (spears) and
shields.
"Hau, old woman, where are you running now with that White child?" a
youth called up to her. "Put her down and join us."
"Tsotsis!"^ she screamed back, and fled on.
* Tsotsis—hooligans, product of African slum townships.
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They spread out now in numbers across the road, and a few spilled into the
grounds of the kindergarten.
"Where is the boy?" they demanded, elated by their licence in the White
man's sanctum, and pushing through the children at the door, they pulled at the
reluctant servant.
"Leave the Abelungu and march with us, man."
"No," he protested, "I am afraid to go." And they beat him for a traitor to
their cruel poverty, while the children watched and cried.
Up the hillside Rose rushed on, her body a jerking Catherine wheel of
blood; she ran through their gate and up the steep path to the house. No time
now to unlock the cyclone fence; she dashed into her kia and latched the door,
then pushed the terrified child under the bed, snatched up a blanket and,
throwing herself down beside her, covered them both.
"Tula, tula, tandiwe (Be still, my beloved)," she hushed Nanette to her
breast as they lay panting together on the dirty wooden floor.
Then she heard them coming up the path.
"Where is the old salugas (old thing)?" someone laughed.
"She must be in the house, or the kia. Perhaps there are men servants
hiding there too. She can teU us."
They rattled at the door, and something struck sharply at the small window
and the glass splintered down inside. Surely she would be discovered now.
But it was then she heard the hard crack of shots, and wretched screams
below their gate.
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Her pursuers' voices turned to panic.
"The Saracens, the}' have brought the Saracens! The police are shooting
us! Run, run back!"
Their bare feet padded down the path. Confused shouting continued from
the road for some time and then there was silence.
Rose whispered and fondled the whimpering child and comforted her with
God's love and her owm, while they lay there among the discarded cocoons of
dust.
Slowly past their huddled bodies two remnant, wingless flying-ants, opaque
jelly-beans, edged pick-a-back, seeking safety, under the loose-fitting door and up
the steep bank off the steps outside. They disappeared, trembling, below a tough
knot of kikuyu grass. Above, in a papaw tree, an Indian mynah pecked with
oriental relish through the soft orange fruit into the luminous black pectin pips.
He had observed them.
Gradually, from round about, the familiar voices of the servants were heard
once again, and the sound of their mistresses emerging from locked houses.
Rose got up and peeped through through the jagged window. It seemed
safe now. She led the child into the house and began to prepare their lunch.
W H E N GLADYS'S Yoga class was over she drove home through the city and
became aware of some recent disorder; traffic was halted where small groups of
people of all races mingled together in incongruous harmony, and policemen
were everywhere. Further up, in the suburbs near her home, armoured cars
stood at street comers. As she drove into her own road she found it littered
with sticks and rocks and cast-off boots gaping at the toes. Near her gate her
neighbours were gathered, and she picked up from them snatches of the story.

"And where is Nanette?" she asked in sudden fear. "And Rose?"
Nobody knew.
It was she who now raced up their path.
Rose, Rose, where are you? Where is Nanette?"
"Medem? I am here. Here in the kitchen and Nanette is with me."
"Mommy, Mommy," called the child, crying again, "Why were you so
long? I was hiding under the bed with Rose."
After dinner the children were both in bed and Steven and Gladys sat together in the lounge. Rose was washing up in the kitchen.
"Rose," called out Steven, "come in here, will you, when you have finished.
I want to talk to you."
When she came in, he said.
"Look, Rose, Madam and I want to thank you for what you did for us this
morning, and we want you to stay with us. We will get an umfaan to help
you with the work."
Rose looked at them both. Today rude Time had buffeted her beyond her
age and tradition. She was tired.
"No, thank you. Master," she said with quiet dignity and, for the first time in
her life, with irony. "The Medem is true—I am too old now to look after your
children."
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What is it that has made THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT SO widely regarded as the world's leading
literary weekly? Each week some fifty books are reviewed, each by an expert on the subject, but with
the difference that the review itself is frequently a scintillating article of high literary interest and
lasting value.
^ ^ ^
: ^ ^ ^ .
T I M E S
tONDON

LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
ANNOUNCES FIRST WORLD PUBLICATION OF

C. p. SNOW'S The Two Cultures: A Second Look
THE ART OF SCIENCE
,^^S*<

This special number of THE TIMES LITERARY
SUPPLEMENT published on October 25 contains as
well as C. P. Snow's 'The Two Cuirures: A Second
Look', a series of specially commissioned signed
articles including:—
Professor H. C. Longuet-Higgins
Portrait of the Scientist as Artist — Which of the
arts are congenial to scientific minds, and why?
What sort of books ? Has the scientific attitude an
aesthetic counterpart?
Professor Charles Madge
Experimental Art and Writing in Relation to
Science — Were Valery, Klee, etc., any good as
scientific thinkers ? The scientific attitude in the art
of the past: is it lost?
Dr. P. B. Medawar
Imagination and Hypothesis — is there a meeting
ground for science and philosophy? Are scientists
stimulated by irrational thought and writing?
Does science conflict with humane values —
moral, political and artistic?
Bruce Montgomery
Science Fiction as imaginative Writing.
Other contributors discuss the relationship between
science and government (especially in peacetime),
and that between Science and Arts Dons in the
universities.
When, in May 1959, C. P. Snow gave the Rede
Lecture at Cambridge he chose for his subject the
breakdown in communications between what he
describes as the "scientists" and the "literary intellectuals". The controversy which this lecture aroused
was (and still is) startling.
Now, four years later, THE TIMES LITERARY
SUPPLEMENT has asked C. P. Snow to contribute to
a symposium "THE A RT OF SCIENCE" in which
a number of eminent scientists and writers express
their views
He has written a long and important essay under
the heading of 7%e Two Cultures: A Second Look.
In it he discusses reactions to his original lecture,
considers the worid political problems currently
posed by the scientific revolution and adds:
•// Is probably too early to speak of a third culture
already in existence. But I am now convinced this
is coming... ,*
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A special consignment of copies of 'THE ART OF
SCIENCE' has been sent from London by Air.
Readers of Westerly may take advantage of this
special introductory offer of a FREE bonus copy
from this consignment, which will be presented
with our compliments with every new subscription.
Please use the coupon. THE ART OF SCIENCE
Number will be mailed to you from our
Australasian Office: and your subscription (52
issues a year) direct from London.
ORDER FORM
TO: THE TIMES, AUSTRALIA AND
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Swallows and the Beloved Country
In the cool glow of a growing day
Over the parapet of a bridge I lean
Entranced by the individual ecstacies
Of swallows careering on their own axes
Retween a blue sky and clear stream
That slides beneath the bridge's nested gloom
And before the image crumbles in the weir's silver boom
Mirrors silkenly the wise birds' display.

The essence of activity is participation.

And the slim green fingers of willows trailing
Vainly in reflection can no more hold the slipping stream
Than I can demand continuance
Of this wing-born dance;
Nor can I halt swallows' flight
And cage within the mind
The pattern of their precise delight.
That I might learn wisdom's peace
In our grim dawn of doom.
The peace at one time of knowing
And not knowing in honesty man from man.
Fusing the instinct of the dance
With the pattern of intelligence.
Which aid alone can ease the pain
Of sad fingers trailing when the black flood and cries
Of wrath at Charity's death furiously rise.

R. A.
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The Escapist
This wry escapist parcelled by chains
Rolls and wrestles vdth himself
Like men diseased, who have a demon
Ruling far out of sight:
The man contorts, leaps from his chains.

The Pharisees appear impressed
But payment for his struggle comes
As pennies, and there's little else
To praise a mimicking
Of saints who struggled and impressed.

Once more he ties himself in metal
But can't enchain another crowd
With facile locks and rusty words:
As stubborn as a tide
They leave him to subdue his metal.

Though anarchists may gibe at bondage
They also feel the weighty links
Of pain and death that temper freedom.
Drive cowards to deceit
While heroes lose themselves in bondage.

R. A.
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A Little Anthology of Love
illustrated by

William

Boissevain

The Rite of Spring
Rain, grey rain of earlv' Spring,
Holds us beneath the heavy arch.
Ivy-covered, marking the entrance to the park;
Two hand-linked souls, whose eyes exchange
The secret sign of love.
Before hes the pond where swan and water-hen
Performed, before the rain, the ritual.
Instinct's strange bobbing dance.

We perform our dance, Httle different.
To the soft rain's rhythm.
And the wind softly conversing among the bordering reeds.
Gently lip touches lip—the question is formed;
And the old gardener, hidden among the weeds,
Turns a grey eye to the hills:
He has seen it all before.

M. .JULIAN

W]A^

WEST

Introduction to Love
A cup of tea, though cold, was just as trite
A start to conversation, as we might
Discover in our pedant words about
The rules of rhyme and rhythm that we flout;
And then the parquet floor, uncarpeted.
That stung our blood to cold, interpreted
As shaky explorations of a kind
Quite diS^erent from the rondeaux in our mind—
Became a common suffering for our feet.
Which, in a way, through wooden tiles, could meet
More easily than our stranger'd lives, that ran
Together in a moment's chairs, a span
Of cloth, and hidden screws and springs apart;
And last, the orbit, plotted at the start
Of riverwalking home, elipse'd around
Your chic umbrella's wired cloth: we found
In such a diverse trinity as this
The strangest introduction to a kiss!

RAY
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"What Thin Partitions Sense From Thought Divide"
You, I see as thought and sound
Like autumn leaves, shaped by the wind;
Or ripples patterned by frozen swans
That twisted, turned on winter ponds
In liquid rhythms, tangled round
The shadows the pale poplars pinned.

Patterns, like the whirlwind grass
Where the sloped paddock found the sea;
Like foam within the tide-filled cave
That coiled against the rocks each wave;
Like tree-tops from the stormy pass
That catapulted snow at me.

Your words and dreams slow coil and fall
Around the icy air and me.
Like coloured oils circling round
The old, black wharf we sunset found
When we tracked the wandering call
Of seagulls putting out to sea.

I wander in your swirl of dreams
And taste each hanging crystal word.
And gently finger through your mind
For shaping thoughts; my soul, I find.
Has trespassed into yours, and seems
To splendour in your life's record.

RAY
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Country Idyll

A glittering girl went out one day
On a dappled horse through the meadow hay.
And the quail rose clumsily, freckled brown,
In the morning light he rose up high
and then dropped down.
And "Sweet, sweet, we all must die"
Sang the glittering girl on the louring sky.

O she rode down to the gHding river
And the water covered her face forever.
And she prayed on horseback all of the way,
Crying, "This is the judge of all the days,
this is the master day."
And the sun rose up in a dusty haze.
And the plover sank in his song of praise.
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O the girl went out on the gladsome water,
And the farmer searched for that whore, his daughter.
He smashed the haycocks, rattled the barn.
He said he'd find where the slut was laid
if he wrecked the farm.
While her lovers squatted in dust and played
Two-up under the peppermint shade.

And the river hid that she'd never been married,
And the river hid the child she carried
From the tea-cup tongues of the town.
It hid her breasts and her round high belly
as she floated down.
But her lovers never came out to see.
Playing two-up under the peppermint tree.

DOROTHY

HEWETT

Ballad in Three Sonnets for Guitar

Madam, I ask the honour of your bed,
Nor under heaven shall my claim be spited.
How long may ardour, sharp but unrequited.
Upon its tail like some poor worm be fed?
Lest you should read into this figuration
A double meaning God did not intend—
The worm's not solaced by his ministration,
Though he should eat himself from end to end.
Must I find pasturage on my own passion.
To feast the soul on what the flesh desires?
Body and soul are warmed by the same fires.
Yet each seeks to be loved in its own fashion.
Before the last in pain the first has fled.
Madam, I ask the honour of your bed.

Madam, 1 ask the honour of your bed.
If I'm a man by lusty fathers sired.
Still is my plea by their hot blood inspired
Less than by knowledge, from cold suffering bred.
It taught me joy that grows through deprivation
—Grows deeper? Yes! but sometimes grows too fierce.
I would not have you, by this retardation,
Hammer a bolt for your own heart to pierce.
No, I would take it as a gift, unbroken.
Which is the dearest in a lover's keeping:
A heart held lightly, lightly . . . as a token,
Not as a flower by the sickle's reaping.
With this intent to my devotion wed,
Madam, I ask the honour of your bed.

Madam, I ask the honour of your bed.
Compound two winters into laughing summer.
The unmasked season when your patient mummer
Comes naked to your arms, the tinsel shed.
In the guitar beneath the string's vibration
Opens a chamber where the gods engage;
The door whereby we go to our salvation
Is the same door by which we come on stage.
Proud mistress of the gate who has defended
The holy frontier, let your pilgrim enter!
Let poetry and music, fitly blended
In one deep chord from our being's centre.
Complete the work to which all art has led.
Madam, I ask the honour of your bed.

DAVID
j-i

MARTIN
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Combatants
A deathhowl in the undergrowth
a deathhowl through my head
the shapeless conquers in the night
the shapeless in my bed.

A struggle and fall to widening bush
my struggle and plunge of loin
on naked earth a carcass sinks
the sheeted monsters join.

RODNEY

HALL

Jack the Ripper
(i)
He put his hands dowm, dovra
Into the black waters
Of the River Thames

Crying, where, where
Else is there peace, for these
Restless probing fingers

Which once so quietly
Moved on the slack strings
Or tautly gripped

The knife-haft, gag
And other modes of death?
Only in the black

Cold sweeping flow
Like sleep lapping
The closed clay—

Muffling all sounds.
Stifling the brain's cry
That no-one hears

Stilling the voices
Of the prostitutes
On the muddy corners.

Oh let there be stillness!
Let the whistles quiet!
Let him into the dark

36
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(ii)
Once there was a girl with eyes so full of pain
That even the closed lids could not conceal it.
She stood on a wind-beaten bank and held him, crying
Assuage it, assuage it, cut it out of me.
And he tried, in the chilling dusk and the brown fog
Of the valley to still that pain.
As she fell in his arms she thanked him quietly.

Oh Jack, Jack, she cries now. Jack they are calling you.
My darling in the London rain, my ovra sad darling
With your instruments of healing, your dark cloak
And face calm as the moon under the tall black hat.
Your smile was never sweeter than when you gave me death.
And now I know it is only a transference
From pain to pain and now it can never end
And I am to be joined by the others you have killed.

(iii)
One night he slipped away
Out of the rotting pages
Of life's insane book.

No-one saw him again.
Though many confessed
On gallows and in beds of death.

The fact is, he's always here.
Moving among us silently.
Ready to strike for peace.

3e
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To cleanse the dark thing
Growing inside us.
To ease us of sorrowing.

Like a raven in the dusk
Standing with huge dark eyes
Waiting, always waiting,

His love like a reaching hand
Full of glittering steel
To seek out the white cancer-

Until the very end.
Of each and every city
Jack stands and smiles with a tremendous pity.

CHARLES

HIGHAM

Soon We Shall Separate
A streamer of bark has painfully torn itself loose
after grating and fraying the Blue Gum's trunk for so long.
Soon we shall separate—we who have grown so close.

The two-ended sky has torn its way free of a storm
after ramming through thunderheads, jabbing with resolute force.
It'll soon be farewell then—our hurt an electrical flame.

We both reveal spirits exposed and ripped by the weather,
our sky indescribably huge and rich with emptiness.
Soon we shall separate—tear ourselves free of each other.

RODNEY

HALL

For Joy Unspoken
This is the only happiness;
To have the papers there
Lamp glowing, the sea beating
And the stars like steel splinters

To know the body strong
Mind rinsed of passion
Words moving on the page
And the smell of brine

Far off, like a message
Of the hunger that siezes you
For places far
And the fish leaping and playing.

All life, all words then
Dedicate to the pure vdnd
And the rocks without benefit
Of leaping plants

Of the stripped sea free of boats
And the beach bereft of wrack
And the cleansed heart alive
In the ribs like a leaping bird.

CHARLES HIGHAM
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Nancy

Phelan

The Seduction

f

E HAD been courting her as consistently as he ever did anything, which
meant that he rang her up every now and then and asked her to have
coffee with him or sit in the Gardens in the sun. He was very poor and
quite unlike the other boys she knew. They went to the university or were
chained to respectable professions like medicine and law, but he had given up
that sort of life to devote himself to music. He worked at odd jobs and lived
with foreigners in order to learn their languages. He could speak Norwegian
and Russian and had had mistresses and hated being mothered; he knew people
like waitresses and Soviet spies. He was exciting, unsafe, probably ruthless
and therefore attractive in a frightening way.

H

That she was frightened she did not admit, even to herself; she preferred
to believe that where he or anv other man was concerned she could handle anv
42
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situation that might arise. At heart sentimental and romantic, she liked to see
herself as a cynical woman of the world, and when rather caddishly he told her
of adventures with other girls, described their timidities, tears, fears, regrets
and panics she laughed with him in a lofty way, sharing his amused contempt
for such naivete and silliness. Such things could not happen to her, she inferred, not to a woman of her experience; but even as she dismissed the pitiful
virgins who lost their hearts to him, then wept with terror and regret, she wai
resolving that he should never know of her own virginity.
"I am pursuing a girl from the North Shore," he said one day when they
were lying on the grass in the Botanical Gardens. "She is extremely nice. A
middle-class virgin. But I shall get her in the end, if I don't lose interest."
Biting a piece of grass she said brightly, "What do you see in middle-class
virgins? Don't they bore you?"
"They fascinate me with their freshness," he said. "I am doing very well
with this one. She thinks me Cultured. I talk to her of Pasternak. She has
not read Pasternak . . . in fact I doubt if she knows who he was . . . but she feels
he represents Culture. Culture can be a great help sometimes in seduction."
She blushed, thinking guiltily that she too had thought that Pasternak, whom
she had not read, represented Culture, and to divert attention said, "Shall you
rape her?"
"Rape won't be necessary," he said coldly, and she felt crushed and young
and foolish. This sort of thing often happened when she tried to be clever.
Her smart remarks did not come off and she was left with the feeling that she
had given herself away; but he soon forgot his annoyance and resumed his
assault on her.
"I should like to wake up in the morning with you beside me," he said. "I
think you would be at your best then. You have a dewy look."
She laughed in a knowing way and with no sense of lying said, "That has
been said before;" managing, in these simple words, to infer a lifetime of
subtle erotic adventures.
With men of his type, she felt, it was necessary to be always prepared
and on the defensive, so when, lying in the sun, he read Greek poetry to her
she was suspicious and alert. This, she thought, was Culture aiding seduction,
and she made clever remarks until he stopped, irritated and surprised at her
lack of sensitivity. Alone, she would read the poetry and think of him, but this
of course must ever be kept from his knowledge.
From reading and hearsay she knew that all was well so long as she did
not go to his flat. This was the fatal step from which there would be no retreat;
yet often she longed to take this step, to be in danger, even on the verge of
succumbing, in order that she might turn the tables on him, as only a virtuous
woman could, and bring him to his knees, humbled by the revelation of a good
woman's love. These day-dreams, which she indulged in with a sense of
shame, always ended in the same way, in a blur of remorse, forgiveness, regeneration and a blissful future. If anyone had accused her of matrimonial designs
she would have denied it indignantly, yet this was her unconsciovis aim; if
not to marry him, then at least to secure an honorable proposal.
There were many inconclusive talks over coffee cups, many walks in the
Gardens and baskings in the sun, all of them more exciting than the smartest
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balls at the university or the yacht club. There was a great deal of fencing, of
excitement and danger which brought a curious happiness and sense of stimulation; then one day came a telephone call.
"I am sick and lonely. I want to see you. Please come and see me."
"Ah," she thought, clutching the telephone, trying to collect her wits. "How
cleverly he does it. How convincing and pathetic it sounds." She stiffened her
back in resistance and said coolly, "I don't think I can. Can't you come over
here?"
"I can't. Don't feel well enough. You come to my place."
"I don't know where you live," she said, feeUng flustered and annoyed with
herself for her weakness, but he said, "I'll meet you at the Cross. We'll have
some limch and come back to the flat. I should be lying dovsm; in fact, I think
I've got appendicitis."
It sounded genuine and for a moment she was touched as well as excited;
then sympathy gave way to a sense of feminine triumph. She had won, she had
won. He had given in. She saw him, weakened by illness, dependant on her
strength and goodness, and herself, generous and kind, giving freely of what
cost her nothing. She saw a dazzling montage of cool hands on fevered brows,
kisses pleaded for and sweetly vidthheld, the soothing nurse, the tantalising
mistress, a highly satisfactory situation both platonic and passionate. She was
suddenly filled with extreme confidence and eagerness for the encounter and trying to keep the note of gratification from her voice, said, rather formally, "All
right then. I'll come."
But when she met him at the appointed place nervousness spoilt everything
He was pale and tired and quiet. Even she could see that in such condition a
man would want no more than peace and a httle sympathy, would even perhaps
endure a little mothering if cleverly administered; but when she spoke her voice
was arch and bright and with a knowing look she said, "Is it a hangover?"
She knew at once that she had said the wrong thing, just the sort of thing
she had not meant to say. He ignored the remark and took her elbow to guide
her across the road and she realised that he was taking it as he might have taken
his mother's arm, in a matter-of-fact way, automatically, devoid of any implication, simply to steer her through the traffic. His generally platonic attitude was
what she believed she had desired in the past but now she was perversely disappointed and pressed up against him in a way that infuriated him.
All through lunch his lack of response to her charms spurred her on to say
ridiculous things which for some reason he ignored. It was as though she were
drugged and uttering words for which she were not responsible. By the time
they set out for the flat her mind harboured two decisions. She was determined
to be overwhelmed; at the same time she was determined to resist and evade.
The street was hot but there were plane trees shading the house where
he stopped. A tremendous excitement surged through her as he opened the front
door. It seemed to her that all adventure and bohemia were concentrated in
the shabby hall. Her own home with trees and water views seemd dull in
comparison to the atmosphere she scented in this rather seedy entrance. She
knew no one who lived in such a place, alone and free. Her friends lived en
famille, in desirable areas, with tennis courts and tiled kitchens and constant
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family interference. To her, the smells of cabbage-water and old carpet represented the full life, starving in garrets, the writing of masterpieces, Montmartre.
She followed him through the hall and up the staircase. The chipped white
paint on the banisters was exciting to one bred in a world of dark substantial
oak.
The flat was shabby but not squahd as she had half-hoped, half-feared.
There was a bedroom full of books, an adjoining room with a record-player and
chairs and from here a narrow stairs led to a fascinating top room with attic
ceilings and small dormer windows. French windows led from the bedroom
to an iron balcony that seemed to be lodged in a plane tree. A green gloom
shone into the room and there was a sound of birds.
"Sit down," he said, waving towards the bed and instandy her confidence
left her. Already, so abruptly was he going to ravish her? She was so frightened in so many ways that she could not speak. Almost as strong as the fear of
assault was the fear that she might betray her state of mind. She became despairingly bright and defensive.
"Who's that?" she said impudently, pointing to a photograph on the dressing-table.
"My sister," he said rather tersely. There was a silence.
"Can I look round?" she said, and began to pick up his books.
"Ah," she said. "Poetry. Hm."
He was thoroughly sick of the whole business and wished he had never
asked her to come. She seemed devoid of all feminine understanding, even of
normal intelligence. All he asked of her was peace and quiet and friendly
companionship but she was behaving like an anxious whore. At that moment
she noticed a tennis racquet in the corner.
"Tennis?" she said with indescribable astonishment and contempt. "Don't
tell me you play tennis?"
"Why not?" he said coldly. "I like it very much. Don't you?"
She was rather confused. She did like tennis and was rather good at it,
but she thought games were despised by intellectuals and had flung herself over
to what she thought was their side. Now, somehow, she was wrong there as
well. She blushed and did not answer.
"Let's go into the other room," he said.
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She followed him into the square, pale room with the high remote ceiling.
He silently waved towards a chair. She sat down feeling young and miserable.
He appeared to have lost interest in her and began to pull out records from
the table by his player. She waited, uncertain, relieved, disappointed, bewildered. He set the needle on the record and sat down in an armchair. The
music began.
She leant back in her chair with her hands resting on the arms and her legs
crossed at the ankles in the attitude of a housewffe at an evening social. Her
thoughts were confused and angry. She objected to being ignored. It was
as though she had been brought there on false pretences. If she had admitted
her thoughts to herself she would have been horrified. She had come to the flat
determined not to be persuaded into anything; she was disappointed because
no one had tried to persuade her.
The music went on. Out of the depths it climbed, searched, soared. She
assumed a devout expression like a tourist in a cathedral and leant her head
lightly on her hand. He took no notice of her posturing and the music xmrolled
. . . Out of the deep I call to Thee. Beyond the vraidow, birds chattered in the
tree. The leafy reflections filling the room intensified the heat and dust outside.
Once more she glanced at him and a further pinprick of disappointment
disturbed her when she saw that he still ignored her. For a moment she would
have liked to interrupt, stop the record and draw attention to herself in some
way; then she changed her mind and settled down sulkily to endure the music.
He stood up to change the record and she was struck by his expression. It
was withdrav^m, remote, entirely happy. She said, as though speaking for someone else, "You love Bach, don't you."
The sudden understanding in her voice penetrated and he looked at her as
though seeing her for the first time. He nodded without speaking but she knew
what he was saying. Supreme. Music the voice of God; Bach the greatest
interpreter of the voice.
He sat down again and the music continued, singing of depths that were
not despair, of searching that knew no doubts, of faith that illumined and
certainty that guided towards the triumphant conclusion. She was young but she
was not insensitive and music was in her bones. It was not possible to sulk in
the presence of such serenity. Her frown relaxed, her affected look fled and she
leaned back in her chair. Forgetting his presence she too became withdrawn,
remote and happy, ignoring him as he had ignored her.
The music came to an end and for a moment neither of them stirred. At
last he stood up and moved to the player but she no longer felt any desire
to speak. At peace, both with herself and him, she lay curled in her chair,
dimly conscious of content. It was as though in that green and shaded room,
shut off from the harsh hot world outside, she and he had come together, closer
than any physical action could bring them. Sympathy and understanding and a
mingling of spirits were part of it and a happiness and completeness that she
could not define. Vaguely she realised that after this she would never be shy
with him again.
The music bubbled, the perriwigs bounced, the burghers hopped and
skipped. Such delight filled her that she had to share it. Across the room he
felt the same. Their eyes met and sparkled and they nodded, amused, entranced.
Outside the heat mounted and the traffic roared through the streets.
WESTERLY, DECEMBER 1963
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Philip

Parsons

A New Fortune and
Shakespeare Studies

O

N JANUARY,

8TH, 1599,

a new

theatre

was

commissioned by Edward Alleyn, the famous Elizabethan actor who created Marlowe's
heroic roles, and rivalled the great Richard Burbage, Shakespeare's leading man at the Globe.
Together with his father-in-law, Henslowe, he
planned this new theatre to challenge the glories
of the Globe—^indeed the contract constantly refers Peter Streete, the builder, to the arrangements
at the rival house as model for this. There is,
however, one striking difference. Topographical
views of London show the Globe as roughly
circular, but this theatre was to be square; the
open galleries of the "frame" or auditorium were
to rise in three storeys about a courtyard fiftyfive feet by fifty-five. The contract goes on to
specify " a Stadge and Tyreing howse to be made,
erected and settupp within the saide fframe and
which Stadge shall conteine in length fortie and
Three foote of lawful assize and in breadth to
fxtende to the middle of the yarde of the saide
howse'V that is to say, the open apron stage was
to be huge, forty-three by twenty-seven feet six
inches.

Christened the Fortune, Alleyn's theatre opened
in the autumn of 1600 to last some sixty years,
by which time the dramatic logic of such open
stage theatres had become outmoded. Some three
hundred years later again the University of Western Australia will celebrate Shakespeare's quartercentenary by opening a New Fortune, faithfully
and elegantly reaUsing the dimensions of prime
dramatic importance in the old Fortune contract,
to give us not only one of the world's few
Ehzabethan reconstructions, but also the most
avarrt garde theatre in Australia. As an Elizabethan playhouse it is paralleled only by a handful
of theatres in America, of which I have yet to
trace one so authentic. As an open stage theatre.
48

it stands as a small-scale companion to the three
great experimental houses inspired by Sir Tyrone
Guthrie and Miss Tanya Moiseivdtsch at Stratford
(Ontario), Chichester, and (most recent and most
beautiful of them all) the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre
at Minneapolis.
The factor common to old and new is a peculiar actor-audience relationship. As you look down
from the galleries of the New Fortune to the
great stage below, you stand in exactly the relationship to the actor that Alleyn desired in order
to create the gorgeous and terrible world of the
Elizabethan imagination. The intimacy of that
relationship is disturbing; for you will see a
creature unlike yourself. He has no scenic background—no ordinary, reassuring setting to suggest the world you know, nor any world you can
take for granted. He is a stranger, richly clothed,
splendid of speech—and he stands there almost
near enough, it seems, to touch, asserting inescapably a life that dwarfs you. Or, from the
actor's point of view, the immediate proximity of
the audience on all sides brings the challenge
described by Mr. Walter Kerr, the eminent New
York drama critic, as he felt it while standing
on the open stage of the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre:
. . . there is only one thing for the actor
to do: he has got to reach out and scoop up
that ranging auditorium, taking it wdllLgly
into his confidence and virtually into his
psyche, if he is not to be overwhelmed by it.
It is a close, powerful pressure that cannot
be successfully resisted or shied from; it
must be accepted, and then dominated.
Its virtue, from the actor's point of view,
is that it will teach him to dominate, rather
than merely entice, or possibly evade, his
audience. He has got to take a great big
breath . . . and then exhale with a rush of
energy that will carry him, voice and foot,
around the encircling arm of eyes on a single,
sustained impulse—without loss of momentum
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learsal at the
New Fortune, as
seen
from
the
third spectator gallery hard against
the stage-house.
Photograph by
Ray Irvin
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Photograph by G.

Whiting

2. The New Fortune yard, stage and permanent framework of the stage-house as seen from
the second gallery.

3. The auditorium, stage and stage-house of the Chichester F e s t " - '
(completed 1962). The balcony-stage and staircases are removab
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7. The stage of the Shakespeare Festival Theatre,
Ashland (Oregon).
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12 & 13. Reconstructions by C. Walter Hodges from the Fortune contract with (above)
known of the stage and stage-house.

all that is

14. Sketch of the New Fortune by the architect (iMr. Marshall Clifton) showing the stage set Tip
with tiring-house after J. C. Adams

15.

16.
15 \ 16. Experimental designs for the New Fortune by Mr. Peter Parkinson,
based on (above) the "Messalina" title-page and (b '
Witt sketch.

or any breakdown of command. Or h e has
got to . . . fasten himself so intensely to a
line of thought, however quietly spoken, that
the multitude from whom he cannot
escape will join him in his search for the
next right word. However it is to be resolved,
the task is a huge one; but the actor is going
to be bigger for having had a try at it.^

herself down on her bed in tears? But it
does not occur to Shakespeare.
Probably
there was no bed visible, the action passing
behind the balustrade of the Upper Stage.
There was nothing for JuHet to weep upon;
and the gesture is an essential part of the
effect. Shakespeare had to fall back upon
words, and make her say:

Clearly, there is a world of difference between
such an actor-audience relationship and what Sir
Tyrone calls the illusionistic relationship of the
conventional modem theatre. There the stage is
dehberately distanced behind the proscenium arch
to suggest the illusion of a self-contained world
going about its own business, with the audience
looking in and overhearing as at a peep-show.
If this concept is alien to the Elizabethan theatre,
must it not also distort the very nature of Shakespearian drama? It seems to have done so for that
great champion of realist drama, William Archer.
Failure to realise that the Ehzabethan actoraudience relationship is different in kind from
that of the modern illusionist theatre underlies
a confusion in his approach to Romeo and Juliet:

Oh, Fortune, Fortune, all men call thee
fickle.
If thou art fickle, what dost thou ivith him
That M renown'd for faith?^

After the parting of Romeo and Juhet, what
could be more natural, one may almost say
inevitable, than that Juhet should throw

Archer cannot help seeing the scene as a defective
piece of illusionist theatre. But the nature of
the Elizabethan stage, like the very fact that
Juhet speaks verse, rules out any illusion that we
are overhearing the grief of an actual girl in the
privacy of her bedroom. As Sir Tyrone Guthrie
feels, the actor-audience relationship posits a
distinctiveh' formal dramatic experience—one
which may well draw its hfe at a deeper, more
elemental level of the imagination:
. . . the stage is planned upon the theory
tliat illusion is not the aim of performance.
The shape of the auditorium, in which the
spectators are constantly and inevitably aware
of the presence of other spectators, is a con-

•' Stoly^ It additiot\al
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The dimensions of the Fortune contract.

stant reminder tliat the performance is what
it is: a ritual in which actors and spectators
are alike taking part.*
Unlike Archer, Sir Tyrone has the benefit of firsthand experience, for he describes here, not an
imagined performance in an imagined reconstruction of the Ehzabetlian theatre, but the actual
conditions of performance in the Festival Theatre
at Stratford, Ontario, which he designed specifically to embody and test his conclusions about
Elizabethan production. His notion of r i t u a l ^
richly suggestive in the context of Elizabethan
tragedy—is certainly open to question; but, witli
equal certainty, investigation of this kind points
the way ahead.
Questions in Shakespeare studies, ranging from
die fundamental to minute points of scholarship,
are waiting upon experiment in the Ehzabethan
theatre; and for lack of such theatres the work is
hardly begun. We know very little, for instance,
of Shakespeare's stagecraft—yet this visual and
physical dimension of his dramatic genius is
continuous with and essential to his verbal poetry.
Several theories exist, but their merits and deficiencies have necessarily been discussed in vacuo
in the absence of practical experiment. Coniphcating this whole issue is our very limited knowledge of tlie Elizabethan theatre itself. Wliat did
tile tiring-house behind the stage look hke? How
was it used? Here again speculation has run riot,
unrestrained by the possibihty of testing theory
against practical possibihty. These are among
the most important and most open questions in
Shakespeare studies today—and the New Fortune
is the only theatre in Australia where they can be
investigated. It is a piece of equipment of which
the University may be proud, and which could
do much to promote dramatic scholarship of international repute.
While we may confidently expect the New
Fortune to attract scholars, its immediate importance hes in the teaching of Elizabethan drama.
The interdependence of play and theatre is now
a commonplace of dramatic studies. The task
of the dramatist is to create an imaginative world
in the theatre, and, clearly, the nature of the
theatre for which he writes must heavily condition
the working of his imagination. When critical
interpretation of a text is carried on with no
reference to the theatre, some impoverishment—
perhaps marginal, perhaps radical—is bound to
result. Indeed I am inchned to question whether
certain texts—those of Restoration comedy, for
instance—may properly be discussed at studentIe\el without an adequate theatre production for
reference. Just as the meaning of any statement
will depend on the tone of voice in which it is
uttered, so the meaning of Wycherley's The
50

Country Wife, for example, is inseparable from
its physical style and vitality in the theatre. Again,
its artificial cadence makes such a play a test
case; only intelhgent acting within a clearly
realised style will bring out truly the pathos of
the country wife and the strain of savage despair
in the witty progress of her corruption.
The
theatre's physical accompaniment to the spoken
word, argues Professor Nevill Coghill,^ is in a
sense equivalent to style in literature; it defines
the precise quality of the thing perceived, just
as (to take a simple and obvious example) the
elevation of Juhet above her adorer on the deserted stage below delicately ehcits the devotional
imagery in the verse, emphasizes the lovers' rapt
isolation, and places a spatial barrier between
them—in short, it organizes the scene's elements
into a particular harmony not easily read from
the printed page.
So much may be said in general terms for the
theatre's place in dramatic studies and teaching.
But there are particular reasons for using an Elizabethan stage to teach Shakespeare. "Those who
have never seen Hamlet played on an apron stage,"
writes Professor Coghill, "can have no conception
of the force and closeness of his soliloquies."
This is a thing which cannot be imagined in
the study. One may in theory know all about
stages and galleries and apply one's knowledge to one s reading; but when it is actually
experienced on a reconstructed Elizabetlian
stage all that one knows comes to life so
\ividly in terms of style, quality and interpretation that it seems an entirely new play.®
With a production of Hamlet planned to open the
New Fortune we may hope to test Professor
Coghill's view for ourselves.
The case for presenting Shakespeare on the
Elizabethan stage, however, rests chiefly on
dramatic structure. While by no means ideal for
all purposes, the modem stage will serve reasonably well for demonstrating drama written from
the Restoration to modem times; but such a radical change in stage and theatre structure took
place between Ehzabetlian and Restoration drama
that to play Shakespeare on a proscenium-arch
stage is, at best, to rob him of some of his force,
at worst to distort or destroy the telhng juxtaposition of his scenes. The blank impossibiUty
of realising his swift, expressive action on a
stage with realistic scenery set behind a curtained
proscenium arch or picture frame will appear to
anyone who consTilts, say, the opening of Twelfth
Night, or, better still, the mihtary campaigning
in Antony and Cleopatra.
In either the scene
changes by the minute. It is physically impossible
to localize each scene with appropriate scene
changes, unless the action is to be held u p inWESTERLY,
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tolerably—for Shakespeare, of course, intended
continuous action on a bare stage. Nevertheless,
in the heyday of "reahsm" and Irving and Beerbohm Tree, full-scale scenic stage dressing was
the accepted aim. Concessions, of course, had to
be made, chiefly by Shakespeare. Scenes were
run together or cut, and of those remaining some
were played out front before a series of painted
drop-curtains while big "reahstic" set-pieces for
the remainder were set up behind. The result was
often very grand and enjoyable, but hard on
Shakespeare.
No less than the Shakesperian
extravaganzas of the Restoration, these were free
adaptations suited to the taste of the time rather
than serious re-creation, as Shaw saw more
clearly than any:
Much as the Shakespearean orgies at His
Majesty's Theatre have interested and amused
me from the first, it was not until I witnessed Much Ado the other night that it struck
me that Mr. Tree's detachment from Shakespeare was a phenomenon less personal and
more national—or, at least, more metropohtan
—than I had supposed . . . Mr. Tree is the
first within my experience for whom Shakespeare does not exist at all. Confronted with
a Shakespearean play, he stares into a
ghastly vacuum, yet stares unterrified, undisturbed by any suspicion that his eyesight
is failing, quite prepared to find the thing
simply an ancient, dusty, mouldy, empty
house which it is his business to furnish,
decorate, and housewarm with an amusing
entertainment. And it is astonishing how
well he does it.^
The first move towards faithful re-creation of
Shakespeare came with William Poel's now legendary series of productions for the Elizabethan
Stage Society around the turn of the centurj'.
In the face of much hostihty and ridicule he
demonstrated the virtues of a bare, unlocalized
stage such as Shakespeare had used. It is pleasant to recall that in one of his earliest experiments he attempted a reconstruction of the Fortune on the stage of the Royalty Theatre for a
production of Measure for Measure.
His work
was continued by the late Nugent Monck at his
famous little Maddermarket Theatre in Norwich,
where a flexible stage was dcisigncd to incorporate the sahent features of the Elizabethan theatre
as Monck saw them. Still England's nearest approach to Shakespeare's playhouse, the Maddermarket has presented since 1921 a series of productions to reveal how essential to Shakespeare's
poetic vision is his fluid, various action.
These experimental ventures bore their first
fraits in the West End with the late Harley
Granville-Barker's productions from 1912 at the
Savoy Theatre, and left, too, one of this century's
great contributions to Shakespearian criticism in
his Prefaces to Shakespeare—a superb union of
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scholarship and stage-sense. In his productions
he subdued the picture frame to the demands
of Shakespeare by presenting within it a very
simple, abstract picture which, with quick and
simple adjustments, would do duty for all scenes.
This is more or less how we are accustomed to
see Shakespeare today, and how the West End
still presents him—though the Old Vic and
Stratford have gone a step further by building
an apron stage out in front of the proscenium
arch. But, as Sir Tyrone complaias, even this
latter arrangement is still an unsatisfactory makeshift; for Shakespeare is still saddled with a
picture frame behind the apron for which he has

So long as that picture frame remains, some
kind of picture has to be put inside it . . .
Nothing can be simpler and more abstract
than curtains; but either with long straight
folds or elaborately draped curving folds, they
make a very emphatic and often unacceptable
pictorial statement. Also it is illogical and
annoying if a stage which has been designed
as a peep-show, which has all the mechanism
—ropes, pulleys, hghting apparatus—for
creating Visual interest, is then denied its
whole function. Also, assuming that a satisfactory compromise can be reached in regard
to scenery, a picture which is also not a
picture, the problem still remains of how to
relate the actors to their audience in the
manner which the author presupposed when
he was writing. As far back as 1936 I had
felt convinced tliat there would be no radical
improvement in Shakespearian production until we could achieve two things; first, to
set the actors against a background with no
concessions whatever to pictorial reahsm
. . .; secondly, to arrange the actors in choreographic patterns, in the sort of relation both
to one another and to the audience which the
Ehzabethan stage demanded and the pictureframe stage forbids; the manner, in fact, envisaged by Shakespeare when he wrote his
plays.*
Sir Tyrone at last achieved these aims in the
famous Festival Theatre at Stratford, Ontario. A
free adaptation of the Elizabethan theatre, its
apron stage is backed by a small open upper stage
supported on columns with external staircases
connecting the two, the whole stmcture providing
an interesting variety of acting levels.
The
sweeping fan-shaped auditorium, rising from the
stage to surround it on three sides, suggests,
however, the Greek amphitheatre rather than the
Elizabethan playhouse. First constmcted to leave
no seat further than thirteen rows from the stage,
it now extends back to sixteen rows, then rises
to an upper gallery which recedes further still.
The theatre (I have not seen it) is by all accounts
very successful; yet this concession to the boxoffice partly defeats, I suspect. Sir Tyrone's aim
to recapture the intensely intimate and immed51

iate actor-audience relationship of the Elizabethans.
Certainl>- the same arrangement does so at the
Chichester Festival Theatre, closely modelled on
Stratford but rather larger. Though here, as at
Stratford, the stage penetrates to the centre of
the building, from the back of the theatre the
shallow saucer of the auditorium stretches away
like some huge, desolate sports arena, the actors
lost in the distance on the wastes of the apron.
The raw character of the building—a new bmtalist stmcture of concrete and exposed steel girders
—may have something to do with its chilly, impersonal atmosphere; but the real trouble, I think,
is a faulty assessment of conditions at the Ehzabethan theatre, as comparison with the New
Fortune reveals.
Scholarly attention has focussed so much on
the Elizabethan stage (of which we know least)
that the auditorimn (of which we know most)
has been largely ignored. The Elizabethan disposition of the audience emphasized, of course,
the three tiers of galleries. These, we have good
reason to believe, derived from the bull and bearbaiting arena—in fact the Hope Theatre contract
specifies a movable stage to enable the management to switch to bull-baiting if the theatre feU

on evil days. During these sports, of course,
the yard would be inoperative as auditorium; and
during plays, I suggest, the yard would tend to
be regarded more as overflow-space for spectators
—the poorest and least important—than as auditorium proper. A glance at the Fortune plan
will show, too, that those areas of the yard hard
up against the stage were anything but pick positions. The six-foot-wide cul-de-sacs on either
side of the stage must have been uncomfortable
if, as recent scholarship suggests, the stage stood
some six feet high.^ Nor, in that case, would
positions immediately in front of the stage have
been much coveted. Add to all this some persuasi%<= speculation that the yard may have been
used at times for the play's action,!" and it would
seem a fair conclusion that the higher price of
accommodation in the galleries did not reflect
the convenience and comfort of a seat so much
as the optimum relationship between stage and
audience—a conclusion fully endorsed by a walk
about the New Fortune. From the best position
in the yard (well back from the stage) the spectator enjoys httle of the three-dimensional interplay of movement on the spatial area of the stage
which most of the galleries are so well placed to
provide—the unique qualitj- of the Elizabethan
theatre.
Chichester, to my mind, has neglected this
lesson of the Elizabethan theatre disastrously.
Only from the first few rows immediately surrounding the stage—positions corresponding to
the Elizabethan yard—do the actors seem within
close reach. Elsewhere in the saucer-shaped auditorium, one may overlook the stage; but only at
a far greater distance than Alleyn thought desirable at the Fortune, where the great mass of the
audience overhung the cock-pit stage. At Minneapolis, on the other hand, photographs suggest
a better approximation to the crowded informality
and intimacy of the Elizabethan theatre. Though
seating more than 1,400, the steeply raked auditorium with its irregular balcony does appear to
bring the audience on familiar terms with the
stage.

A reconstruction of an Elizabethan stage as seen
from the yard.
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Turning from these free interpretations of the
Elizabethan theatre to a considered reconstmction,
we find precisely the same preoccupation with the
stage and neglect of the auditorium at the Ashland Festival Theatre. Here there is no spectator gallery and, as the overlay of the Fortune's
dimensions upon its ground plan would suggest,
the size of the auditorium is grossly disproportionate to the stage-area for any sense of Elizabethan
authenticity. No doubt the same considerations
have been at work here as at Chichester—commercial necessity. Though attached to an Institute of Renaissance Studies under Professor MargWESTERLY, DECEMBER
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Croundplan of the Festival Theatre at Ashland, Oregon, U.S.A.

ery Bailey of Stanford University, Ashland remains an occasional festival theatre, designed
specifically to present only a hmited range of
plays. Like Chichester and Stratford (Ontario),
it must attract large audiences over a short period to cover overheads during the rest of the
year. Ashland seats 1,140, Stratford 1,400 on its
ground floor and a further 858 in its gallery,
Chichester yet more. Perhaps the possibihty of
concentrating these large audiences in galleries
on the Elizabethan pattern was considered and
rejected as too costly. At Perth it has cost nothing;
at the suggestion of Professor Allan Edwards, the
New Fortune's "onhe begetter", a galleried courtyard in a new building for the Arts Faculty was
built to the Fortune dimensions. The result is an
astonishing combination of spaciousness and intimacy. The most remote comer of the huge
stage seems ahnost within touching distance from
any point in the house, and the lightest, most
conversational tone carries with complete clarity
to the third gallery. This was notably not the
WESTERLY, DECEMBER 1 9 6 3

case at Chichester where, as the critics complained
to a man, the actor easily becomes inaudible when
he turns his back.
Two immediate points of scholarly interest arise
from the simple architectural facts of the New
Fortune. First, the capacity of the Elizabethan
theatre has been a subject of inconclusive debate.
If we are to beheve de Witt, a Flemish visitor
to London in 1596, the Swan could pack 3,000
into its three galleries and yard. Did de Witt
mean to write 300, as some suggest? On the
other hand, one scholar calculates that the Swan
galleries alone could house 2,000. A widely accepted modern estimate sets the Globe's capacity
at 1,400 in the galleries plus 600 in the yard, and
a figure well in excess of 2,000 has been suggested
for the Fortune.
The New Fortune galleries
are not as deep as those at the Fortune, and it
will not be easy to correct for the difference in
calculating the capacity of the house. It should be
possible, however, to offer a figure of sufficient
authority to close this small but protracted debate
53

in Shakespeare studies.
Without resorting to
precise calculation it can be said at once that
these large figures seem much exaggerated. On
a comparison with the Globe distribution, 600
could not possibly be got into the New Fortune
\'ard, and with different dimensions and Elizabethim crowding allowed for, I doubt if a full
Jiouse at the old Fortune ran to much over
1,000.
A second point, of much wider significance,
concerns Elizabethan theatre design. Faced with
the superabundance of posts supporting the galleries and—^more important—the two huge posts
supporting the heavens canopy over the stage,
some have been puzzled to find that the Elizabethan theatre builders were no sticklers for
visibility. The explanation generally offered is
that the permanent Elizabethan stage used scenic
effects far less than the modern theatre and so
some neglect of sight-lines was permissible. This
hardly solves the problem.
Playhouses were
designed under the guidance of theatre men and
actors hke Alleyn who knew what they wanted.
Through the last quarter of the 16th century a
whole series had been built: the Theatre ( 1 5 7 6 ; ,
the Curtain (1577-8), the Rose (1587), the
Swan (c. 1594), the Globe (1599), the Fortune
(1600). Naturally, each would have incorporated the most satisfactory features of its forerunners and attempted improvement elsewhere.
Beyond a doubt the later theatres were the result
of rich experience and careful, intensely practical
planning.
Nothing could bear this out more
forcefully than a visit to the New Fortune, with
its magnificent relationship of stage to auditorium.
It suggests very clearly principles of design—but
they are sculptural, not simply visual. One has
a keen sense of the three-dimensional, embracing
auditorium as well as stage. The huge stageposts—not as yet present—will be entirely welcome as centres to play about; they will not be
distractions in a visual theatre, but stage equipment in a sculptural or choreographic one. The
fact that stage-posts have been so commonly
seen as puzzling obstructions, evidence of indifference to theatre design, underfines once more
Professor Coghill's contention: that theoretical
knowledge is no substitute for physical experience.
As scholars we may be determined not to bring
stage-picture notions to a non-pictorial stage; but
it takes a reconstmcted theatre to expose our
failures, and in doing so to reveal a new kind of
theatrical experience—Shakespeare's kind.
Today we are unaccustomed to being part of
a total dramatic space—as the French very properly put it, to "assist at" the theatre; unconsciously we are heavily conditioned to expect a theatre
to focus our eyes and attention in the manner
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of the proscenium-arch stage. That, I feel sure,
is why the problems offered by the tiring-house
facade (the wall at the back of the stage) have
seemed so urgent in Elizabethan studies. It is
also the reason for our eagerness to accept the
existence of curtained inner stages and upper
stages in the tiring-house facade, despite the
paucity of hard scholarly evidence. These curious
recessed features—so at odds with the whole
theatrical logic of a vast, open playing-area in the
midst of the audience—are grateful to the proscenium-arch conditioned eye; at last we have a
pictorial focus. No doubt discoveries of bodies
and picturesque tortures did demand a pictorial
focus for the occasion, and probably it was "upstage."
But the New Fortune suggests very
strongly indeed that we shall arrive at no sound
conclusions until we reverse our whole approach
to the Elizabethan theatre. W e must push the tiring-house facade into the background (where it
belongs) and make the actual stage we look down
upon our area of interest; just as, in a ballroom,
the area of interest during a figure dance is not
the bandstand, but the spatial volume defined
upon the floor by the movement of the dancers.
Nothing but the bare, open stage was needed for
some 80% of Shakespeare's dramatic action at the
Globe. There is no reason to believe that his plays
were a continual scampering u p and down galleries and flinging open of casements;ii why act
them thus in a sculptural theatre? With these
ideas firmly in mind we may approach the mysteries of the tiring-house.
Any reconstruction of the tiring-house facade
must draw chiefly upon only two, highly contentious, sources of evidence: the so-called de
Witt sketch of the Swan and the stage directions,
explicit or imphed, of the plays themselves. The
de Witt sketch is our only directly contemporary
picture of the Elizabethan stage, and its authority
is doubtful. What we have is not de Witt's original drawing but a copy, perhaps even a sketch
made from a written description—^though I think
there is too much detail to make this likely. Its
draughtsmanship is wretched, and this, combined
with its dubious authenticity, has made it possible
for the scholar to take what he wants from it and
reject the rest as inaccurate. Indeed one has no
alternative, for what de Witt shows us will not
tally with all stage directions from plays written
round about 1596—the probable date of the
sketch. These call on occasion for a curtained
enclosure of some kind, sometimes referred to as
a study, and there are references to entries
"above". The Swan sketch shows no curtained
enclosure. The gallery in the tiring-house wall
is "above", but who are the people shown sitting
there? Are they players or audience? If the
\A/F<;TFPIV
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former, wh>' are they so isolated from the little
scene being enacted at the front of the stage?
If the latter, why is the rest of the auditorium
shown as empty? But perhaps the figures on the
forestage were added as an afterthought merely
to give interest to the sketch? So how seriously
are we to take any of the figures shown about the
stage? Again, comparatively few surviving plays
are known to have been staged at the Swan—
perhaps the Globe and Fortune were differently
equipped? But how radical are the structural
changes we may properly accept in theatres built
only some six or seven years after the Swan?
Speculation has proceeded ever since 1888 when
the sketch was discovered in the library of the
University of Utrecht. It .shows no sign of ending.
In designing the New Fortune, then, the tiringhouse facade was the major problem.
The
Fortune contract merely refers Peter Streete to
the Globe for details—and of the Globe tiringhouse nothing is known. There are, however,

various speculative reconstructions, of which the
Globe by Dr. John Cranford Adams^^ jg ^Q .^ygjj
known and so generally accepted that it demands
immediate consideration. Its chief features will
be familiar to every reader of the Penguin Shakespeare, where an illustration prefaces each volume.
A sketch based on the famous model on display
in the Folger Library is reproduced below. It
shows the tiring-house continuous with the spectator galleries on each side. The lower gallery
becomes a curtained recess (the "inner stage")
flanked by doors; the middle gallery parallels this
arrangement with curtained "upper stage" flanked
by bow windows, and topped on the next floor
by a musicians' gallery. The structure is realised
so persuasively in Elizabethan half-timbering that
outside scholarly circles it is widely assumed that
the Adams' Globe rests on direct evidence, solves
all problems, and so is definitive. It is nothing
of the kind. The doors, heavens canopy and
stage-posts have the warrant of de Witt, but the
rest is pieced together to give practical expression

A sketch of the G. C, Adams Globe reconstruction,

to all contemporary stage directions. As such it
represents a very considerable scholarly achievement, and in theory it succeeds ahnost to perfection. It is less than satisfactory, however, in one
or two well known and, in my view, revealing
cases. Of these the most interesting concems
Antony and Cleopatra, a Globe play.
How is .\nton)''s death-scene to be managed
in the Adams reconstruction? Cleopatra has retired with her maids to her monument "above".
Diomedes enters below and tells Cleopatra to
"Look out o' the other side your monument"
where the dying Antony is being borne in by his
guard. The women then haul Antony up onto the
monument, where the famous death-scene takes
place. The directions involve two obvious technical problems for the Adams reconstruction.
Where is the "other side" of Cleopatra's monument? The first floor playing-area has only one
side, facing onto the stage. Second, how is Antony
to be hauled up, at least to balustrade level
of the upper stage? The monument problem may
be solved, not very convincingly, if Cleopatra
were to talk with Diomedes first from, say, the
window over the right entrance door, then rush
with her women across the front of the upper stage
to the window over the left door to see Antony
carried in. But how, then, is Antony to be hfted
up to Cleopatra's level? And where is the vitally
important death-scene to be played? Dr. Adams
suggests that Antony is laid in his shield and the
shield attached to a rope which runs up to a pulley
in the heavens canopy and dangles down outside
Cleopatra's window. She and her maids then haul
on the rope until Antony's shield-stretcher can
be guided into the window and rested on the sill.
In this position, says Dr. Adams, the scene might
be played with maximum power.
Respect for the author's enormous and patient
scholarship can hardly restrain here one's sense
of the ridiculous; nothing could point more clearly
the most common scholarly faihng in this difficult
field—inadequate
reference to practical theatre.
Dr. Adams has his reasons for the handy presence
of such ropes as this; at a pinch, we may accept
their possibility. We may overlook, too, the difficulty of attaching a rope in such a way that
Antony would not rise at a ludicrous angle or in
undignified pendulum arcs. But would any actor
consent to utter, "I am dying, Egypt, dying,"
half-way through a window on his back? Would
any dramatist tolerate, let alone plan, this obscure
position for so grand, chmactic a scene—the stage's
smallest recess, way off centre and half-way up a
wall? And all this in an essentially three-dimensional theatre?
I have not treated this one scene at length
to score a carping point against a scholar in56

finitely better quahfied than myself to discuss the
Elizabethan stage. The example is adduced as a
general warning of imperfect theatrical sense in
the Adams reconstruction—-an indication that it
might be unwise to commit oneself too heavily
to this stage in building a practicable Elizabethan
theatre. Nobody with any stage experience, I
think, will feel too happy about the Adams
wdndows for playing entire scenes, as h e intends.
He has made them very large, but they still cut
off the actors from the waist dovra. Nobody will
care much for the balustrade on the upper stage,
which forbids the actor to sit dovwi, let alone he
down. Dr. Adams' concession of widely spaced
balusters to improve visibihty shows again, I think,
theatrical naivete. Few, in fact, will like his whole
conception of recessed upper and lower stages.
Dr. Adams himself recognizes that they must be
built very wide, but even so these remote, dubiously visible comers of the stage hardly recommend themselves for the many important scenes
which Dr. Adams sees there. And indeed his
placing of so many scenes in windows, in the
upper stage and in the inner stage reveals at
once the true nature of these places and in my
view the bastardized, unhkely character of his
whole acting-area. For aU these recesses are in
fact little proscenium-arch stages, combined illogically with an open stage. As proscenium-arch
stages they are too small, too hidden away, too
cut off by the vast open stage in front to be
effective playing-areas; at the same time they
cut across the function of the open stage by
attracting the action towards its extreme "upstage"
section.
The extent to which the Adams tiring-house
manages to nulhfy the principle of the open stage
may be tested in the general appearance of the
reconstruction: the eye focusses on the stage area
beneath the canopy and the opening behind it,
while the broad area in front of the stage-posts
feels rather functionless and empty. As if troubled by this embarrassing expanse. Dr. Adams confirms the visual as opposed to sculptural nature of
the whole by rejecting the rectangular stage of the
Swan sketch and Fortune contract in favour of
a tapering prow-shape,i3 which at once cuts down
its size and reduces it visually to a mere extension of the tiring-house area. One would hardly
guess that, after every possible reference to
"above" or a curtained enclosure is allowed for,
the great bulk of a play's action was left to be
staged out there, in the midst of the audience.^*
It is interesting to notice how thoroughly the
Ashland reconstmction implements the visual logic of the Adams stage and ignores the t m e sculptural nature of the Elizabethan theatre. Having
settled for Dr. Adams, the designers very senVA/CCTCDIV
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sibly notice that his stage is meant to be seen
from the front, like any other visual stage. Accordingly their prow-shaped forestage does not
project into the audience beyond the first row
of seats. The whole stage area thus appears
flattened and any three-dimensional effect is heavily undercut. Visibility is improved in the inner
stage by raising it up a step and the upper stage
is given much needed prominence by a removable forward balcony extension. In the same way
all Dr. Adams' elements are made as flexible as
possible to allow for extensive modffication and
so offset their practical limitations. The result is
a visually interesting multi-level picture stage,
pleasantly framed by the arch of its canopy and
stage-posts. The use in a Twelfth Night production of a sky cloth at the rear of the inner stage
with cypress cut-outs in front of it carries the
visual logic to a reasonable, outrageously unElizabethan conclusion. It is difficult to see in
what sense this theatre is ^'freely based on the
Fortune".15
Dr. Adams has been misled, I suspect, by the
heavens canopy and stage-pillars of the Swan
sketch. These striking features, clearly attested
also by the Hope and Fortune contracts, seem to
dominate the playing-area and draw the eye and
action "upstage" to the tiring-house facade—
good reason, one would think, for Dr. Adams to
assign so many important functions to this part
of the theatre. Yet such a view will seem plausible only to those conditioned by the prosceniumarch to interpret the canopy and stage-pillars in
a similar sense. The de Witt sketch shows a scene
in progress right "downstage"; given the facts of
a huge open stage with spectators looking down
on it from three sides, this is precisely where we
should expect to see the play staged—^right in
the centre of the auditorium. Here the actors
stand at an equal distance from any point in the
galleries—say a maximum of forty feet, as intimate a playing distance as any actor could wish.
Back by the tiring-house he would be uncomfortably close to some while the whole diameter of
the auditorium would separate him from others.
In short, there is every practical reason to regard
the pillared canopy, not as a frame for the actors,
but as a portico from which they emerge on to the
main playing-area to command the entire arena.
Seen from this point of view, the tiring-house resumes its proper function—that of a service area,
a place where the actors prepare themselves for
the stage, not the focal part of the stage itself;
and it is worth noting that in Elizabethan usage
the stage meant the platform and nothing but the
platform.
This reading of the de Witt sketch gathers
weight from Mr. C. Walter Hodges' argument for
the traditional booth-stage as origin of the ElizaWESTERLY, DECEMBER 1 9 6 3

bethan stage and tiring-house.^*' These little fitup stages of street and market-place consisted of
an open platform surrounded on three sides by
the audience and backed by a curtained enclosure or bootli from which the actors issued on
stage—exactly the principle imphed, as 1 suggest,
by the Swan sketch. The earhest Elizabethan
theatres, in \lr. Hodges' view, may have consisted
of no more than such a stage set up within a bull
or bear-baiting arena. The httle platform would
have developed into the huge Ehzabethan stage,
the booth into the solid tiring-house; and I would
add that the little cloth canopy so commonly seen
in 17th-century illustrations of tlie booth stage
makes an interesting parallel with the heavens
canopy of the Ehzabethan stage.i" In his series
of transitional sketches, however, Mr. Hodges
also conjectures the integration of the tiringhouse with the frame to bring him back to the
Adams Globe. Yet the Swan sketch, as he himself
points out, shows the flat tiring-house facade projecting quite unmistakably beyond the curve of
the galleried frame into the arena. Further, the
wording of the Fortune contract, quoted earlier,
calls for the erection of a stage and tiring-house
within the frame, and the Hope contract again
specifies the auditorium separately from stage and
tiring-house. The combined authority of the de
Witt drawing and the two contracts is very strong;
and if even as late as 1613, the date of the Hope
contract, the builder was still being instmcted
separately to erect an arena "fitt and convenient
in all thinges, bothe for players to playe in, and
for the game of Beares and Bulls to be bayted in
the same, and also a fitt and convenient Tyre
howse and a stage (my italics), it is very difficult
to believe that in 1597 the Globe tiring-house was
built completely integral with the frame, as Dr.
Adams would have it, and as Mr. Hodges has it
again in his charming sketch of the Fortune.
This academic argument for a tiring-house independent of the frame, at least to the degree of
projecting some distance forward into the arena,
is supported by the practical requirements of
open-stage acting. The actors will wish to play
at the centre of the arena: but if the access doors
to the stage are set right back at the circumference, and if we assume a stage as deep as that
of the Fortune, they will have some twenty feet
to walk to the middle of the action. The hmitations this would place upon pace and mood
of entries and exits need no stressing. To bring
the tiring-house forward would obstruct vision
only for the few seats right up against its walls
on either side, and if the galler>' shown in the
Swan tiring-house facade really is "the lords'
room", as has been suggested,!^ these expensive
seats would be handsome compensation for losses
elsewhere. I find a hint in the curiously angled
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A booth theatre.

side walls of the "Messahna" tiring-house that
this unsaleable space may later have become absorbed into the tiring-house.
At this point we may retum to the problems
of the curtained enclosure and acting-area "above"
called for from time to time in Ehzabethan plays.
It has generally been assumed that these were
permanent features of the stage. Probably they
were. But there is always a possibihty that they
may have been provided as required in the form
of some fit-up stmcture. No satisfactory solution
has yet been put forward.
Several scholars,
however, of whom Dr. Glynn Wickham is the
most recent and most persuasive, have stressed
the mediaeval tradition of emblematic scenery
and pointed out that the property-room at Henslowe's Rose contained not only such straightforward items as "Kent's wooden leg" and "Old
Mahomet's head", but some obvious large emblematic pieces. This famous list begins:
i rock, i cage, i tomb, i Hell mouth.
i tomb of Guide, i tomb of Dido, i bedstead.
viii lances, i pair of stairs for Phaeton.
ii steeples, & i chime of bells, & i beacon.^^
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Was Cleopatra's monument of this kind? It is
certain that the scaffold on which Bussy d'Ambois
dies was not "above", but a scaffold erected on
the stage.20 It seems hkely that some of the stage
directions we have taken to involve the upper
stage refer in fact to temporary stractures of this
sort.
In this vexed field of enquiry nothing is certain. Were it not for the fact that entrance doors
would be obscured, I should be inchned to locate
any curtained enclosure, temporary or otherwise
(and any upper acting-area) under the centre
of the heavens canopy, immediately below the
gallery shown in the Swan tiring-house. Only here
would it not block vision of the acting-area at
the centre of the arena from any point in the
house. Here, too, it would enjoy a dominant position theatrically, while it would b e close enough
to the acting-area not to draw the action too far
from the centre of the arena. However, what
happened in the curtained enclosure would, of
course, be visible to only half the auditorium
(unless the curtains were drawn on more than
one side); but if the play is acted at the centre
WESTERLY. DECEMBER
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of the arena, this hmitation must apply no matter
where the enclosure is set. Nor, probably, should
we imagine very much taking place inside the
enclosure. An analysis of aU the plays presented
at the Globe has shown that, at this theatre at
least, extended action never took place within.^'
It was used for entries, concealments, discoveries,
not as a self-contained stage; and of those discovered, all except corpses at once came forward
into the acting-area. There is a parallel here
with the Restoration theatre, where the stage
direction to "come forward" onto the apron so
often foUows discoveries of actors among the
painted scenery behind the proscenium arch; it
would seem that the Elizabethan tradition of
apron playing within the auditorium still survived.
The enclosure, in short, should not be thought
of as a recessed stage, but as apparatus for speciahzed effects, to be brought in and out of the
arena action at the drawing of a curtain.
Much the same considerations apply to the
acting-area "above".
The Globe plays again
show that self-contained action never took place
here; it was always related to the action below.
Whfle this need not hold for other plays, it suggests a probable attitude among dramatists, and
a logical one in an arena theatre. Like the curtained enclosure, this upper stage would be best
related spatially to the acting-area proper by
building it as far forward as possible—a consideration reflected at Chichester and Stratford
(Ontario) in the decision not to recess the balcony stage, but to build it out as a promontory.
At Minneapohs, however, a more flexible scheme
has been adopted—perhaps as a result of experience at Stratford (Ontario) where, according to
Mr. Leacroft, the inevitable obscuring of stage
entrances (as noted above) must interfere at
times with dramatic tension.^^ Minneapolis avoids
this permanent disadvantage by providing for
movable structures to vary the shape of the wall
behind the stage. This, too, is substantially the
solution we have adopted at the New Fortune.
In building the New Fortune as a piece of research equipment we needed a stage flexible
enough to make possible all the arrangements
argued by scholars. We agreed, therefore, upon
an open framework so arranged that, with a
series of standard screen units, a conventional
Adams tiring-house may be bolted on to the
scaffolding or a Swan-type tiring-house built out;
or again, the tiring-house may be turned into
plain spectator galleries.
Only one inflexible
feature has been included, a four-foot balcony
extension of the first-floor gallery corresponding
to the Adams upper stage. It is also stepped down
to seven feet six inches above the platform
(and the balustrading can be hfted out) to
WESTERLY, DECEMBER 1963

make possible Mr. Hodges' solution to such difficulties as the raising of Antony—that it was
possible to manhandle a body up from below.
It was safe to include this forward projection, we
felt, since the Adams upper stage would be impossibly recessed without it. We have also built
the platform a good deal lower tlian the five to
six feet advocated by Mr. Hodges and others.
\Vhile agreeing with him that the groundhngs
probably had the stage at eye-level, we have compromised with comfort and set it-at eye-level for
audiences seated in the yard. This, unfortunately,
has exposed us to a difficulty foreseen by Mr.
Hodges at Bankside—a water-table so high as to
make an excavated cellar under the stage extremely difficult. We have a cellar, a low one, probably very damp in winter, only just deep enough
to make workable the trapdoor at centre stage.
So it will not be possible to test Dr. Leshe Hotson's theory that the tiring-house was located
under the stage. Since he seems to have encountered almost total disbelief among his fellowscholars, the loss is probably not great. As yet we
have no heavens canopy and the set of screen
units, though designed, is yet to be provided.
These could not be costed in with the building
and must be financed from other sources.
We have reviewed briefly a few of the most
teasing problems in Shakespearian stage scholarship. I can make no pretence to have included
all the evidence, nor have 1 even given a balanced
account of the extensive and important work
carried out in this field by men who shame my
partial scholarship. But with the New Fortune
to hand to investigate problems and test solutions,
this University could become an important centre
of Shakespeare scholarship—and in no narrow
sense. Minute problems of scholarship are the
peculiar and important concern of a university
as a seat of learning. But they would be irredeemably trivial were it not for the larger end in
view—the illumination and enrichment of our
understanding. The New Fortune may be able
to tell us much about the Elizabethan tiringhouse and stage methods; but such things are important only as they lead us tov\ards the most
expressive stage on which to experience Ehzabethan drama. If the New Fortune can engage
the imagination and make more vivid Shakespeare's dramatic imagery, it will need no other
justification.
But let us end as we began, with an eye to the
future. Mr. Walter kerr has headed his article on
the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre, "Wave of Future
in Minneapolis?" The New Fortune will certainly not be an Ehzabethan museum-piece, but an
active theatre staging classic drama of many
kinds, from the ancient Greeks onwards, together
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with—let us hope—plays of today.
writes Mr. Kerr,

By next year,

. . . some form of the open stage, and the
banked auditorium, will have invaded New
York City, with the opening of the temporary
Vivian Beaumont structure that eventually
is to be incorporated into Lincoln Center.
Here, in yet another design, it wiU face a
new test: not of accommodating Moliere and
Shakespeare, who wrote for the close-quarters stage, but of finding out how useful and/
or liberating it may be for contemporary
American playwrights.23
Perth is equipped for the vanguard of theatrical
experiment with the New Fortune. Let us hope
that its great bare stage, as it becomes known
throughout this country, wiU not fail to attract
.\ustrahan dramatists towards the newest and
oldest way of writing plays. This is no extravagant hope. Drama throughout the western world
shows clear signs of moving in this direction.
The day will surely come at last when the Austrahan playwright will want again to embrace an
audience with sheer word and action in a vivid,
eompelhng world of the imagination as once his
forbear did at the old Fortune.

1 The contracts for the F o r t u n e and Hope theatres are
both reproduced in full by C. W a l t e r Hodges in T h e
Globe Restored (1953) as Appendices F and G.
2 New York Herald T r i b u n e , May 19th, 1 9 6 3 .
3 Quoted by J. L. Styan: T h e Elements of D r a m a (1960).
pp. 2 5 - 2 6 .
i Tyrone
301.

Guthrie:

A Life

in t h e

Theatre

(1959),

p.

5 "The Study of D r a m a at a University"; in D . G.
James (ed.): The Universities and t h e T h e a t r e (1952),
pp. 4 0 - 5 0 .
S op. cit., p . 4 6 .
7 Shaw on Theatre, ed. E. J. West, N.Y. (1958), p . 96.
S op. fit., p p . 185-6.
9 See C. W a l t e r Hodges, op. cit., Ch. 3 .
10 Ibid. See also Glynne W i c k h a m : Early English Stages
1300 to 1660, Vol. II, Part I (1963), p . 3 1 6 .
Dr.
Wickham's discussion of t h e Elizabethan theatre is
beyond a doubt the most thorough and persuasive
to date, thanks to his combination of enormows
erudition with comprehensive theatre experience.
11 See Bernard Beckerman: Shakespeare at t h e
1599-1609, N e w York (1962), Ch. 3.
12 J. C. Adams: T h e Globe Playhouse—its
equipment. Harvard U.P. (1942).

Globe

design

15 The theatre is thus described in "Actor and Audience.
Part T w o : 1. A study of experimental theatres in the
United States and C a n a d a " by Richard Leacroft:
RIBA Journal, April 1 9 6 3 , Vol. 70, N'o. 4 . The only
Fortune measurement at Ashland seems to be the
width of the apron at its broadest point, 4 3 feet.
This, however, has little meaning by itself.
Dr
W i c k h a m , however, refers to Ashland as a reconstructed [Adams] Globe, a m u c h fairer description.
16 op. cit. Mr. Hodges' search for historical precedent
underlines the chief weakness of Dr. Adams' approach. His Globe tiring-house, he says, is modelled
upon a short row of Elizabethan town houses—a
concept with few obvious traditional roots in mediaeval drama. Mr. Hodges' booth stage argument Is
as yet unproven, but he seems to m e to have established a decided likelihood. Dr. W i c k h a m , after intensive research in mediaeval drama and Elizabethan
and Tudor staging in inns and guild halls, has decided
that the itinerant players, contrary to general belief
performed generally indoors.
The halls they used'
were spanned typically by a screen pierced by two
doors and crowned very often with a gallery from
which notables viewed the play. Dr. Wickham finds
this arrangement reconstructed in the Swan tiringhouse facade. F o r the total structure of the tiringhouse he postulates a different, mediaeval origin.
I h o u g h argued with great erudition, the dual character
of this d e r n a t i o n is a little unsatisfactory.
One
queries, too, the likelihood that an interior architectural f e a t u r e — t h e hall screen—should be torn adrift
from its setting and translated int.i an external wall
u '''?,,t'""g-'^ousf • Despite Dr. Wickham's conviction
that Elizabethan strolling players generally performed
mdoors, the fact remains that they also performed
outdoors.
W h a t theatre or stage did they use on
these occasions? W h a t e v e r it was, it would seem a
rnore likely source for the outdoor
Elizabethan
theatre.
17 r m a y as well add to this conjecture a further suggestion that the curious baulks shown in the de Witt
sketch as supporting the stage may instead be openings between curtains—not uncommon on booth stages.
De Witt shows no curtain edge at the corners of
the stage; but is this omission more difficult to
swallow than the usual interpretation of these peculiar
objects? They correspond to nothing in Elizabethan
architecture and are manifestly incapable of supporting the comers of the stage. On the other h a n d , the
author of the sketch knew how to draw a reasonaljle
pillar, and at no other point is his drawing quite
meaningless. It is interesting that openings u n d e r the
Svvan stage are called for in T h e Plot of the Play
t i l l e d England's Joy, an entertainment proposed for
that theatre but never presented:
. . . and beneath u n d e r the stage set forth with
strange fireworks, divers black and d a m n e d souls,
wonderfully described in their several torments.
Possible dramatic use of the under-stage area is dis
cussed by Hodges, op. cit., p p . 4 8 - 9 .
18 See discussion in Leslie Hotson: Shakespeare's Wooden
' O ' , 1960. Mr. Beckerman (op. cit., p p . 97-9) notes
t h a t the positioning of spectators directly over the
stage is supported by the 'Roxana' title page and b>the indoor stage shown in the frontispiece to 'The Wits'
( a famous but late print: see Hodges, op. cit., p . 39,
for reproduction), but remains unconvinced by Dr.
Hotson's suggestion.
Dr. Wickham decides that the
Swan gallery represents the equivalent of m o d e m
'house-seats', held by the m a n a g e m e n t for its own
purposes.
It is to be remarked that this is the
seating accommodation nearest the stage in the S « a n
sketch—an ar.tniment that the occupants would be
privileged.

and

IM The argument for this shape rests on two small illustrations of open stages engraved on the title pages
of two mid-17th-century plays.
Their d a t e s — 1 6 4 0
and 1 6 3 2 — l e a v e one doubtful of their worth as
evidence for t h e Elizabethan stage, while the F o r t u n e
contract and Swan sketch (which contradict them) are
closely contemporary.
Known as the 'Messalina'
and 'Roxana' title pages, these little illustrations are
much reproduced; t h e r e a d e r will find them in Hodges.
op. cit., plates 44 and 4 5 .
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14 See Beckerman, op. cit., p . 108.

la The complete list is reproduced in Hodges, op. cit., o.
73.
20 W i c k h a m , op. cit., p p . 3 1 2 - 1 7 .
Dr. Wickham's r e construction of the playing of this scene is as convincing as it is fascinating.
21 Beckerman, op. cit.. p p . 8 2 - 8 .
22 Richard Leacroft, loc. cit., p . 1 5 1 .
2S W a l t e r Kerr. loc. cit.
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Girl in a White Muslin Dress
A

GiHL IN a white muslin dress, radiant with
light, runs through the pages of Katharine
Susannah Prichard's autobiography.
Na Luve ni Cava was her Fijian name . . .
child of the hurricane. She was born in 1883, the
night of the great hurricane that wrecked Levuka.
This is the beginning, and the title, that Katharine Susannah Prichard has chosen for her
autobiography . . . "Child of the Hurricane.""
It was a prophetic beginning for a woman who
was to become a partisan for all the burning
issues of her time.
The book covers her childhood, youth, her
struggles as a young journalist, her marriage to
Captain Hugo Throssell and the beginning of her
life as famous novehst in the old ramshackle
Greenmount house with the ten rooms and the
wild garden.
Intensely feminine, romantic and adventurous,
the reader follows her breathless footsteps from
Fiji to Austraha, to London, America, Paris, and
back to Western Australia and the Adam and
Eve of her marriage with a war hero.
An autobiography, to be successful, should let
us into the mind and heart of the writer. In
this book she has transmitted the measure of her
own heart, the rhythm of her own mind, so that
Kattie the child, and Katharine the girl, become
living presences. W e enter the world of this
delightful, tender, iron-willed girl, with her enormous ambitions to be a great writer.
It was a Victorian world of spindle-legged
chairs, upholstered in green brocade, the rosewood side tables, the piano ,and her grandmother
in black silk, with a little hsse cap on her head,
teaching Kattie to sing Sur le pont d'Avignon.
Her grandparents lived in a house in Melbourne with a patriarchal atmosphere. Tall bushes
of English lilac looked into the windows of the

A

"Child of the Hurricane; Katharine Susannah Prichard
(Angus and Robertson, 1963); 27/6. (Illustrated.)
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Tribute

sitting room. There was a photograph of her great
aunt Georgina in a silver frame. She was called
the belle of Edinburgh and Burns wrote a poem
to her.
There was the gay, tender, romantic man who
was her father, singing in his richly modulated
voice:
The
The
The
The
The

gorse is golden on the heath.
woods with bluebell flowers are gay.
oaks are budding and beneath
hawthorn soon will see the wreath.
silver wreath of May.

He wrote articles and verses under the initials
T.S.P., heralding her own use of the initials she
has made famous, K.S.P. He edited the Fiji
Times, The Melbourne Sim, The Launceston Daily
Telegraph, The Australian Mining Standard. He
gave her "earrings, a sunshade, a bottle of perfume or a gauzy, handpainted fan" on her birthdays, and hoped she would grow into "a domestic
angel". Her mother gave her Keats, Wordsworth,
Aurora Leigh and Extracts from de Quincy, and
was not deceived. Afterwards her mother, so
loyal and loving, was shocked to find that Katharine had learnt to smoke in London. She used to
pull the blinds down in case the neighbours might
see. But she reconciled herself to her daughter's
unorthodox views by; "the old ways and ideas were
good enough for us but she belongs to a different
generation."
It was a world of asking questions; about religion, about pohtics, women's rights, sex and
marriage.
After years of struggling to support his family
her father died from an iUness caused by nervous
exhaustion and a mental breakdown.
"When father died I was finished with religious
superstition," she writes.
In 1908 she arrived in England in a heavy coat
and black, pointed fox furs crying to London "Oh!
you old city will you win or will I?" A flower
girl "thrust a fistful of roses" through the window
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of a hansom cab: "Buy a rose, buy a rose lidy
dear." After that she always gave herself Dutch
courage with a red rose bought for a penny.
Mother had murmured x'aguely about the
white slave trafBc. In pale rnauve and pink
evening dresses she, and a girlfriend, with their
two yoimg Australian escorts, had innocently and
all unwittingly attended "the prostitutes' night
out" at Covent Garden. They had a marvellous
time. "My Hfe will never be long enough to
reahze the be;iuty of the world" she wrote in her
notebook, revelling in the spring in Huntingdonshire "where the daffodils flowed beyond the
flower beds and lawns of her cousins' Georgian
mansion."
Side by side with the fairytale figure of Rachel,
the Countess of Dudley, walked the homeless
women on the Thames Embankment, their heads
in paper bags, their feet wrapped in newspaper
against the bitter cold. The men stood in queues,
two to four deep, stretching to Westminster, waiting for the soup kitchen to open.
One night, dining at the Savoy with friends,
she spoke about the people on the embankment.
They accused her of exaggeration, a fertile imagination. She went to the window and pulled
back the curtain, "There they are," she said.
"You can see for yourselves." To pull back the
curtain on truth, to refuse to accept sham and the
thoughtless, conscienceless existence of a young
girl was always a part of her.
This book, full of the scent of flowers, the
rustle of pretty dresses, the emancipation of
women, the horror of war, the anger at poverty
and injustice, the great magic names like Bernhardt, George Meredith, .Marchesa, the gallant
adventure of travel, the English countryside full
of Gray's glimmering landscapes, has that "rare
magic of a timeless spirit" she glimpsed in the
aged Sarah Bernhardt.
She is the eternal "Pippa passes". Through
her pages pass the unforgettable characters of
Australian history . . . walking with Alfred Deakin
through the Domain and along St. Kilda Road,
interviewing Mary Gilmore just back from Paraguay, Hilda and Louis Esson, Netti Higgins and
Vance Palmer "who had met and married in
Brittany", Bill Dyson and Ruby Lindsay, "so
lovely she might have posed for one of Norman's
nympths," Melba arriving at a garden party,
negro orator Booker Washington speaking in a
small Chicago hall, Edith Onions the founder of
the City Newsboys' Society in Melbourne, she
discussed social injustice and the problems of
poverty with the poet, Mary Fullerton, visited
E. J. Brady's camp at Mallacoota a few weeks
after Henry Lawson. listened to the birds at
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dawn in the mountains with composer Henry
Tate.
One of the most memorable scenes is her visit
to tlie old and aihng George Meredith.
She
wore a white dress and a big straw hat.
"I would not have been surprised to see
Shelley striding along the road or Keats lying at
full stretch in a field looking u p at the sky." The
symbohsm of darkness and light, youth and age,
is used very powerfully; her intuitive leap into
the darkness of another mind, her sense of desolation and tragedy and the passionate sympathy
that leaves her sitting, weeping under a hawthorn bush . . . "I should not have gone from the
sunshine into that darkened room and stood in
the doorway in my light summer dress . . . He was
waiting for death and I somehow had broken in
on him like his Daughter of Hades."
It has the curious invocation of landscape and
intuitive emotional response that marks the great
vrriter. Her M'onderful gift for landscape, her
feel for "place", is not confined to Australia. Her
pictures of the English countryside, and of Paris,
"curiously familiar and enchanting", "wandering
about Paris, gay and hght heatred as if taking
part in a comedy," "the golden leafed countryside with blue waggons full of yellow cider
apples," the girl in the trailing Empire gown
with the beaver hat lined with peach coloured
satin, and the ostrich plume, have a nostalgia
almost heartbreaking if it wasn't for the saturation
with the bright sunhght of youth and life.
She was a successful journalist in London and
Australia, but America was a different story.
"Your stories are too Australian. No use to
u'.
We want stuff about the United States,
i-rreferably with an American hero and heroine,
plenty of love interest, or a murder mystery or
a happy ending."
Years afterwards her American publisher was
amused by these experiences, but she took the
first hner second class to Liverpool. She carried
a banner for the Womens' Social and Political
Union, and was amongst the 13,000 women
marching through London for womens' suffrage.
The young were ardently embracing Guild Socialism, Syndicalism, they were Theosophists and
Christian Scientists. She went to meetings of the
Fabian Society, and to a black mass of the fantastic, notorious Aleister Crowley. She lived on
porridge in a London bed-sit, and when the hunger marchers were turned from the gates of her
cousins' Huntingdonshire estate she packed her
bags and left.
The war broke out and she wanted to be a
woman war correspondent. The rather progressive
editor was scandalized.
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Then one glorious sunshiny afternoon, "with
lilies and laburnums in bloom" she met Hugo
Throssell, back from Gallipoli with a shoulder
wound.
"Hugo said afterwards he had fallen in love
with me as I walked along the terrace towards
him." There was an "indefinable attraction" to
each other. She went to visit him in hospital.
"There is a snapshot of us having afternoon tea
in the grounds, and raising our cups to each
other." It is all a little like Scott Fitzgerald,
and remembering what happened afterwards the
simple words are unbearably poignant.
She had won the Hodder and Stoughton prize
for The Pioneers.
"I had no illusions about
The Pioneers, knew it was immature and unimportant but it had been an introduction . . ."
Louis Esson had told her The Pioneers was 'guff
in the right place', "his criticism, as usual hitting
the nail on the head."
She sailed for home and the dinner parties
given in her honour, the "free passes" on the
Victorian and N.S.W. Railways. "I am married
to my work," she told her mother. A few weeks
later Hugo Throssell was invalided home. There
were days of whirlwind lovemaking, but Hugo
went back to the battlefields. Her friends were
all discussing the war, socialism, syndicalism,
philosophy, art and poetry. While her mother
begged her to support her beloved brother Alan
fighting in France, her conscience sent her out to
support the anti-conscription struggle. She hated
war, and Alan's death in 1917 confirmed that
hatred.
With her sense of history, her grasp of the
universal growing from the particular, she describes a walk over Princess Bridge one evening
going into the city . . . "I saw the first posters
proclaiming the revolution in Russia, that dream
of the exiles 1 met in Paris so long ago had come
true, was a gash of gold in the cloudy sky.
Everything was suffused in golden hght." It is her
typical use of the romantic extension of reality into
universal symbol to fix a moment in time and
space. She studied Marx and Engels, and "it
was the answer to what I had been seeking."
"A girl hke you" her mother cried, aghast.
"What can you do to change the world."
"I don't know, I said, but I can try to do
something."
Hugo came home from the war and she walked
down the stairs into his arms. There were flowers
every morning, love notes by express messenger,
they dined in tovwi to the whisper "Throssell
V.C." Her engagement present was a case of
brilliant Queensland butterflies.
"But they're dead," Hugo exulted, "And we're
alive."
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The last section of the book is a lyrical invocation of love, an extraordinarily attractive and
romantic picture of a beloved man, and their
life together. On stormy nights they sat before
a blazing log fire, Hugo ploughed the orchard,
singing a recurring melody from the Appassionata,
read Engels Socialism Utopian and Scientific in
their garden at Greenmount, rode through the
hills rounding up cattle with their baby on the
saddle in front of him. As a National Hero he
spoke about war, and proclaimed himself a Socialist at the Armistice Day Celebrations in Northam.
He supported her in the Movement against War
and Fascism. They went together to the first
Peace Committee formed in Perth. When she
spoke on the U.S.S.R. or the war in Spain he
was always there, striding down the aisle to glare
at the interjectors. They visited the South West
forests (the background for Working
Bullocks),
and joined a gold rush to Larkinville. Katharine
traveUed with a circus for material for Haxhy's
Circus, she visited a Nor'West cattle station, the
background for The Coohee, Coonardoo, and
the play Brumby Innes.
Hugo had a passion for land, and financial burdens always pressed heavily on them. Whilst she
was overseas for six months he threw everything
into a wild scheme to make money, failed and
committed suicide.
"I don't know how I survived those days," she
writes, "when I realized I would never see him
again. The end of our lives together is still inexplicable to me".
The blows on the heart are real blows. Tragedy had come to the girl in the white musHn
dress, and she stood on the dark side of the
sunlight like her own "daughter of Hades".
These had been her "halcyon days", "the happiest
years of her hfe," and her "best hterary work
was done in that Greeiunount home."
This book, refracted through the mind of an
eighty year old woman, has all the luminous,
ardent glow, the exaltation of the young in the
great morning of life, the great adventure when
there were strange affinities between man and
woman, woman and woman, even a girl and a
horse.
She dares to vwite tenderly, romantically, from
the heart, when this kind of tenderness is considered sadly old fashioned.
This is what gives her book its warmth, its
translucent quahty, and its rich simplicity. It is
a great affirmation of life, but we are conscious
of the transience of youth and loveliness, and
the golden boys and girls of that far off Victorian
summer of the heart have a deeper sweetness
because we know they have gone forever.
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The University was NOT

HE MYTHS of history die hard. This is perhaps
a mixed blessing. Though many of the legends of the past persist with little or no
impact upon contemporary society, for good or for
ill, sometimes a myth which is without adequate
foundation in fact persists in a form which is
gravely injurious to contemporary relationships.
On the other hand, a myth may actually make
history in a way that is beneficial to all concerned.

T

My own field research in the United States of
America some 23 years ago made me acutely conscious of the serious harm then being done to
Anglo-American co-operation by one myth which
had no foundation in fact. This myth concerned
the relative roles of the American Secretary of
State, Henry Stimson, and the British Foreign
Secretary, Sir John Simon, after the Mukden
incident in Manchuria in 1931. The SimonStimson mytk persisted despite the work of prewar scholars on both sides of the Atlantic. A
mischievous legend arose that it was the cold
non-co-operation of Simon which alone had prevented the forceful intervention of the United
States against Japanese aggression in Manchuria.
The aloofness, if not hostility, of the British
Foreign Secretary, it was asserted, had thus failed

not only to check Japanese aggression in Manchuria but also to halt that fateful march of
events in the later 'thirties—^from Manchuria to
Ethiopia, through Nazi, Fascist and Soviet intervention in Spain, to the shame of Munich, the
threat to Poland and eventually, in 1939, to
Armageddon. The cold fact-finding of historians
was thrust aside. Fiction proved stronger than
fact and the Simon-Stimson myth continued to
poison Anglo-American relations right down to
Pearl Harbour. It was to reappear even after
the war, as late as the mid 'fifties, when it threatened to prejudice the Dulles-Eden negotiations
over Indo-China, the outcome of which was to
be highly significant for Austraha.
There is, however, the third form of factfiction relationship which I have aheady mentioned. Some myths may indeed make history
to the lasting benefit of mankind. For an example,
I find myself returning almost fifty years to the
very beginning of my acquaintance with the academic disciphne which I now profess. At the
University of Melbourne I had a teenager's privilege of sitting at the feet of the late Professor
Ernest Scott. In 1914, when Scott began his
duties in the Melbourne Chair of History, he
brought with him no university qualifications
whatever. Despite his academic nakedness, the new

This article is based on a lecture, 'Fact and Fiction in the First Fifty Years', given by
tfie writer as Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Professor of Modern History in the University
of Western Australia at the opening session of the University's Golden Jubilee celebrations
on the 19th of November, 1963. Except for an occasional turn of phrase, no attempt
has been made to change the form of the manuscript from that of spoken address to written
essay.
Footnotes (mainly identifying
individuals or elaborating incidents locally wellknotvn) are to the writer's officially sponsored, 875-page jubilee history. Campus at Crawley:
A Narrative and Critical Appreciation of the First Fifty Years of the University of Western
Australia (F. W. Cheshire for University of Western Australia Press, Melbourne,
1963).
Except where otherwise indicated, the illustrations below are reproduced from that volume
by kind consent of the publishers and of the author.—Ed.
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professor neverthless had a proven interest in the
facts of history and a conviction that history
was a live subject. With these he combined a
warm sense of hterary colour. This latter characteristic was perhaps a shade too warm and sometimes revealed itself in a fondness for the lurid
phrase. The fondness may have been induced by
Scott's many years of enforced listening from the
Press gallery as a Hansard reporter. Be this as
it may, we undergraduates certainly appreciated
the colourful phrase-making. I can still recall my
introduction to some of the personalities of Paris
during the French Revolution. 'Madame Tallien',
Scott declaimed to the gallery of his History
lecture theatre—he had some difficulty in pronounsing the letter 'r'—'Madame Tallien hadn't the
mowals of a suburban cat.'
It was, however, in the late British medieval
rather than the modem European field that
Ernest Scott gave me my first introduction to
historical mythology. The year I went up as a
freshman, Scott's lectures still reflected the extent
to which his imagination had been fired by the
work of the new school of English administrative
historians which was then challenging some of the
conclusions of the older politico-constitutional
vmters. To this administrative school, ably led
by Tout and Tait, a striking contribution had
recently been made by WiUiam Sharp McKechnie.
Ernest Scott had been very specially attracted to
McKechnie's massive reinterpretation,
Magna
Carta, the second and revised edition of which
had appeared in 1914. Scott accepted readily—
perhaps too readily—McKechnie's insistence that
the document which class-conscious barons of the
13th century had forced King John to grant at
Runnymede had been essentially a charter of
baronial liberties, not a grant of popular liberty
—not even in the 17th century legalistic spirit of
Edward Coke, let alone in the modern democratic
meaning of the phrase.
Scott may well have overdone the denigration
of William Stubbs, author of the 19th century,
3 volume classic. The Constitutional History of
England. The worthy Oxford bishop and regius
professor not only accepted the Thirty Nine
Articles. He added a fortieth. In effect, he used
his Constitutional History to preach the divinely
inspired genius of the English for self-govenmient
—as witness what he presented as those 13th
century landmarks of English pohtical liberty,
Magna Carta, Simon de Montfort's representative
parhament and the 'Model' of Edward I. Ernest
Scott's pupils certainly emerged from his Melbourne lectures on the myth of Magna Carta with
two strong convictions regarding early 13th century Enghsh history. The first was the relatively
minor point that there had been no historic cere68

mony on the isle of Runnymede of 'signing
Magna Carta, as popularly recounted in the textbooks. The charter had not been signed by
King John; it had been sealed by officials, on the
King's instructions, as was the invariable custom
of the day. The second and much more important lesson was Scott's insistence that his students
should recognise that the historical significance of
Magna Carta lay less in what that document
actually contained than in what subsequent
generations read into it. It was not on Magna
Carta that freedom-loving Englishmen of the 17th,
19th or even 20th centuries had buUt their pohtical liberty but on the myth of Magna Carta.
The myth of Magna Carta had in fact made
history.
The other day, when rummaging through
some old files, I found some notes I had taken
of a lecture given by Scott on this theme. My
handwriting wasn't as legible in those days as some
may know it today; I may not be able to do
Scott full justice in recapturing all his purple
patches. But I well remember his statement that
he had acquired a colourful collection of drawings
and pictures of that memorable scene of the King
'signing' the Charter on the isle of Runnymede.
He spoke in particular of one painting, 'all
glowiously gween and gold'. It depicted King
John 'with a vicious expwession on his face, dashing off his signature with what looks suspiciously
like a fountain pen.' Scott added that he also
had an impressive collection of allusions to Magna
Carta made by Austrahan politicians—'all of them
eloquent and all entirely wrong.' He cited, as
example, Sir Joseph Cook, the short-lived Prime
Minister of 1913,~ who claimed that all the great
enactments of British history, beginning with
Magna Carta, were the work of the Liberal Party.
Another example gave Scott much pleasure. It
was taken from a debate of 1920 in the House of
Representatives covering the rights of a member
of the Parliamentary Labour Party. This incident had led the Honourable Member for Gwydir,
one L. L. Cunningham, to make eloquent references to Magna Carta and to related principles of
British political freedom. The Honourable Member claimed for the Great Charter that it marked
'the foundation of the Labour movement'. This,
said Scott, was reinterpreting British history with
a vengeance. The concept of 'the union secretary
at Runnymede' was, he added, 'a new and a
wadiant joy'. In Scott's view, this feat of historical imagination clearly entitled Mr. Cunningham
to rank with such distinguished historians as the
aiithor of A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur.
From my undergraduate years in Melbourne
I carried away an impressionable teenager's
lively sense of the waimly colourful in history
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and of the potentially ridiculous in pohtics. For
both these aids to sanity I shall always be deeply
grateful to Ernest Scott. From Scott, however,
I also learnt to examine facts closely and to distinguish between what they actually were at the
time and what others later read into them—^primarily for their own selfish purposes, perhaps, but
often, incidentally, for the lasting benefit of others
of their generation and for those of subsequent
centuries.
II
DURING THE last five years, as I've endeavoured
to bring together and evaluate the more important
facts regarding the first fifty years of the University of Western Australia, I've met with several
mydis in the making. Some of these academic
myths are relatively innocuous; one or two are
actually or potentially prejudicial to the good
name of tlie academic community; others have
clearly helped to make its history, to the benefit
both of the University and of the community outside its walls.
Ironically enough, responsibility for one of the
potentially dangerous myths rests with that Melbourne professor to whose emphasis on fact rather
tlian fiction I have aheady referred. In 1939
Ernest Scott became President of the Australian
and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science. This was a high honour for an
historian. A few months later he was to be
knighted—one of the very few university teachers
of recent times to be so honoured for achievements
other than in academic administration, in extramural activity or in pure or applied science. Both
these honours were well deserved but at the
ANZAAS meeting in January, 1939, Scott's behaviour was neither scientific nor knightly. He devoted
part of his presidential address to the relative roles
of Science and the Humanities in the foundation
professoriate of the University of Western Australia. Tlie Sydney Morning Herald reported that
the President's remarks at the January 1939
ANZAAS Meeting had been 'enlivened with frequent witticisms'. The newspaper went on to
describe how Scott had spoken of 'the somewhat
defiant attitude of the University of Western
Australia . . .' Under the influence of the
Labour Government of John Scaddan it had removed Classics from the curricuhmi, Scott was
reported to have said, and had formed professorships in Biology, Agriculture, Mathematics and
Physics, Chemistry and Geology.
To this angehc choir, the professor proceeded,
were added a little later, with concessionary
grace, professorships in English (Walter
Murdoch) and History and Economics (Edward Shann).
The Scaddan Government
congratulated itself on having created almost
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a revolution by estabhshing a University witli
so strong a scientific team and no Chair of
Classics, whereas the other Austrahan universities had seemed to cherish the Classics
primarily and let the sciences creep in.
This account of the disciphnary range of die
first professoriate in Perth was largely fictional
and was challenged at the time by one of the
University's foundation senators who happened to
be in Sydney when the press report appeared.
Scott promised to amend the text of his address
but fafled to do so to any substantial extent.
The relevant paragraph in the published address
still reads:
But when we come to the newer Universities,
Queensland (1911) and Western Australia
(1913), we see the influence of a new spirit
. . . Western Asutraha, where the Labour
Administration of John Scaddan was then in
office, cut out a classical chair and founded
professorships in Biology (W. J. Dakin),
Agriculture (J. W. Paterson), Mathematics
and Physics (A. D. Ross), Mining and Engineering ( H . E. Whitfeld), Chemistry (N.
T. M. Wflsmore) and Geology (W. G. Woolnough). To this angehc choir were added,
with concessionary grace, professorships in
Enghsh (Walter Murdoch), and History and
Economics (Edward Shaim). Mr. Scaddan,
though his Government took no part in the
appointments, congratulated Western Australia
on having created ahnost a revolution by
estabhshing a University with so strong a
scientific team and no chair of Classics,
whereas the other Austrahan Universities had
seemed to cherish the classics and let the
sciences creep in, like laboratory cats, when
there happened to be mice to feed them.
Most readers inferred from this statement that
Scaddan had been responsible—an inference entirely without foundation in fact. Apart from
Scott's failure to give any precise reference for
Scaddan's alleged statement of seff-congratulation,
the style of the concluding sentence quoted bears
much less resemblance to Scaddan's sober diction,
as it may still be read in the pages of Hansard,
than it does to Scott's own well-known partiahtj'
for turning a lurid phrase. The immorality of a
Parisian suburban cat had given place to the predatory practices of camiverous scientific quadrupeds. I can well imagine the satisfaction with
which Scott depicted those 'labowatowy cats'
cweeping into the classical pweserves of the
earlier Austrahan universities.
But the defence of John Scaddan doesn't depend solely on a turn of hterary style. The Scaddan
Labour Government must be cleared of any
charge of attempting to determine the character
of the foundation professoriate in Perth. Scaddan
made no attempt to stack the first Senate with
Labour nominees, of whom there were only four
among the original eighteen senators,^ or to in69

fluence Senate decisions on the number or the
nature of the first chairs. Nor was there any
'concessionary grace' so far as concerned the
Senate's decision to create chairs of English and
of History and Economics. This was not fact;
it was pure fiction on Scott's part. The crucial
Senate meeting of 24th June, 1912, was fully
attended and the proceedings are fully recorded
in the Minute Book. In the original ballot which
determined the first five chairs, History and
Economics obtained equal votes with Biology (15)
while English polled 14 votes and Chemistry came
a poor third with only 10. The Chair of Agriculture was not even a creation of the Senate
subsidised by the Government; it was an endowment by Sir John Winthrop Hackett, Chairman of
the 1909-10 Royal Commission on the University
and its first Chancellor^. Only Hackett's casting
vote, moreover, brought Geology 10 votes to
Classics' 9. But for this casting vote of the
Chancellor, the first professoriate would have consisted of three professors in the Humanities and
three in Science and Engineering in addition to
the endowed Chair of Agriculture. Mathematics
and Physics, as it were, straddled the two faculties of Arts and Science.
This myth of a Labour-dominated foundation
University Senate trampling ruthlessly on the
Humanities may also be hnked with certain aspects of the myth of the "free" University. I
must now walk carefully, for here I tread on
hallowed groimd. Shades of the foundation Senator WiUiam Somerville, who was to be Acting
Vice-Chancellor in 1931 and Pro-Chancellor from
1938 to 1941, of George Wood, foundation Lecturer, and later Professor of Classics and Ancient
History, and of other doughty protagonists in the
fight against fees in the early 'twenties may well
rise up to confound me. They might even bring
with them, in political aUiance for the nonce,
the Labour leader, Phihp Colher, and his political
opponent, James Mitchell, both of whom opposed
fees in 1921. For the Leader of the Opposition
and the Premier of 1921 had united to ensure the
disallowance of the University Statute imposing
fees, which Edward Shann, foundation Professor
of History and Economics and Vice-Chancellor
1921-23, had forced through Senate and Convocation against the embattled forces of Wood and
SomerviUe.
From the cloud of emotion which still hangs
heavily on this prolonged fees controversy, a few
vital facts do nevertheless emerge. The pohcy of
avoiding lecture fees, which prevailed from 1912
until the end of the 'fifties, was at no time a
distinctively Labour pohcy. Nor was a desire to
impose fees expressed in the avowed programme
of any pre-war political party. Labour or non70

Labour. The Royal Commission of 1909-10 had
inclined to favour the absence of fees but had left
decision to the legislature. The parhament of
1911, in which Labour occupied the Opposition
benches, dodged the issue, leaving a decision to
the foundation Senate of 1912. Labour backbenchers certainly favoured education being free
at all stages but their leader, John Scaddan and his
predecessor, Tom Bath, who were to take office
later in 1911, were reahstic enough to recognise
that no fees meant increased government subsidies. The Scaddan of 1910-11, moreover, did
not envisage University undergraduates being recruited in any numbers from the chfldren of the
working classes. Most boys and girls of 16 and
17, he felt, would continue to be breadwinners
for the family and would rarely be able to attend
the University, fees or no fees, though h e did talk
vaguely and hopefully about scholarships.
It was not John Scaddan and Tom Bath who
were responsible for the relative modernity of
the curriculum of the infant University.
Nor
did Scaddan directly or indirectly influence the
decision to dispense with lecture fees. In both
cases responsibiHty rested chiefly wtih John Winthrop Hackett. As early as 1901 Hackett had had
the vision and the courage to declare that the
future University must be one for all men. 'That
is the standard I raise,' he then told the Legislative Council of Western Australia, 'the higher
education, as well as the primary, for the sons of
the people.' Some eleven years later as the first
Chancellor Hackett stood firm by his convictions
and gave his casting vote on the foundation Senate
against the imposition of lecture or tutorial fees.
And in an even more positive sense, the first
Chancellor, when his will became operative in
1926, a decade after his death, provided the Hackett bursaries which enabled men and women from
the lowest income groups to enter the fee-less
University.
Despite the University Senate's decision not
to impose fees and the possibihty of needy students obtaining Hackett bursaries, there was a
very real sense in which the University of Western
Australia never became a free University in the
full sense of that term. John Scaddan was right
in thinking that an essential prerequisite of university education was a parent's readiness to keep
a boy or girl off the labour market long enough
to enable him to work for a university degree.
As a more cynical parent in Sydney remarked
to me the other day, the real cost to him of
having put his son and daughter through university
had not been the fees he'd had to pay, or the
books they'd had to buy, but the frocks he'd had
to provide to see his daughter through university
dances and the cash he'd had to give his boy to
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buy the tickets with which to take other men's
daughters to similar functions!
But if the long tradition of the University
of Western Austraha being a free university was
something of a myth in this sense, or in any other,
it was a myth which made history. Whatever
the subsequent weaknesses and illogicality of the
'free university' concept, the 1912 adoption of the
principle of no lecture fees, reinforced as it later
was by the generosity of Hackett bursaries, had
the effect of making the student communities of
the 'twenties and 'thirties a good deal more
of a cross-section of the State community than
was the case in the older universities of eastern
Austraha. In Sydney and in Melbourne, academic
scholarships notwithstanding, the relatively high
cost of a university education still tended to give
a certain social exclusiveness to at least a significant section of the undergraduate community.
It would be unwise to exaggerate but I can myself recall the sharp contrast which I felt between
the Melbourne University student community
I had known in 1917-20 and the Perth student
society into which I moved on return from Oxford
in 1924.
This contrast had a real significance for the
public relations of the young University. The
popular nineteenth-century English tradition that
the undergraduate was a socially privileged person
still persisted in Austraha when the University
was founded in Perth in 1911-13. There was a
barrier here to be broken down. Hackett's casting
vote for the so-called 'free university' and his
subsequent generosity to its more impecunious
students opened the \\'ay to acceptance of the University not only by the children of Western
Austrahan citizens of all income groups but also
by those citizens themselves.
So much for two related myths. Correction and
clarffication of the role of Scaddan and the Labour
Party in relation to the disciplinary range of
the foundation professoriate and to the absence of
lecture fees makes it possible to emphasize another
significant but ill appreciated characteristic of the
first fifty years of the Western Australian academic
community. It has been very much to the advantage of the University of Western Austraha
that it has never been made the sport of domestic
party politics, whether State or Federal. At no
time in its first half century has this University
had reason to feel that it was regarded with disfavour by a particular political party in Western
Austraha. There were occasions in the 'thirties
when some Country Party members were a httle
disposed to read into professorial criticisms of the
Estabhshment or of social or economic shibboleths
evidence of what parliamentarians were pleased
to call 'Communism at Crawley'. It has, moreWESTERLY, DECEMBER 1963

over been evident that, on occasions, botb Labour"
and non-Labour governments have shov*Ti a httie
more concern than was necessary vwth the pohtical
colour of their respective nominees to Senate.
But diese have been exceptions which proved the
rule.
Concrete evidence of increasing confidence
in the University has not been confined to backbenchers. It would be foohsh to pretend that
some premiers during the half century have not
shown more interest in and understanding of the
University than others but this has been personal
to the premiers and not a reflection of their party
politics. The University of Western Austraha
has indeed, been extremely fortunate in the goodwill it has enjoyed in pohtical circles. No misconception of particular incidents, such as those
I've mentioned, should be allowed to create the
false impression that the University is pecuharly
identified vdth either the pohtical principles or
the personalities of any one party or, for that
matter, with the patronage of a particular premier.
It is not difficult for an historian to establish
the fact I'm now emphasizing. Convincing evidence might readily be produced of the active
interest in the University which has been shown
in recent years by the honourable gentlemen who
at the moment hold the respective offices of
Leader of the Labour Opposition and Premier of
the Liberal-Country Party Government. I prefer
instead to remark on the signal service rendered
to the University by two of the distinguished predecessors of these two gentlemen, Mr. Phihp
Colher on the one hand, and Sir Ross McLarty
on the other. Each of these Premiers did more
than respond generously to the financial needs of
the University. Neither Premier was a university
man but each showed an imaginative understanding of the British tradition of academic autonomy
even in financial matters.
,
In both cases this understanding owed something to the Vice-Chancellor of the day. There
was, indeed, a very special personal relationship
between the Labour Premier of the mid 'twenties
and mid 'thirties and the first permanent ViceChancellor. Philip Colher and Hubert Whitfeld,
each in his OVVTI way, had a certain subtlety of
mind and a political wisdom and ingenuity which
are not given to many. Long after Whitfeld's
death, moreover, Collier showed his regard for the
University which he had so signally served as
Premier. In 1944 he emerged from virtual retirement to make what I understand was one of his
then very rare speeches in the Labour caucus. He
did this on the subject of the University Act
Amendment Bill of 1944 which reduced the number of University Senators elected by the graduate
body from 12 out of 18 to 6 in a Senate of 21 and
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by which some feared that the Willcock Labour
Administration might gravely endanger the constitutional autonomy of the Senate.
It was, moreover, Collier's pohtical opponent,
the Liberal Ross McLarty, who, some five years
later, ensured that the working of the amended
Act of 1944 should not in practice impinge upon
this significant principle of University autonomy.^
The circumstances of 1949 were as pecuhar as
they were significant. They were pecuhar in that
Mr, McLarty, as he then was, had had httle previous experience in high office to guide him. They
were significant because the period was one of
post-war expansion and unprecedented prosperity.
The Premier and some of his pohtical and departmental advisers were keen to foster the University's development but might well have done
so at the cost of directing that development along
lines which they, not the constituted authorities
of the University, thought desirable. It said
much for the political vwsdom of the Premier of
1949 that, despite strong pressure to the contrary—pressure which came from friends as well
as critics of the University—Ross McLarty was
quick to recognise the argument that this might
endanger the autonomy and independence which
he readily accepted as part of 'British university
tradition'. Ross McLarty's decision of November
1949, ended what was perhaps the most crucial
episode in the pohtico-financial history of the
University. The Premier's decision to avoid the
purely theoretical issue that financial autonomy
for the Senate could mean that State grants to the
University might b e expended contrary to the
wishes of the Government—^his vsdlhngness, instead, to trust to restraint and good will on both
sides—in efiFect determined the matter for the
balance of the University's half century. The issue
was never raised again in this direct form by any
subsequent State Treasurer. The governing body
of the University may thus be said to have passed
into the period of increasing expansion of its fifth
decade, before and since the Murray Report,*
without any serious interference with its autonomy
from either State or Federal Government.
It is very satisfying for an academic historian
to link this substantial achievement in University
autonomy with the names of two Premiers of
opposing pohtical colour. But it is possible to
carry the satisfaction further. My first example
enabled me to make brief passing reference to
the wisdom and ingenuity of the University's first
permanent Vice-Chancellor, Hubert Whitfeld. In
similar fashion, the second example, the incident
of 1949, not only reflected the political sagacity
and tolerance of Sir Ross McLarty; it also revealed the firm and courageous leadership of his
fellow-Scot who then sat in the Vice-Chancellor's
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chair. None of the many services which were
rendered to the University by its second permanent
Vice-Chancellor were of more profound significance or of more lasting benefit than the skilful
fight that was conducted in 1949, and the victory
which was then won for the University, by Dr.
George Currie, as he then was.^
Ill
I PASS NOW from governmental and financial
features of the first fifty years to some physical
aspects of the Crawley campus. A number of
myths have grown up round tlie architecture of
the campus.
Two in particular concern the
Hackett memorial block of buildings in which the
Golden Jubilee is being celebrated. One of these
myths is both significant and disturbing.
It
concerns the design of Winthrop Hall.
The first Chancellor's will specifically required
the holding of an architectural competition for
the design of the main University hall. In 1927
some 51 designs were submitted in accordance
with the layout plan drawn by the first Professor
of Architecture in the University of Sydney. Professor Wilkinson subsequently presided over the
panel of adjudicators. After the winning design
had been announced, Winthrop Hall and its supporting buildings were constructed under the
supervision of Rodney Alsop as executive architect.
Grave doubts were voiced at the time at the
absence of some form of traditional, old-world
academic architecture. In due course, however,
these doubts gave way to increasing admiration
for the nobility of the general conception of the
Hackett block and the evident suitabihty of this
'Western Austrahan Renaissance' architecture to
its natural environment. With this admiration
went the hope, expressed by many, that the future
development of the campus would continue to
be dominated by what came to be described
as 'the Rodney Alsop style of architecture'. Even
as late as the mid 'fifties, despite convincing evidence of compelhng need to modify some at least
of the plans of the late 'twenties, so doughty a
protagonist as Wilham Somerville pressed the
Senate to insist that 'the Rodney Alsop style of
architecture' be retained, at least 'for the building
of the new Library".
Fortunately, no such limiting directive was
imposed upon the University's new Consultant
Architect. The Senate's wisdom in this matter
has been fuUy confirmed by the impressive and
equally noble edifice, the Reid Library, which this
year has arisen to match Winthrop Hall from the
southern end of Leslie Wilkinson's Great Court.
The attractive buildings produced by Mr. Gil.
Nicol, Professor Gordon Stephenson and Mr.
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Marshall Clifton at the south and south-eastern
end of the court have, however, done nothing to
lessen the nobility of the original design of the
Hackett memorial block. Nor, I venture to suggest,
will any future buildings erected on the campus
ever diminish the grandeur of the architectural
concept which gave us Winthrop Hall and its
supporting buildings and, in so doing, not only set
a high standard but also provided a lasting inspiration for all future planners and designers.
But to describe the concept which was responsible for these Hackett memorial buildings as
'the Rodney Alsop style of architecture' is a very
serious misnomer. The poetic imagination which
produced the winning design on which Winthrop
Hall was largely based was not that of Rodney
Alsop. It belonged to his junior associate, Conrad Sayce.
Rodney Alsop was, indeed, the
executive architect of the Hackett block but these
noble buildings were erected under his supervision
to a design which was substantially that of another
man.
This is a sweeping statement for a layman to
make after thirty-five years during which the
myth of the 'Rodney Alsop style of architecture'
has swollen to such proportions that I'm afraid
very few members of the University today have
even heard the name of Conrad Sayce. It is a
sweeping statement but it is not lightly made.
Though I claim no speciahst knowledge in the
field of architecture, I spent a goodly part of
1962-63 tracing the history of the development
of the Crawley campus—from the striking geometrical layout design of the Melbourne architect,
Desbrowe-Annear, in 1915, to the foreshadowed
campus of 1980 as seen through the imaginative
eyes of a Gordon Stephenson and as tentatively
approved by the University Senate in 1959 and
1962. I have carefully inspected the more important building plans, which were drawn in
the intervening decades and I've considered
everything actually vmritten, or which surviving
participants could be induced by me or by others
to write, on the crucial planning of 1927-28.
The facts may still not be complete but the evidence is now sufficient to establish a number of
points beyond question.
The first fact is that there were two submissions
which attracted the attention of the adjudicators
in the Hackett Memorial Buildings competition.
One was entry No. 137, the other No. 141. No.
141 was Romanesque in character; 137 was
essentially Georgian. There was enough similarity
in layout between the two submissions, however,
to make the adjudicators suspect that they came
from the same competitor or group of competitors.
Tentatively, therefore, the adjudicators bracketed
the two entries together as the winning design.
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but diey made it clear that, if tlieir guess were
wrong, the prize should go to the Romanesque
entry. No. 141. This design, they said, was of
'outstanding excellence'.
The second point on which the evidence is
clear is that the adjudicators were coiTect in
their surmise. The two entries had been submitted in the joint names of Rodney Alsop and
Conrad Sayce. Alsop was a well estabhshed Melbourne architect, Sayce was at the time a senior
employee in his firm. When Alsop originally
decided that the firm should submit a design
it is indeed possible that Sayce may have benefited appreciably from initial discussions as to
the general layout of the design. In the event,
however, Sayce proceeded to work independently
on a design of his own. Alsop was a martyr to
asthma and he spent some three months of the
critical draughting period as a semi-invalid in
hospital, with another member of the office constantly attending him there with drawing board
and equipment. Meanwhile, Sayce carried on the
ordinary work of the office and spent much of his
spare time at his home on the independent design.
It has been recorded how the walls of Sayce's
sitting room were 'festooned' with sketches from
which, in due course, came the second design.
Then, when the two men were on the point of
submitting their respective entries, they agreed
that the two entries should be forwarded under
their joint names.
According to Sayce, the
initiative in proposing this joint submission came
from Alsop.
The third incontestable fact which emerges
is that the winning design and, therefore, the
architectural contract for the Hackett buildings
went to the two men, jointly. This is fully borne
out by the fact that the working drawings (i.e.
the contract drawings, continued to bear the
names of both Alsop and Sayce. These drawings
are still available for inspection among the University records. An attempt has clearly been
made to eliminate the name of Sayce from some
of them but this was the result of a subsequent
dispute between the two men which resulted in
legal proceedings.
I have made no study of these legal proceedings. It may well b e that Sayce was hot-headed
and that h e behaved foohshly if not also illegally.
On the other hand, there may be some truth in
his claim that Alsop, as a relatively wealthy man,
was able to engage the services of more eminent
counsel. These included an aheady distinguished
member of the Victorian Bar, the present Chief
Justice of the High Court of Australia.
The
case was clearly going agauist Sayce when it was
settled out of court. Alsop became the sole
executive architect of the Hackett buildings; Sayce
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received some substantial monetary compensation
and left Austraha for South Africa, where a few
years ago he retired after a not undistinguished
career in the architectural design of pubhc buildings.
My fourth fact is that the design which Alsop
as executive architect supervised and to which
Winthrop Hall and its neighbouring buildings
were constructed was the Romanesque entry.
No. 141—with one significant exception, the
tower. Tlie tower which had appeared in that
design, 141, was an original. Alsop later substituted a copy of an Itahan campanile.
He did
so without consulting Sayce, and this appears
to have been a major cause of the friction which
eventually led to the break between the two men.
My fifth point arises from the need to distinguish clearly between the architectural merits of
the two designs, entries No. 137 and 141 respectively. Despite the element of similarity between
the two entries, Professor Leslie Wilkinson and
his co-adjudicators of 1927 were in no doubt about
the outstanding quahty of the Romanesque No.
141. I think no-one who examines the two designs
as they remain today in the University's records
can possibly question the soundness of this adjudication. Nor is the layman confined in his
judgment to the actual dravwngs. He may also
read the written comment which accompanied
each entry. That which went with the Georgian
No. 137 was in hterary form extremely pedestrian.
The text which introduced the Romanesque 141,
on the other hand, was imaginative in form and
poetic in quahty. The competitor who was responsible for entry No. 141 is thus clearly the
artist to whose imaginative concept the University
of Western Australia owes the nobihty of its
first block of major buildings.
The milhon dollar question therefore is: who
was responsible for entry No. 141? If we accept
the traditional view, if we are justified in continuing to link Winthrop Hall with 'the Rodney
Alsop style of architecture', then it must be Alsop
who was responsible for entry No. 141. But that
is pure myth. The facts all point in the other
direction.
I
shall
confine
myself
here
to
two
pieces of evidence which estabhsh beyond all
possible doubt that entry No. 141 was that of
Conrad Sayce while Alsop's personal contribution
was No. 137. The first piece of evidence comes
from a contemporary witness, the foundation
senator, Wilham Somerville, who was Acting ViceChancellor for part of 1931 and became Pro-Chancellor from 1936 to 1941. Somerville had been
in the thick of the Hackett Buildings negotiations.
As aheady indicated, he became a warm admirer
of what he called the 'Rodney Alsop style of
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architecture'. Somerville also made it his business to examine the legal dispute between the
two men and had formed the opinion that in this
dispute Alsop came out better than Sayce. He
thought the latter rash, difficult and over-ready
to take oft'ence. But Somerville makes it clear that
entry No. 141 was Sayce's, not Alsop's, and he
reminds the readers of his homespun history of
the University's first thirty years—the unpubhshed
A Blacksmith Looks at a University—that it was
Sayce's design which the adjudicators said was
'outstanding in its excellence'.
I've had occasion elsewhere^ to challenge the
soundness of William Somerville's judgments and
even to question the accuracy of some of his
facts.
On this occasion, however, as a proAlsop witness, Somerville's testimony that the
winning design was that of Sayce and not of
Alsop commands attention.
Fortunately, the
argument doesn't rest merely on Somerville's
testimony. I am able to call to the witness
stand a younger architect, junior contemporary of
both men, who now occupies a position of a very
high professional standing in Australia. In 1928
this gentleman was employed in the Alsop drawing office when the plans for the Hackett Memorial
Buildings were being completed. To this witness,
who shall be nameless here for a variety of
reasons, was posed the specffic question: 'Can you
from memory recall whether the Romanesque
entry No. 141 was that of Conrad Sayce? Or
was it the design of Rodney Alsop?'
The
answer is worth quoting both for its decisive
content and for its incisive form. It ran:
Sayce's personal scheme was quite definitely
the Romanesque one, in my completely clear
recollection—and I should know because I
drew so much of the bloody thing, including
the Main Hall.
It would not be difficult to carry the argument further. Alsop was later invited by the
Senate to submit designs for other University
buildings, including the long delayed (old) Physics building which became the Geology building
in 1963. For these designs Alsop eventually received fees totaUing £1,150 but none of his plans
were used. Even as a layman it is permissible to
say of these plans that they reveal no trace of
the imaginative flair which produced the winning
design of 1927. The reason why seems clear:
Alsop was no longer associated with Sayce. He
himself appeared to be unable to produce anything worthy of comparison vwth what so many
have gone on referring to as the 'Rodney Alsop
style of architecture'.
This evidence from Alsop's Perth drawings is,
I think, conclusive in support of the argument of
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the preceding paragraphs. I have neither the
desire nor the competence to press the argument
further into judgment on Alsop's general standing
in his profession. Others with more claim to
architectural expertise have described as undistinguished the domestic architecture for which
he had been responsible in Melbourne. A propos
of his Victorian architectural reputation, one unkind and perhaps unjust quip has it that 'Rodney
Alsop drank the prettiest cup of tea of any
architect in Toorak'. Such criticism, however,
forms no part of my present case and it may also
be added that the one statement of his own case
written by Conrad Sayce in recent years which
I have seen specifically disclaimed any wish to
estabhsh his ovra rightful claim to recognition
"at the expense of the reputation of Rodney
Alsop". I am concerned merely to estabhsh
beyond any reasonable doubt that the myth of the
'Rodney Alsop style of architecture' is entirely
without foundation in fact. The University has
done full justice to Alsop's share in the construction of the Hackett buildings. In particular it has
honoured Alsop's name in the memorial seat at
the eastern end of the reflection pool which bears
the incription from the words of the poet Robert
Bridges: 'VerOy by beauty it is that we come
at vdsdom.'

It is not that the University has done wrong
to honour Rodney Alsop. Alsop shared the award
for the jointly submitted designs. He became the
executive architect of the Hackett buildings and to
those buildings he devoted himself wholeheartedly
in the closing years of his hfe adding many incidental features of considerable aesthetic value.
The Hackett buflduigs as they stand are, indeed,
a monument to Rodney Alsop. But it was not
Alsop who conceived the idea of them. Despite
the changes he introduced, the broad sweep, the
originahty and the nobihty of t h e h architectural
form came from another man.
At these Golden Jubilee celebrations, held in
Winthrop Hall, it is surely fitting that there
should be no attempt to diminish the honour
rightly done to Alsop but to do justice to the
creative imagination of Conrad Sayce. In this way
we would correct a serious error of omission which
over the years has crept into our architectural
m ) ^ o l o g y . I submit that Sayce is entitled, at the
very least, to equal credit with Alsop; he deserves
full recognition by the University for the contribution which his design, No. 141, undoubtedly
made to the lasting beauty of this Crawley campus.
THERE IS another popular legend
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Winthrop Hall which deserves passing mention.
This is one of the innocuous myths of which 1
spoke earher. It concems the height of Winthrop Hall and especially the position of the Rose
Window. The accepted legend has not only been
reproduced over the years by word of mouth; it
also appears in official documents of the University.
Thus the Orientation Handbook 1962 tells how,
during the construction of the hall, 'finances ran
short' and the roof was built 'ten feet lower than
was originally intended'. The inference has commonly been drawn that it was this lowering of the
hall for reasons of economy which brought the
ceiUng dovim hard upon the head of the Rose
Window. Once again fiction has proved stronger
than the facts.
The first of these demonstrable facts is that,
instead of die height of die hall having been reduced ten feet below the original design, the working
drawing, i.e. the contract documents, INCREASED its height by 8 ft. 6 inches on the original
design. The second fact is that when reduction
in this increased height was first made early in
1930 it was not by 10 ft. and it was not for
financial reasons. An internal reduction of 5 ft.
was recommended by an English expert, Hope
Bagenal, for acoustic reasons. This reduction
of 5 ft. was endorsed by a Senate decision of
17 March, 1930. Acute financial difficulty did not
emerge until later in that year. Alsop was then
on his way back from Europe by sea. He is said
to have sent his representative on the site a
radiogram which read: 'LOWER THE HALL
ANOTHER FIVE F E E T
REDECORATING
WINDOW HEADS, ROSE W I N D O W . . .
LEAVE UNDERCROFT UNPLASTERED'.
Even so, the height of the hall—^floor to ceiling
soffit—is still today 50 ft. 6 inches, as against
52 ft. in the winning design of 1927 and 60 ft. 6
inches as it became in the working drawings.
The Rose Window itself in the original design
was 12 ft. in diameter. In the working drawings,
not only was the hall made 8 ft. 6 inches higher
but the diameter of the Rose Window was increased by 9 ft. 6 inches—from 12 ft. to 21 ft. 6
inches. And 21 ft. 6 inches in diameter the
window continued to be whatever happened to the
height of the hall. It is 21 ft. 6 inches today.
I made a second and remarkable discovery
about the Rose Window. This discovery, with
the increase in its diameter, substantially modifies
if it does not completely destroy the myth about
the lowered ceiling and the window. Every time
the height of the ceiling rose or fell, the top or
head of the Rose Window moved up or dovwi
with the ceihng. In the winning design, it was
45 ft. above floor level; in the working drawings,
it moved up to 56 ft.; today, the actual measurement is 47 ft. 6 inches.
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THERE is still another Crawley campus myth.
This myth has great virihty. So far it has successfully defied the facts of history and it has
even secured Senate endorsement.
This myth concerns the oldest building on
the campus, into which Hubert Whitfeld took his
School of Mining and Engineering early in 1914
—before, indeed, the Senate had finally decided
that the permanent site of the University should
be on the much criticised 'marshlands of Crawley'.''
In 1914 the building was known as Crawley
House. It had been built by Henry James Sutherland, who acquhed the property in 1837.
Sutherland gave the house and the estate the maiden surname of his mother, Ann Crawley. Some
forty years later, in 1882, Crawley House and
the estate passed into the possession of George
Shenton, a merchant who was later knighted and
became President of the Legislative Council.
When Sir George Shenton died in 1909 his estate
was bought by the Government. With the purchase went Crawley House. Then, in 1914, the
house passed with the estate to the University
and still continued to appear in official records
with its original name. It had been so described
in great detail in the sworn valuator's report of
1909 and the name Crawley House continued to
be used after the property passed to the University. It may stiU be found in the printed
document issued for the University by the Government Printer in December 1914 giving particulars of the site for the Hackett-financed layout
competition which was won in the following
year by the Melbourne architect, Harold Desbrowe-Annear. In the original of the DesbroweAnnear Plan of 1915 which the University still
retains, the building is clearly labelled "Crawley
House'. The same label was retained as late as
the Leshe Wilkinson drawing prepared for the
1927 Hackett memorial buildings competition.
During the third, fourth and fifth decades of
the University, however, there was a tendency for
students and others to hnk the name of Sir George
Shenton with that part of the old Engineering
School which was still in Crawley House. In
1935, when the Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering published his Reminiscences from the
School of Engineering and Mining, he referred
to the building as 'Shenton's Vflla'.
Popular
usage sometimes converted 'Villa' into 'House'
and later the building was sometimes spoken of
as 'Shenton's House' or even 'Shenton House'.
The next step was a move from popular usage
to official nomenclature. This, too, was gradual.
In 1950, when Dr. Sanders as Registrar produced
the Orientation Handbook of that year, he referred to the building as the 'Shenton homestead'.
This perfectly correct descriptive designation was
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used by an unknown member of the Registrar's
staff to label an office file 'Shenton House'.
The myth of Shenton House was now hard
at work beneath the surface. The strength of the
myth was revealed in 1960 when one of my
Science colleagues in a learned and very valuable
monograph on certain botanical features of the
Crawley campus went so far as to remark that
'Shenton House was built by Mr. Henry Sutherland'! This is a particularly nice example of
the way in which a myth by word of mouth can
make written history. In fact Henry Sutherland
built Crawley House some forty years before
George Shenton even acquired the Crawley
estate.
There the matter rested until, at the end of
1962, Dr. Sanders, by then the second Professor
of Education, was about to move the Faculty of
Education into the former Engineering buildings
which included the old Crawley House. That
building remained substantially as it had been
when it passed to the University in 1914. The
Dean of Education very properly desired to give
his new Faculty headquarters an appropriate
name and he suggested to the Vice-ChanceUor
that it be named 'Shenton House'. Now it happened that the third permanent occupant of that
office, Mr. Prescott, for his sins, had been compelled to spend a great deal of his fimited leisure
in 1961 and 1962 ploughing through successive
drafts of my official Jubilee History. During this
painful experience he had developed a keen sensitivity for errors in fact or interpretation, particularly in the matter of buildings. The ViceChancellor therefore queried the historical implications of the requested nomenclature and called
for a report. I re-examined the evidence and
produced the report which established four facts
to my complete satisfaction and, I thought, to that
of the Vice-Chancellor. These were: first, that
the original name of this historic and well preserved first building on the campus was 'Crawley
House', not 'Shenton House'; second, that the
building had come into the University's possession
with that designation; third, that the University
had continued officially throughout its early years
to give the building its historic name and,
fourth, that this name had never been officially
modffied.
At this point, however, Mr. Prescott left for
conferences in the United Kingdom. A month
or two later I heard, a litde to my surprise,
that the Senate of the University had resolved
to name the headquarters of the Faculty of
Education 'Shenton House'. This news did not
greatly disturb me, and I trust that the Chancellor,
will not be unduly shocked if I state that, during my 39 years' service in this University, I have
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found one or two other Senate resolutions, a httle
surprising! One learns, of course, to respect and not
to question authority once decision has been reached. When, however, I saw the actual text of the
Senate Minutes of 27 May, 1963, surprise developed into something more—for I read that the
governing body in its wisdom had actually resolved
to 'retain' the name 'Shenton House'. I must also
confess that I had considerable difficulty in reconciling wtih my particular brand of academic
cloth the subsequent statement in the Senate
Minutes. This gave the text of the recommendation of its General Purposes Committee upon
which the Senate Resolution had been based. That
august committee had recommended the name
'Shenton House', not merely, it said, to preserve
'the association of the house with Sir George
Shenton'—a commendable motive indeed—^but
'particularly as the building has been known as
Shenton House since the inception of the University"!
As Professor
Ernest
Scott
might
well
have said, this was re-interpreting history widi
a vengeance. I think Scott would also have
agreed that the mover of that General Purposes
resolution, hke the sometime Honourable Member
for Gwydir, had earned himself a place of distinction in the higher ranks of imaginative historiographers—a place at least equivalent to that
of Mark Twain. The incident of last May certainly demonstrated the power of mythology in
contemporary academic society. Crawley House
has become Shenton House and will no doubt
remain so for all time. The persuasive influence
of usage and custom has once more triumphed
over demonstrable fact. The myth of Shenton
House has made history in the University.
IV
BEFORE i CONCLUDE I should like to examine
briefly one claim which has been made to significant influence on the actual establishment of the
University. This claim, if vahd, would dettact
somewhat from the accepted contribution made
by its founder and benefactor, the late Sir John
Winthrop Hackett.
The claim in question has been made in favour
of a distinguished early twentieth century Director of Education in New South Wales, Peter
Board. The claim was put forward in 1957 in a
biography of Board^ vvaitten by Messrs. A. R.
Crane and W. E. Walker of the Teachers' Colleges
of Armidale and Wagga Wagga, respectively.
The relevant extract reads:
A htde known but most significant influence
was that of Peter Board on the foundation
of the University of Western Australia. At
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a dinner to celebrate the award to Board of
the C.M.G. in 1916, W. E. Cooke, the Government astronomer, pointed out that when
the Perth University was being planned,
'they (the Royal Commissioners) had obtained literature from every corner of the
globe. Among the mass of literature one
volume was read from cover to cover by the
committee. This was Mr. Board's Report on
Higher Educaiion.
Cooke, who had been
the West Australian government astronomer,
was a member of the Royal Commission . . .
It seems clear that part of Board's plan was,
in fact, applied to the new University . . .
No fees were charged for attendance and a
major feature of the university's pohcy was
its extension courses. These were, of course,
the main points made by Board in his 1909
Report Following Observations on American
Education, in which he produced plans to
make the university more useful to the state.
I've been able to verify the alleged 1916
statement of W. E. Cooke by consulting the New
South Wales Education Gazette and the Sydney
Morning Herald.
The party held in Board's
honour in 1916 was evidently a happy event.
The speeches were suitably laudatory in recognition of the well-deserved distinction which
had been conferred on one of Australia's outstanding educationists of the day.
Historians
have learnt, however, to exercise more than a
little caution in interpreting at their full face
value public eulogies delivered by colleagues at
such functions—especially when tongues have
been loosened by a little alcohol. In any case,
Cooke's standing as a witness in estimating the
relative importance of the influences which led
the 1909-10 royal commission to its conclusions is
negligible. It is true that Cooke was a member
of the Royal Commission of 1909 but he left
Perth for England after the initial meeting of the
Commission in February, 1909. He thus missed
all the significant committee meetings at which
the results of the search for evidence from different parts of the world were reported and examined. Peter Board's 1909 Report was certainly
read with admiration by the commissioners. The)'
found in it confirmation of the evidence they themselves had received direct from Wisconsin, and
from other sources, regarding so-called 'democratic' universities. Hackett in particular had
studied Board's Report with care and appreciation;
he welcomed the New South Wales Director's
argument because it confirmed what he had
been saying consistently since 1879. It is highly
significant, however, as Messrs. Crane and Walker
themselves emphasize, that 'Board's main ideas
on the function and purpose of a university were
suggested by his 1909 tour' in North America.
Hackett, on the other hand, had been thinking
and talking of German and American universities
as a possible model for a university in Western
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Australia as early as 1901, and, indeed by iniplication, before he left Melbourne in the earl\
eighteen eighties.
As to the Crane-Walker implication that it was
'Board's plan which was, in fact, applied' in that
'no fees were charged' in the University of Western Australia, again the record shows that Hackett
had publicly committed himself as early as 1901
to 'a university for the sons of the people', in a
parliamentary debate in which reference was also
made to a free university. Finally, the suggested
link between the Board 'plan' and the extension
courses which Messrs. Crane and Walker describe
as 'a major feature' of the University of Western
Australia's policy is sheer nonsense. The Royal
Commission's report made only a piously hopefid
reference to such activities at some unspecified
time in the future. In so far as extra-mural
activities were conducted in Western Australia
in later years, whether for external students or for
the general pubhc, they fell far short both of the
Wisconsin practice which Board at one time hoped
might come in New South Wales and of the later
activities of the Universities of New England and
of Queensland.
Peter Board's 1909 Report was, indeed, a
valuable document, welcomed by all members
of the royal commission. There was, however,
little or nothing that was new to Hackett in
Board's effectively plirased argument. Some of
it, indeed. Board might well have got direct from
Hackett without bothering to go to America, if
opportunity had presented itself for tlie two
men to have met or if Board had studied Hackett's
reported speeches in Parliament and elsewhere.
As it was, the appearance in Sydney of the 1909
Report was a timely and vigorous re-statement
of substantially familiar themes which the commissioners welcomed and of which they made
effective use. It was persuasive and most helpful
but it originated nothing in Western Australia.
It was not, therefore, as Crane and Walker confidently claim, a 'most significant influence . . .
on the foundation of the University of Western
Australia.'
There can, indeed, be no possible question
where we should look for that most significant
influence. It was the influence of John Winthrop
Hackett, from his days as Vice-Warden of Trinit>'
College in the University of Melbourne in the
late eighteen seventies, throughout his years in
the editorial chair of The West Australian, and
as a member of the Legislative Council before and
after Federation. This influence carried over into
the establishment of the University in 1912 and
persisted throughout the next four years until
death intervened in 1916.
'9

It has long been the popular belief in this
State that the University of Western Austraha
was founded by John Winthrop Hackett—vwth, of
course, varying forms of assistance from Bishop
C. O. L. Riley and from others. This legend is
no myth; it is sohd fact. The more I have delved
into the origins and the early years of the University, the more convinced I have become that
Hackett's dominant influence is one of the unshakeable facts in the history of the University of
Western Austraha's first fifty years.
I would like to conclude by paraphrasing what
I have written elsewhere^ in appraisal of the
first of the many distmguished Chancellors:
. . . The buildings that bear his name; the
bequests which have assisted needy students
to become undergraduates as Hackett bursars, and which enabled graduates to work
abroad as Hackett students; the Institute of
Agriculture which grew out of the University's
Hackett-endowed chair; the first residential
college on the campus which he so richly
endowed—all these are continuing reminders
of which even the most casual observer must
be conscious.
For the historian, however, Hackett's association with the early and formative years
of the University means much more than the
tangible evidence of his generosity, of his
continuing faith in the future of the State
to which he gave so much, and of his actual
achievement inside the University.
Without Hackett's unflagging interest and
his persistent exploitation of the pecuharly
advantageous position he occupied in the
Western Australia of his day, it may be asserted dogmatically that there would have
been no University of Western Austraha imtil
long after the outbreak of the first world
war.
Hackett more than any other man gave
the University its 'practical' character. Yet
he did this in such a way as not to preclude
the marriage of some of the academic ttaditions of the old world with the more pressing
demands of the 'modem' university. These

Building
a
Home?

he had advocated with increasing conviction
from his pronouncements at Trinity College,
Melbourne, in 1879, until his casting votes m
Perth in 1912, for Geology and against tees.
Even after his death, when the first Chancellor's bequests became operative, in 1926,
they proved to be extremely well timed.
They then helped to pull the young University
out of the morass of pubhc apathy into which
it had slipped in the untoward course of
events during the decade which followed his
demise.
In celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the
University of Western Australia in the Winthrop
Hall which is the central feature of the Hackett
memorial buldings, it is perhaps natural and fitting
that we in Western AustraUa should think primarily of that portion of John Winthrop Hackett's
bequest which received lasting and noble expression in stone, bricks and mortar. Si monumentum
requiris, circumspicel

i Campus at Crawley, Ch. II, 1, especially pp. 45-70.
i Campus at Crawley, pp. 16-42 and passim.
3 Of the Premiers mentioned in this and the preceding
paragraph. Collier held office from 1924 to 1930 and
from 1933 to 1936, Mitchell from 1930 to 1933 and
McLarty from 1947 to 1953.
i The report of this Committee appointed by the Austrahan Prime Minister under the chairmanship of the
Chairman of the University Grants Committee of the
United Kingdom, Sir Keith Murray, Report of the
Committee on Australian Universities (Canberra, 1957),
is a landmark in the development of the Australian
universities.
5 The first permanent Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Western Australia, Professor Hubert Whitfeld, held
office from 1927 to 1939; the second. Dr. (later Sir
George) Currie from 1940 to 1952; the third, Mr. S. L.
Prescott, assumed office in 1953.
6 Campus at Crawley, pp. 60, 97-99 and passim.
7 For the 'battle of the sites', see Campus at Crawley,
Ch. II, 3 and Ch. Ill, 1.
S Peter Board: His Contribution to the Development of
Education in New South Wales (Melbourne, 1957).
9 Campus at Crawley, pp. 126-127
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1. Portion of Winthrop Hall and Tower, showing, front right, a memorial seat to the
first permanent Vice-Chancellor, Hubert Whitfeld.

2. Pen-drawing by G. Pitt Morrison, 1930, of the interior of the Irwin Street block.

3. The rose window of Winthrop Hall.

4. Crawley House, 1913.

Photograph by
G. Whiting
6. The new Reid Library near completion.

7. The third permanent Vice-Chancellor, S. L. Prescott.

GUY GREY-SMITH
Photographs by R. E. Woldendoi-p.

1. GUY GREY-SMITH in his studio, Darlington,
2. PoLPEKRO, C O R N W A L L — 1 9 4 6

Oil on canvas
;
Possession of the artist

20" x 16"

3. LANDSCAPE—1956

Oil on canvas
:
27" x 20"
Possession of the artist
4. HELEN AND CHILD—1948

Oil on canvas
:
16" x 20"
Possession of the artist
5. HELEN, ROTTNEST—1950

Oil on canvas
:
10" x 20"
Possession of the artist

W.A.

1
'**i

6.

6.

CLIFF

[111]—1963

Oil on cheesecloth and masonite
42" X 36"
:
Possession of the artist
7. SKETCH (second state), Mount Vernon, W.A.

7.

8. SicmiYA ROCK—1963
Oil on cheesecloth and masonite
27" X 35"
: Possession of the artist
9.

FIELD SKETCH—1963

Sigiriya Rock, Ceylon (ink)
10.

FIELD

STUDY—1963

Sigiriya Rock, Ceylon

- •• r-Tsssr- ^a&'-'.Es.-ii')::;. ...w JN>M«.*

10.

11.

11.

ROCK—1962

Oil on masonite
:
36" x 24"
Possession of the artist
12.

12.

SKETCH, Dale's Gorge, W.A.

Patrick

Hutchings

Guy Grey-Smith: Constructivist Painter

"I B E H E \ E THAT in painting die chief form
of expression should be fully realised in terms
of the medium itself, and not entirely rely on
'subject' matter, i.e. the realm of hterary expression": in this note scribbled on the margin
of a questionnaire in 1962 Grey-Smith summed
up his artistic credo, offering both a key to his
work up till then and the programme of his subsequent development.
Guy Grey-Smith was a pupil of Ceri Richards,
Robert Medley and Henry Moore at the Chelsea
School of Arts (1945-1948) and of Louis Le
Brocky and Hans Tisdal at the Central School
(1952-1953) and he acknowledges a particular
debt to Cezanne—the greatest structural painter
of our century—"an everlasting inspiration to me
not only from an academic point of view . . .":
"He is I think a controlled epressionist . . . ".^
From the influences which have acted on him
Grey-Smith has selected these two major themes
for his own work: construction of an object in
paint, and expression of emotion in terms of such
constructed objects.
Nearly every artist working in Australia has
something to say about the landscape and the
haunting, threatening, obsessive spaces.
GreySmith's treatment of these themes is resolutely
non-literary; there are no stage coaches bailed
up, and no myths: no Ned Kellys, no dreamtimes.
Grey-Smith crams all the space around him
into the compass of a masonite sheet, and in
that fabricated universe lets presence and absence,
palpable sky and empty earth, balance one anotlier as formal rectangles of colour.
If you were to say to Grey-Smith "Queer
place Austraha, m m landscape, What do you
make of it?" he would pun on your "make" and
show you an artifact summing up some problem
in formal relationships: that is what he makes
of it.
From plates 2 and 3, we can reconstruct for
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ourselves the mevitable progression towards abstraction in Grey-Smith's painting, the student
exercise Polperro of 1946, gives way to die
.\ustralian Landscape of 1956. And looking at
the work of these ten years one can see the
influence of a whole set of post-impressionist
idioms which impinged upon his development.
Many of the canvasses, though admirable, have
an unmistakably "pre-war", modernistic
look.
They are as smoothly elegant, but often as obviously dated, as the last Bendeys of the entre
deux guerres, and plates 3, 4 and 5 are typical of
this decade of Grey-Smith's painting.
Only when we can have a complete retrospective exhibition of Grey-Smith will we be able
to mark exactly the emergence of his own proper
and particular style from the modernism represented by the Landscape of 1956: but it seems
that somewhere between 1956 and 1962 he took a
step which not only led to such characteristic
works as "South of Roeboume" 1961, and "Roebourne Pass" 1961 (not reproduced here), but
which, as well, set him a bit closer to his present
track. And by 1962 the general lines of his
current work were abundantly clear: in his 1962
exhibition^ one detected a new smoothness and
a more assured simplicity which have gone on
growing since.
Grey-Smith will talk very freely about his
paintings, and it is obvious from what he says
that he is a "philosophical" painter. He has a
\iew about painting which verges on the metaphysical, and though he would rather paint views
than verbalize them, one can, I think, distiU from
what he says a whole theory of the role of
"abstractionism" in art. The temptation to verbahze what I myself have got from Grey-Smith's
conversations is too great to resist, and for those
who have no patience with metaphysics, any, GreySmith's or mine, my advice is short: skip II and
go on at once to III.
81
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Imitation

and

Imitation

GREY-SMITH'S WORK oilers splendid illustrations
for a discussion of die role of abstraction in art.
The question of abstract art is still sometimes
treated—in Australia at least—as though it were
liotly controversial. It isn't. The controversy is
over.
Abstract art is not to be disestabhshed by
journalists' catch copy candids of an average
housewife slack-jawed with amazement in front
of a non-figurative canvass, and in that sense
the whole question of abstract art is as stale as
the endless jokes about it. But in other ways the
question is still very open indeed, and the paradox is that abstractionism has established itself
without always troubling to answer certain quite
legitimate challenges which it might easily deal
with.
Popular prejudice against abstractionism, and
highbrow contempt for this prejudice have tended
on occasion to replace discussion by simple confrontation, and we get tlie crass "I know what I
hke" matched off with an equally unhelpful set of
mystique-expressions such as "pure painting",
"gesture", "metaphysical reflection" and "artic-

ulation of impulses in a plastic field". These ternis
may make the best of good sense, but they need to
be explained, at least contextually. Unexplained
they are as deadly as slogans of the Philistines.
There is an obvious and rather middlebrow
argument against abstract art which is worth
stating and meeting for two reasons: middlebrows are people after all, and, in the course of
showing them what is the matter with their argument one can throw a great deal of light for them,
and for oneself, on the economy of abstraction.
Tlie middlebrow argument, or what we might
call the Burlington House Creed has, apparently,
the most respectable origins; it argues both from
the enormous corpus of representational and
idealized art—whose value is beyond any question
—and from certain remarks of Aristotle's that,
the purpose of art is 'to represent the likeness
of many objects'-^ and to make things that look
like, natural things.
Art for Aristotle is imitation, and if one selects
one's passages one gets a very straightforward
sense for "imitation" too—one wonders indeed
how so much scholarly ink could have been spilt
over it in the last two millenia:
" . . . all men take a natural pleasure in the
products of imitation—a pleasure to whicli

Now the most comprehensive
range of artists' requisites . . .
at Boans Art Department!
Oil Paints, Water Colours, Brushes
Charcoal, Pencils, Sets of
Oil and Water Colour Boxes, Erasers,
Foster Art Books, Oil and Watercolour Paiper, etc.

ART DEPT., THIRD FLOOR
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the facts of experience bear witness; for even
when the original objects are repulsive, as
the most objectionable of the lower animals,
or dead bodies, we still dehght to contemplate dieir forms as represented in a picture
with the utmost fidehty. [One is reminded
of the corpse in Rembrandt's painting. 'The
Lesson in Anatomy'.]"*
Though the matter is a great deal more comphcated than it looks, these remarks have always
presented a formidable case for reahsm and even
for stiaight naturalism in art. The authority of
Aristotle underwrites the observations of common
sense, and nobody in his senses could deny that
one of the purposes of art is the making of likenesses of things.
But the question is: is imitation as the making
of likenesses the only, or even the chief, purpose
of art? Aristotle would seem to suggest, if only
by default, that it is, for the plastic arts at least,
for he says nothing more in the Poetics which
can be applied easily to painting or sculpture and
which would modify the apparently reahstic implications of "represented in a picture with the
utmost fidehty".
However, one can find other stands of thought,
either by reading the Poetics as a whole, with
care and anguish drawing out nests of senses of
"imitation", or by going to obscurer Aristotelian
sources: the second course is the easier, and
in a very unlikely place indeed, the Meterologica,
we find a remark which upsets the apparent easy
Burlingtonhausismus of, "In a picture, with the
utmost fidelity":
"Now broiling and boiling are artificial processes, but the same general kind of thing,
as we said, is found in nature too. The
affections produced are similar though they
lack a name; for art imitates nature. For
instance the concoction of food in the body
is like boiling, for it takes place in a hot and
moist medium and the agent is the heat of
the body. So, too, certain forms of indigestion are like imperfect boiling."^
The culinary parallel may strike us as odd
(though it is in fact sensible enough):^ the
physiological stuff is rather repellant and can be
passed over, but what is apparent at once and important, is the new sense that is given to the tag,
"art imitates nature". We are no longer concerned with imitations of nature and pictures of
her appearances, but with systems which imitate
and follow her workings.
There is nothing in art that is not first in
nature, and in a wide sense of "nature" it is no
doubt true to say that art itself is "in nature",
that is that it follows on and reahzes natural possibihties and propensities. But our concern here
is with the sense in which we may properly talk
of the arts as setting up systems which are imitWESTERLY, DECEMBER 1963

ative of—if imitative of because exploiting—
the systems and processes of nature. Nature provides the boilable and the broilable, and makes the
laws of boiling and broiling: man provides the
art of cooking, a province of his ovra. contriving,
within nature's possibilities and aping her processes, whose end is man's own satisfaction.
What is crucial to note is just this: that it is
nature's processes and economies which are aped,
and not simple appearances: nature is imitated
in her structures, her skeletal rather than her
superficial and cosmetic parts.
The realms of taste, though dependent upon
nature in the large sense, are concerned primarily
with their own economy and define tiieir own
rules.
But not only are these realms autonomous,
there is even a kind of autonomy of each separate
province or city. A sauce or a canvas, a pudding
or a painting may be judged on its own imphcit
aims and standards and not seen, as at a Royal
show or an art competition, as better than this,
or worse than that, but just: good or not at what
it would evidently be.
The cuhnary parallel may be undignified, but
it helps make the point: and indeed a double
point. In die first place we must reahze that
even if we define "art" as "imitation" we can
not conclude that the imitation is necessarily imitation of appearances: the structures of nature
are imitable as well as her surfaces, and indeed
in structuring anything we can not help imitating
nature to some degree. In the second place,
the economy of the realm of art, or of a work of
art, may be internally and not externally defined.
If we take art as tiie mere imitation of appearances, that is as imitation or the making of imitations,' then we deny art its autonomy. What
is to be done or not done in such art is settled by
an external object and by an extrinsic relation
between the thing made and the look of the thing
which is being imitated. Nothing can be a good
photo of the mayor unless it looks hke the mayor—
from some aspect however odd or unusual. But
a work of art may be good even if it looks
like nothing else that ever was—and even, one
may add, if it is titled "The Mayor". All that
it cannot be good as is, a likeness.
Of course a middlebrow may prefer works of
art whose economy is totally dependant. He wall
like, perhaps, ofiicial portraits of notabilities, and
he will enjoy judging them. This is right and
proper enough in its way; but he can not expect
the whole of art to be like this. To his complaint,
"this looks like nothing on earth" the abstract
painter may retort, with perfect propriety, "No:
it is not meant to, 'the light that never was on
land or sea' ht it for me!"
S3

Works of art of great tension and expressiveness can be produced by the painter who combines two senses of imitation in the one work:
who balances the attempt to represent the look
of objects, against the demands of the autonomous
surface, wath its own structure, on which he lays
liis colours. Indeed all the great works of art
have this sort of tension, even when they are
obviously reahstic. And the teasing, shght, resemblance which semi-abstiract art sometimes offers
is not meant—or not always meant—to be teasing
at all: it results from a new emphasis, from a
leaning towards the autonomy of the surface
rather than towards the demands of the appearance of the external, imitated, object. Abstraction
and classical reahsm are the Janus faces of the
one being. Painting.
Contemporary art is concerned more than the
painting and sculpture of earher periods were,
with the autonomy of surfaces, and we can see
in the work of innumerable artists of the present
day a dehberate exploitation of the look of things,
an imitation of appearances which is not "faithful" and not "pictorial", but which raids the
\\orld we hve in for possible structures. The
real world is a model for possible arrangements
of objects, colours, masses and volumes within
die artificial worlds made of canvas or iron rods,
or plexiglass, or old junk, in which the artist
apes the Creator.
Nature is imitated, but her picture is not
taken.

in
IF WE LOOK at Grey-Smith's artistic development as a whole, or at the genesis of a single picture in his mature style, we are struck by his fidelity to the idea of a painting as an autonomous
thing, a created-universe-in-itseh.
His recent
trip to Ceylon gave him new motifs, but the
exotic lushness of the landscape did not tempt
him from his austere and formal way. The romantic and colourful subject of sari clad women
washing clothes in a river became for him a study
in balance between cyhnders, circles and rectangles of colour. Whatever new and exciting landscape he visits Grey-Smith can not forsake for
long the landscape of the plane surface which
lies before him as he paints.*
Tlie development of a formal, abstract, autonomous and expressive painting from a landscape
motif can be followed to some extent in the three
sets of illustirations 6-7; 8-10; 11-12. Ideally we
should have photographs of all the places, progress shots of the paintings and reproductions of
the final canvasses in colour, but the best we can
manage here is some field sketches and the final
painting in black and white; an impoverished set
84

of examples, but even so we can learn something
from them.
In the sketch for "Cliff" (Mt. Vernon, W.A.)
we have notes on a landscape theme, a nmemomc.
In die final painting, with its great mass of brown
on the left pressing against and pressed by the
intense blue rectangle on the right, we have a
study in formal relations, an artifact which shows,
which is, the working out of the economy of an
imaginary universe: this plane surface, modified
by a complex brown mass which derives from but
does not imitate a cliff in a particular place.^
In "Sigiriya Rock" we have three stages, the
Held notebook sketch, 9, which records the profile of a famous landmark, an ink study, 10,
which explores intuitively the purely formal possibilities of the shape, and finally the oil painting,"'
remote and abstracted from the original landscape form, and more suggestive of a Cyclopean
giant or of some vast ritual object than of a
scenic curiosity. But even so the towering, precarious feehng of a great overhanging rock is
kept, and the possibihty of a disastrous movement
remains in the complex of wedging forms on the
left, secure but not invulnerable, which support
the heavy, pierced rock and prevent it from
sliding over the edge of the mass on which it
stands, \\1iat we have is not a picture of anything, but a representation of the possible movement of sohds, ambiguously visual and material,
which are for the present in a state of satisfying
but not immutable balance. Grey-Smith poises his
imaginery sohds, the objects in his ambiguous
universe, rather in the way in which nature balances the sohds of landscape, but the imitation is
structural, and Grey-Smith does not imitate nature
as a topographer might, or even as a geologist
would. This is not the picture of an appearance,
but a model, an analogy of what hes behind the
appearance and the possibility of any picture.
With "Rock", 11-12, (which dates from
1962)^1 we have an extreme example of the
working out of a landscape idea in terms defined
quite autonomously by the process of painting.
The field sketch is rough, and rather dull, and
obviously means more to the artist than it does
to us. From it Grey-Smith has produced an
entirely new object. Again it is a set of painters*
sohds, this time in a state of glacial motion. The
great upper mass weighty and bold in colour will
inevitably crush the softer more friable stratum
under it, and the potential movement of the
whole over the sickening precipice at the right
will become disastrously actual: the catastrophe
will not be in our time but in geological time.
The tender colours of the inevitable-plunger-intothe-abyss reassure and soothe us. For a title at
once empathetic and emblematic one might take:
^963

"A young man contemplates the final certainty
of death, in a time of peace".
Grey-Smith has explained the place which his
sketches have in the process which is completed
by the final painting:
". . . they are merely a jog to the memory.
I normally try to make an awkward understatement of what I really feel I want to
work out in terms of paint—with no problems solved at all and a maximum strain oh
the memory of what I actually saw. It is
only then that I feel that I am stUl as it were
tackhng the problem quite freshly—directly
with nature . . ."12
There is a paradox in this last line, or there would
be if we still thought of art as imitating the look
of nature, "with fidelity in a picture". Rough
nmemonics though they may be, the sketches all
look more "like" the landscape than the final
paintings do: but Grey-Smith is not dealing "directly with nature" as a topographer he is imitating
nature and her processes in a context which is
artificial. The paradox resolves itself: the nature
with which he is dealing directly is the made
nature which imitates Nature, which apes her,
which is suggested by her, and which depends
on her, but which does not seek merely to mirror
her appearances.
Finished, framable and exhibited sketches tend
to exhaust for Grey-Smith the possibihties of a
scene:
". . . Other drawings and water colours which
were in the exhibition [none are reproduced
here] resolved the problems (in a minor way
compared to an oil) on the spot and left me
with little to work on should I try to do an
oil from them. (But I learn from this experience ) . "
Clearly, what Grey-Smith is concerned to do is to
resolve certain problems imphcit in what he sees:
not to make notes for a re-creation of appearances.
And one of his most significant remarks throws
great hght on the nature of these problems, and
on their ontological status:
"I think I travel through the country up
Nordi particularly, looking for a set up in
nature which vwll allow me to put paint dovra
as I would like to. In a particular way perhaps—I look at nature to give me the excuse to do this."
Nature provides the cues and suggests structures
and patterns, colours, textures, and tones, provides
the excuse for constructions which neither occur
in nature, nor look like natural objects. The problems exist, hke the objects to which they give
birth, on the canvas, or in the preconscious—
kinaesthetic rather than proto-conceptual—of the
painter. They have, as a Thomist would put it,
the reahty proper to their nature and not the reality proper to things of a different kind: and these
problems are solved in terms analogous to those
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in which Nature solves problems 'real' in the
sense of "physically real". We simply have to
remind ourselves that the painters' imitation is
not pictorial but functional: his art is imitation
and imitation, but not, and never, imitation simply.
Grey-Smith should be allowed to have the last
and most illuminating word:
" . . . today Nicholas de Stael is a great influence on me, because he is structurally
interesting to a painter and basically we are
structural engineers if you like—in paint,
and that is what interests us about earher
ainters . . . we look to see how paint has
een constructed by those before us."^^.

E

1 Letter to the writer, 8th November, 1 9 6 3 .
2 "Smooth E n g i n e " Patrick Hutchings. Bulletin, May 19.
1962. pp.56-.57.
3 Aristotle Poetics, Chapter 1.
4 Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, translated and 'amplified
with supplementary illustrations for students of English'
by L a n e Cooper, Boston London etc. Ginn & Co.
1913, p.10. The obvious appropriateness of the gloss
cannot be denied: but the question remains, w h e n the
obvious has been said does anytliing remain to say?
And in the context of the Poetics as a whole, how
could music be called an imitation in the same sense
as pictorial art is imitation? T h e 1812 Overture had
not been written in Aristotle's day, and Greek music
does not seem to have been like that at all.
3 Meterologica 3 8 1 b .
6 Burke in his Essay on t h e Sublime and the Beautiful
lays great stress on the fact that we have the one word
" t a s t e " for both culinary and aesthetic discourse, for
in both the ultimate appeal is not to the truth, to the
facts, but to the propensities of mankind of which their
taste is the final witness.
' All analysis in the manner of the late J. L. Austin
might turn u p something useful here, taking as its
starting point the difference between imitation in "imitation fruit" and imitation as it relates to, e.g. academic
portraiture.
An academic portrait or statue, no
matter h o w faithful, is not an imitation of a m a n in
the sense in which a bowl of wax fruit is an imitation
of a bowl of fruit. But a waxwork is.
8 For a detailed description of Grey-Smith's latest exhibition see T h e Critic, Vol. 4 , No. 9, Nov. 8, 1 9 6 3
p p . 6 7 - 6 8 . T h e painting referred to as "Sigiriya R o c k "
in the Critic notice is in fact entitled "Cliff" as will b e
obvious from the description and from the illustrations
to the present article.
9 The central importance of this particular painting for
the understanding of Grey-Smith's most recent work
is I think obvious; my iirst comments on it sum u p
the impact which it had on m e , and the inevitable
subjective differences aside on several people to whom
1 spoke at the time of the exhibition:
" 'Cliff' turns its back on the legitimate topographical
romanticism which the subject invites, and show.s
us cliff and sky as formalized blocks of brown and
blue pressing, thrusting and grinding against one
another, forehead to forehead like elephants wrestling.
The logic of appearances would repudiate such a
concept, but t h e logic of a certain kind of painted
plane surface makes it absolutely necessary; and
Grey-Smith's work is governed by such absolute
demands implicit in the objects m a d e . Art for him
is primarily making and only secondarily imitation;
and insofar as it is imitation it follows the natural
world not b\- aping its appearances, b u t b y finding
analogues, in its own terms, for the complex rules of
proportion, balance and movement which govern
the world of ordinary experience. H e has chosen t h e
stoic way of a painter of absolutes and a recorder of
proportional necessities."
10 In fact this painting is the last of a series of three
on this motif: one has been destroyed, and the other
has not been exhibited publicly.
11 Cf. Bulletin, May 19. 1962 loc.cit. for a description of
"Rock".
12 This and subsequent quotations all from letter cited.
13 Letter cited: italics mine.
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H, B. Laing

A Latin Storm Among
The Celtic Bards
HEN THE Latin poet, Virgil, wrote his description of the sea-storm in Aeneid I (Unes
102-129), in 30 or 31 B.C., neither he nor
anybody else could have predicted the extent to
which the scene would fire the imaginations of
Celtic bards some thirteen hundred to seventeen
hundred years later in the real home-land of tempest, Western Ireland and Western Scotland.
Some of the Virgilian storm elements which
appear to have made a special appeal to the
Western Celts are:

up in subsequent Irish hero-poeby with almost
monotonous regularity. In AcaUam na Senorach
(translated by H. O'Grady), "There arose at them
vvhite and billowing waves such that each huge
ocean billow resembled a mountain and the
beautiful and variegated creatures of the deep
hugged the bottom sand and shingle scraped the
eurach's very sides".

"Procella . . . . fluctus ad sidera tolUt"
(the tempest raises the waves to the stars).

In Cath Ruis na Rig (translated by Hogan),
"the green surge of the tremendous sea came
to meet them and the seals and the walruses
rose to the surface in terror."

W

"Insequitur cumulo praeruptus aquae mons"
(a rugged mountain of water follows in a
heap).
"Unda dehiscens
"Terram inter fluctus aperit."
(the gaping waters reveal the sea-bed between the waves).
". . . . fluctibus oppresses Troas
coeUque ruina".
(Trojans overwhelmed by waves and by the
descending destructiveness of the heavens).
Such features of sea-storms had of course
repeatedly
recurred
in
isolated
form
in
previous poetry e.g. in the Hebrew psalms and
in Homer Odyssey 111, KO\xa^a i a a d p e a c i
(waves the size of mountains) but Virgil assembled them into a more or less compact group
and such they remained for about four hundred
years in the hero-poems of Ireland and Scotland.
Gaelic poetry, or bardism, was at this stage a
rigidly standardized and disciplined art—^little
could be done without due deference being paid
to accepted authority.
Virgihan Latin was firmly established in Irish
centres of learning at least as early as the thirteenth century by which time the portion of the
Aeneid relating to the destruction of Troy had
been rendered into Old Irish and the entire Latin
epic made its appearance in Irish garb before
1400 A.D. Whether the storm-scene was a special
feature of the Irish Aeneid or not, it is diflBcult
to say, but it is quite certain that it kept cropping
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In Cath Finntraga (translated by K. Meyer),
"the waves raised a heavy woeful great moan
. . . . and the sea-beasts howled."

The storm scene re-appears somewhat later
on the other side of the Irish Sea among the
Scottish Celts whose fore-fathers had migrated
from Ireland. In An lurach Bhallach, about 1450
(Campbell's We.st Highland Tales):
"The sea plunged and surged,
the red sea and the blue sea lashing and
striking hither and thither about the planks.
The vmorled dun wheDc that was down in
the bottom of the ocean
Would give a smack on the gunwale and
a crack on the floor."
Some time later in the works of a minor
Hebridean bard it came to life again, its panoply
of marine and atmospheric horrors little changed
since Virgil's time. But there is one difference
between Virgil and the Celtic Bards in storm substance. The latter represent sea creatures as
moaning in distress and in one instance the
buffeted whales cry out—apparently in perfectly
intelhgible Gaelic.—"Pull us on board".
Sea
creatures in Virgil are quite dumb but pagan deities play an active and certainly vociferous part
in this storm. The difference is due to the
transition from die pagan Virgil to Christian bards,
who objected to the pagans, Neptune and Juno,
but were tender-hearted to sea creatures who
talk.
The storm had what must now be regarded
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as its grand finale on the stage of Celtic bardism
in 1775 when the redoubtable martial bard of
the '45 Jacobite Rebellion, Alexander Macdonald, published Birlinn Chhnn Raghnaill (the
Galley of Clan Ranald), a tempestuous sea-piece
of nearly 600 Hues describing the voyage of the
galley from the Outer Hebrides to Carrick-Fergus
in the North of Ireland. This bard had previously
obtained considerable fame (or infamy, according
to George H's government) because of his copious
output of scurrilous Jacobite poetry, all the avaflable copies of which were ordered to be burnt
by the common hangman in Edinburgh a few
months after the Battle of Culloden.
Though
holding the rank of Captain in Bonnie Prince
Charlie's army, Macdonald appears to have taken
little or no part in the actual fighting possibly
because Celtic bards, popularly regarded as inspired and almost sacred personages, could not
be exposed to undue risks—but in political invective he was not at all idle, the butt of his
lampoons being the King's brother, the "Butcher"
Cumberland whom he denounced for years after
Culloden in openly libellous terms such as pig,
Har, murderer and bastard. Owing to the difficulties incidental to terrain, chmate and language,
the enforcement of the laws of libel in the Western
Highlands was quite impossible for many years
after Culloden. Cumberland, it appeared, had
murdered some of the more dangerous prisoners
captured in the Jacobite rebellion, but the murder
of prisoners of war was so common in inter-clan
warfare in Celtic Ireland and Scotland that it
might almost be considered a fine old Celtic
Custom.
In contrast to most of the 18th Century
Gaelic bards Macdonald was an educated man,
well versed in English, Gaelic (ancient and modem) Latin and he had some knowledge of Greek
and French. Because of his education his poetry
is not free from what some critics have called
"Anghcisms" and in at least two respects the
resemblance between him and the Enghsh satirist,
John Dryden, is really striking. Like Dryden he
rang all the changes on the ecclesiastical bell—

he was successively Calvinist, Anghcan and Roman
Catholic and was apparently as sincere in all
these metamorphoses as his great English counterpart. Also for sheer vigour of style and satirical
ferocity his attacks on the Duke of Cumberland
match Dryden's onslaughts on Shaftesbury, Buckingham and Shadwell and it is reasonable to assume that he was a keen student and sincere
admirer of Dryden but this is a matter on which
most Celtic critics observe a determined silence.
But it is on his unique sea poem, The Galley,
that Macdonald's reputation mainly rests and it is
no exaggeration to say that in it after centuries
of what appears to modem critics wooden imitation of Vu-gil, the Virgilian storm conception at
last found vivid and inspired expression.
All
scholars are agreed in the opinion that it is certainly the most remarakble poem in modem Gaelic
and some of the students of modem Gaelic consider it is also the greatest. Hugh Macdairmid,
the Scottish national poet and editor of the Golden Treasury of Scottish Poetry, and several others
have attempted to translate it into English and
other languages only to discover what they should
have known previously, viz., that the successful
transposal of genuine poetry from one language
to another, without serious loss of poetic sigr
nificance, is a feat which approaches the miraculous. W. J. Cory in his exquisite translation
of Callimachus's short lyric "They told me,
Heracleitus . . . " came close to accomplishing
it; but who else is there? In the free translation
from Macdonald's Galley which follows, the
rhythm and metrical stmcture of the poem have
been reproduced with a fair degree of accuracy
and the selection of leading ideas is fairly representative though occasionally arbitrary. But to
evade the risk of writing obvious nonsense in
English by literal transfer of images, many of the
images had to be partly recast or even entirely
replaced. The spirit of the Galley cannot be
translated and a genuine realization of the savagery of the elemental forces operating so vividly
in the poem is impossible without a sound knowledge of the language of the original.

STUDENT OR PROFESSIONAL . . . Engineering,
Architectural and Allied Courses
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
and viev\/ our comprehensive display of all equipment
necessary for your requirements

H A R D I X G & H A L D E N IPij. Ltd.
537 Wellington St., Phone 21 6680; also 1106 Hay St., 21 4320
THE HOME OF "ALLIANCE" MATERIAL
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From Alexander Macdonald's "Birlinn Chlainn RaonuilV.
(Free tianslation by H. B. Laing.)

Sunbeams from their stifled day—^spring
Straggling thinly.
Through urgent fury's airy playground
Tortured grimly;
All the dyes of tartans varied
In sky texture:
Grey, blood-red and sage-green,
Purple, jet-black;
Clouds, dog-driven by sharp freezing,
Gusts and cross winds
Razing fevered, seething, sea wastes
Storm in prospect.

Anon, wide-open flew the casements
Of the tempest
And out leapt gaunt hounds unsated.
Blasts fll-tempered.
Ocean donned his winter mantle,
Rasp-rough, jagged.
Striding fast, cloud-peaked, deep-chasmed.
Hell-bent on ravage.
Opening dripping jaws voracious
Demonic, unnumbered.
Breathing hard with will ferocious
And venom uncumbered.

Twixt ridges heaving, spraying, rearing,
Abysswards we speeded.
The plunging iron keel nigh searing.
The shell-floored seabed.
Great whales and monsters of ocean.
Founded and beaten
By rampant waters reposeless.
Moaned in self-pit>'.
As galley's sharp plunging battered
And sea-jolts shivered
Frail brains loose scattered
In wave-crests' mirror.

Demons, inhuman, designing,
Ruthlessly racked us;
Blinded by salt spray flying.
Deafened and dazzled
By thunder-bursts and lightning sportive
In devil's orgy,
While hissing meteor cinders scorched the
Sails and cordage.
Half-choked by acrid fumes ascending
From damp sheets burning,
We fought, steel-willed, unbending,
Foes evil, infernal.
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John K. Ewers

Samples from a Catalogue

AUSTRALIAN
BOOKS 1 9 6 3

*

An Illustrated Selection

T

HE AUSTRALIAN Book Pubhshers Association is
to be congratulated on its decision to accompany each Australian Book Week with an
illustrated and tastefuUy produced catalogue of
current Australian books. While not completely
representative, these establish excellent Public
Relations between pubhshers, booksellers and
book-buyers. The 1963 edition includes well over
200 tides and is divided into 14 sections. Not aU
the books included are from Australian publishing
houses and not all of them are about Australia.
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It is at first sight an impressive booklet revealing a varied range of activity. A break-down of
its contents, however, suggests that superficial
impressions may be misleading.
For instance,
of the 15 books in the Poetry and Belles Lettres
Section, there are only two volumes of new
poetry, Australian Poetry, 1963, edited by Professor G. A. Wilkes and The North-Bound
Rider
by Ian .Mudie. In the Fiction Section, there are
4 voIni7ies of new short stories (one of which,
F. D. Davidson's The Road To Yesterday, is new
onh in the sense that it includes some stories not
hitherto available in book form), there are 2
short story anthologies, 5 reprinted novels ( 3 by
Eleanor Dark, 1 by Katharine Susannah Prichard
and 1 by Martin Boyd), and 25 new novels.
Some reprinted short-stories and novels are also
to be found in the Paperback Section.
Attached to most of the books, illustrated by
their jackets or their authors' faces (smiling or
not smiling) are a few lines of descriptive letterpress, adequate or inadequate for the purpose of
luring the reader into buying the book in question. Sometimes the jackets and the faces are
the more attractive lure. I could be tempted by
its jacket design to buy Big Fat Tuesday by
Vivian Cunningham, a book and an author about
whom I know nothing. But the letterpress does
not move me to part with my 2 5 / - without further
investigation. It says;
Big Fat Tuesday (Cheshire) is a collection
of short stories written by Vivian Cunningham, a new and original story-teller with a
fresh dynamic outlook on hfe. "The stories
are about people and other living things like
dogs, birds, fishes and a snake or two.
That is the difficulty with a book catalogue.
It looks good; it feels good; it gives you a pleasant anticipation of all the riches awaiting you
for the expenditure of a small sum of money.
But how do you know that what is offered is as
good as it looks? May not some books described
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in superlatives and handsomely dressed prove,
on investigation, to be somewhat less than good?
May not others like Big Fat Tuesday prove better
than the letterpress sounds, indeed, as stimulating
as the jacket design looks? The only way is to
read tliem and find out for yourself.
For the last few weeks 1 have been sampling
three books from this catalogue and one which
ought to have been included but wasn't. Another
which ought to have been included and wasn't,
Sumner Locke EUiott's Careful, He Might Hear
You, I had read earlier and consider it one of the
best Australian novels I have read in years. So
this isn't among my present samplings.
First among the lucky dip is an anthology.
Favourite Australian Poems, edited by Ian Mudie
and published by Rigby's. If I may disgress here
for a moment, I would like to recall my first visit
to Sydney in 1929 when I met a silver-haired
septuagenarian who was the Australian representative of Doultons, the Enghsh manufacturers
of fine china. While accompanying me round
his show-rooms, he explained that Doultons first
estabhshed themselves in business by making
drain-pipes.
From the profits of this purely
utihty line they were then able to embark on the
more speculative enterprise of making fine china
and objets d'art. It seemed to me at the time
that here was a sound policy for any Austrahan
pubhsher about to begin business. Utility first;
and afterwards hterature. Rigby's, Australia's most
rapidly expanding new publisher, appears to have
had the same idea.
Favourite Australian Poem-f is a drain-pipe
book. Its title is curiously misleading. Whose
"tfavourite Austrahan poems"?
Ian Mudie's?
Yours? Mine? Or are we to conclude that in
some magical way the editor has contrived to
discover what are, in fact, the favourite poems
of all Austrahans? An examination of its contents draws some strange conclusions: that Kenneth Slessor is a favourite by virtue of a most
un-Slessor-hke poem, "the Bushranger"; that
Douglas Stewart's claim rests on a single stanza
from "Sonnets To The Unknovm Soldier"; that
Judith Wright is nobody's favourite for she (probably our best living poet) is not represented;
that Austrahans of today still adore Barcroft
Boake's "Where The Dead Men Lie"; that Austrahans cannot bear what Roland Robinson during
his recent visit to Perth described as "cerebral"
poeb-y and therefore have no "favourite" among
the works of R. D. FitzGerald, A. D. Hope,
Vincent Buckley, James McAuley, Seaforth Mackenzie, Rosemary Dobson or Francis Webb.
These are conclusions drawn only from the misleading title of the book. It goes without saying
that there are here some very good poems in
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the particular genre Ian Mudie has chosen to
represent. This may be defined as poems that are
(to quote the blurb) "a reflection of much of the
so-called Austrahan Legend".
The Catalogue,
Australian Books, 1963, throws a httle more hght
on its intention:
Recently there has been a return to the old
Australian custom of verse-speaking, and
from outback camp-fires to city parks, Austrahan poetry is being read to appreciative
audiences. This rolhcking collection. Favourite Australian Poems (Rigby), edited by
Ian Mudie (photograph below), is designed
for a wide audience and contains many old
favourites such as "The Death of Ben Hall"
and "How McDougall Topped The Score".
21/-.
But why doesn't the title convey something like
this to us?
MY SECOND SAMPLING is Gavin Casey's novel,
Tlie Man Whose Name was Mud. Here, at least,
is an apt title. It is the story of a boy, bom on
the day that his father, Justin Playfield, is tippling
over a rum bottle to drown both the anxiety of an
expectant father and his rage at having received
an eviction notice from the sandplain farm where
he has tried for six years to rehabflitate himself
as an ex-soldier of World War I. The chfld being
safely delivered, Justin and his farmhand, Joe,
drive to the town of Blunder Rock where Justin
in a fit of alcohohc irrationahty registers his
son's name as "Mud Playfield". To his father
the boy's name is Mud, although his mother
ineffectually objects to it and is relieved when,
at the age of six on the goldfields. Mud is taken
to school and an outraged school-mistress enters
him in the school register as "Murdoch". Thereafter Murdoch Playfield passes through adolescence, gets a job with an S.P. bookmaker, goes
to World War II, and returns to go into partnership with a couple of ex-soldier mates in a transport business that thrives and acquires even international tie-ups. In spite of his registered name
he achieves a position of dignity and responsibflity,
only to find in the final chapter that the Registrar
at Blunder Rock also thought "Mud" was an unfair handicap to fasten on to anyone for hfe
and had changed it to "Murdoch", the improbably
same name the school mistress had decided on!
The first page and a haff of this novel are
enticing enough, but very soon Casey develops
a strange inabihty to detach himself from the
point-of-view of his characters. Speaking of Joe,
the farmhand, he says, "His water-bag hung in
the so-called shade of a stunted tree." To Joe,
perhaps ,it may have been "so-called", but to any
objective author it was shade—sparse, thin,
straggly, perhaps, but not "so-called".
The
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room in which Justin Playfield sat was "an
abominable room, cluttered, ugly,
uncomfortable."
To whom was it abominable, ugly, uncomfortable?
When they drove into town we are told: "Blunder
Rock awaited them, a sprawhng, ugly tin town
among all the sprawling, ugly farms." To whom
was it ugly? Then there is the departure by
train from Blunder Rock: "The baby slept through
most of it, lugged here and there and eventually
loaded aboard the snuffhng, steaming monster
that was to take them to a new place and a new
hfe. When the monster got its second wind, and
snorted out of the station working up enough
speed to rattle like mad, and Rita, flushed but
hopeful, settled down, Justin was deep in his
new friendship, and already sampUng what was
in the new friend's bottle. Joe waved forlornly,
but the boss never even shoved his head through
the window."
Oh, the tiresome repetition of "never": "The
grog never relaxed the grip it got on him that day
of his son's birth. . . . He was never much good
thereafter. His wife, Rita, never fully recovered,
either . . . " Three times in 10 lines!
Sometimes Casey seems to have lost his power
over words and uses the first thing that comes
to mind: "His face was not weak, but now it
showed mainly awful, despairing weakness . . .
For though Justin wasn't really old yet, he looked
absolutely ancient . . . He snarled in his mind,
and ground his teeth, and made great resolutions
. . . Murdoch and Charhe came out of this hke
stunned plovers . . . Anyway, it was what sustained this poor, unfortunate cow through misfortunes greater than one man could ever be
asked to bear . . . What mucked all that up this
time was old Fred Wilson puffing and coughing
there above their heads." Such examples could
be repeated ad nauseam.
Somewhere about p. 120, wearied of Casey's
dun-coloured prose and technical inelegancies, I
opened Hal Porter's The Watcher On The Castiron Balcony. This is what I read on the first
page:
In a haff-centur>' of hving I have seen
two corpses, two only. I do not know if
this total is conventional or unconventional
for an Australian of my age.
The first corpse is that of a woman of
forty. I see its locked and denying face
through a lens of tears, and hear, beyond the
useless hullabaloo of my debut in grief, its
unbehevable silence prophesying unbehevable silence for me. It is not until twentyeight years later that I see, through eyes this
time dry and pohsbed as glass, my second
corpse, which is that of a seventy-three-yearold man. Tears? No tears, not any, none
at all. The silence of this corpse is as
credible as my own silence is to be, and no
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excuse for not hghting another cigarette
1
light it, tearless, while the bereaved oUiers
scatter then: anguish in laments like handbills. I am tearless because twenty-eiglit
years have taught me that it is not the dead
one should weep for but the hving.
Once upon a time, it seems, but in reafityon or about the day King Edward VII died,
these two corpses have been young, agile
and lustful enough to mortise themselves together to make me. Since the dead wear
no ears that hear and have no tongues to infoi-m, there can now be no answer, should
the question be asked, as to where the mating takes place, how zestfully or grotesquely,
under which ceiling, on which kapok mattress—no answer anywhere, ever.
I closed Hal Porter and went back to Gavin
Casey. This is the reviewer's unrelenting duty—
to pursue to the very end hoping that there may
be some improvement. And, in this case, there
is. Tlie second half is better than the first half
and this would seem to be because Casey is working over some famihar earth. A keg-party reminds us, however briefly, of Tlxe Wits Are Out;
Murdoch's outback trips with Big Charlie recall
Mail-run East: the atmosphere of the goldfields
is reminiscent of that which h e so splendidly
conveys in his classic long short-story. Short-shift
Saturday and in many of his excellent stories
in It's Harder For Girls (which phrase, by the
way, actually crops up in the text). In the first
part of the book he had been struggling with
the unfamihar, especially in his handling of intimate sex scenes. The earher Casey had avoided
sex, but in deahng with the life of a human
being from birth to adulthood it can hardly be
disregarded, so he blunders into it as awkwardly
and as inartistically as the fourteen-year-old Murdoch did the first time he tried it out. Sex is
no longer taboo. Indeed, it appears to be regarded as an essential ingredient of modern fiction.
But that is no reason why it should not be
handled with artistry. That Casey fails to do this
is not surprising, since there is Httle in this novel
fliat recalls the artistry of Casey at his best.
Something does with difficulty come through.
There is the growing tenderness that develops
between Rita and the ageing Justin. Murdoch
himself rises above the handicap his father imposed upon him at birth, gaining self-reliance in
the process, while retaining humility and tolerance.
Big Charhe and Tony Shaw, his mates during the
war and partners afterwards, provide a pleasing
contrast in types. The women in the book are
less convincing—Casey's women are seldom drawn
with true insight—but Cassie, who provides the
book with an unexpected happy ending and Murdoch with a not-so-unexpected son, is developed
at a little more depth than most of the others.
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However, in arriving at these appreciations, the
reader has to struggle through so much shabby
and indecisive writing that he wonders whether,
after all, the effort has been worthwhile.
Wliat does the Catalogue say of this book?
Here it is:
In dnmken despair on the day the bank foreclosed, Playfield registered his newly-born
son as Mud. Mud's battle to overcome his
father's imphed slur is the theme of Gavin
Casey's masterly story. The Man
Whose
Name Was Mud (Heinemann). Returning
to his birthplace as a man. Mud learns that
the Registrar had corrected his entry of birth
to Murdoch. His name had never been Mud!
26/-.
WeU, catalogues must say something.
masterly?

But

NENE GARE'S first novel. The Fringe Dwellers,
was a warmly human study of a group of mixedblood aborigines living on the outskirts of Geraldton. It dealt with a genuine social problem,
but the author showed artistic perception and
considerable literary skill by developing this problem through the people themselves, through their
behaviour, their thought processes, the idiom of
their speech and their reactions to the various
situations in which they found tliemseves. There
was no question of, "Madam, your sermon is
showing."
Her second novel, Green Gold, does not
achieve this same effect of presenting a theme
through people. Indeed, it is really a documentary presented in the form of fiction. It is the
story of Jon and Linda Pilgrim who with their
two children go to Carnarvon to pioneer a banana
plantation. They survive two cyclones and two
catastrophic floods. W e learn a good deal of the
difficulties facing the growers in that district—
the varying methods of planting bananas, the
danger of the increasing salinity of the soil,
marketing difficuhties, the need for a more permanent water supply, the conflict between those
who would concentrate more on vegetables and
those who would make bananas their main crop.
All these are excellent material for a documentary
and from reading this book we learn much of the
conditions under which tropical agriculture is
being pioneered along the banks of the Gascoyne.
But of the people we learn very httle. There
is a genuine human problem in the relationship
which exists between Jon—^hard-working, practical, boorish to the point of being unbearable—
and Linda, who is a dehghtful mixture of feminine illogicality and sound commonsense.
The
conflict is hinted at, but not developed at depth.
There are the New Australian neighbours, Remus
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and Susanta Rivici, their house overflowing with
children and newly arrived compatriots whose
willingness to work for wages below award rates
threatens the standard of hving of the community.
There are Russ and Bridget who also have a
personal conflict which is only thinly etched in,
and there is the next-door neighbour on the other
side from the Rivicis, Bill, who showed promise of
developing into a character with genuine individuality but somehow disappears completely
from the book. None of these people comes
alive as the people of The Fringe Dwellers came
alive.
The writing while not as slovenly as Casey's,
is nevertheless undistinguished. One or two examples will suffice. When Jon returns alone after
the second flood he visits many of the abandoned
farms and finds that the kerosene refrigerators
have ceased to function, and that the perishables
inside them have gone bad. The small drives him
outside "retching horribly". Mrs. Care then continues: "When he felt better Jon communed
with himself.
Should he do something about
that refrigerator or leave the foul job to its
owners? He bethought himself of the refrigerators yet to come and decided to leave them all
as he found them." There is throughout the irritating use of the archaic "whilst" for "while",
and the tough old bachelor neighbour. Bill, most
often says "ya" for "you" or "your", that is,
when he (or the author or the printer) forgets
and uses "you" for "your" instead. Little is
gained by the attempt to render this word phonetically. How is the "a" to be pronounced—as the
neutral sound in "about", the flat "a" of "hat"
or the long "a" of "pass"? A modicum of genuine
idiom would far more vividly enliven Bill as a
character.
The catalogue adequately sums the book up:
From a close understanding of the settler's
roblems Nene Gare writes of a family's
attle to pioneer a banana plantation in
North-Western Australian in Green Gold
(Heinemann). Climate is only one of the
almost overwhelming difficulties Linda and
Jon Pilgrim must overcome. FinaUy, through
the most devastating flood of all, emerges
that spirit of determination which assures
eventual success^ 26/-.

E

So much, then for the samples from the Catalogue. I turn now to Hal Porter's autobiographical
The Watcher On The Cast-iron Balcony (Faber
and Faber, 2 9 / 9 ) . Perhaps this was dehberately
omitted because before publication the author
publicly hinted that he expected it to be banned
in at least one Austrahan State. Anyway, happily it wasn't, and the opening three paragraphs
quoted earlier will have been sufficient to indicate that here, at least, is an Australian writer
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whose precision of style at once commands
admiration. More and more writers in Austraha
are today turning away from the anything-isgood-enough attitude that has characterized much
of our writing in the past. Patrick White, Randolph Stow, George Turner, Elizabeth Harrower,
Theo Astley and, in his only novel so far,
Christopher Koch, have shown that how you write
is not only as important as what you write, but
that the two are inseparable from a hterary work
of art. Not that style has been entirely absent
from Australian writing in the past. Our first
genuine novelist, Tom Collins, was himself an
accomplished styhst.
Hal Porter's short stories, published in 1962
under the title, A Bachelor's Children, revealed a
styhst master of the words he juggled so dexterously, but not always sure of their relevance
for the story itself.
So did his two novels,
A Handful Of Pennies (1958) and The Tilted
Cross (1961). He describes his short stories as
"all I care to pickle of what might be called my
First Period." There is evidence in The Watcher
On The Cast-iron Balcony that he is now entering
upon his Second Period, a period in which style
will be no less important but will be handled
with more care, with less ornamentation, with less
gilt and more gold. He seems to realize this
when he writes on p. 173: "All this, and more,
boils down to nothing except that an upstart
and word-obsessed adolescent is self-educating
himself towards an aim, not to this day accomplished, of stating as incandescently as possible
verities not yet fuUy reahzed."
"Incandescently" is good, and "verities not
yet fully reahzed" suggests that the author is not
unaware that, however final some of his statements in this autobiographical fragment may
sometimes sound, he is not yet convinced of their
ultimate truth or wholeness.
The Watcher On The Cast-iron Balcony is a
remarkable book. The period under review is
roughly from 1911-1927 and Hal Porter re-creates
those years—their foibles, their manners, costumes, attitudes, their virtues and their shortcomings—^with the same extraordinary abihty to
record details that he showed in his short stories.
Not all that he records of his very early years are
from his own memory. He is honest enough to

FOR
QUALITY
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indicate when memory fails him, as it fails all
of us. "Of Mrs. Easom httle else remains but
the memory of modulated yapping. No face.
No shape. No gesture. Tall? Short? Nothing
is remembered but her iron-coloured hair screwed
around curling-pins of the same colour." He is
honest enough to indicate when an incident of
childhood was, in fact, not remembered by him,
but was added to his scrap-book of memories
by somebody else who recalled it for him. Such
an incident occurs on his retum home from his
first day at school. His mother has taken him
to school, has taken her first-bom to make the
first break in their lives together. He arrives
home to find she has been crying, crying for the
loss of her first-bom who will now begin to grow
away from her. She expects him to have been
similarly devastated by this first experience of
separation. So she asks him has he cried? His
reply, not remembered until told to him
thirty years later by his sixty-odd-year-old father,
"chuckhng with dirty reminiscence", is the famous
four-letter word repeated six times. It has been
taught to him that day at school. As he, himself, puts it: "1 have been injected—dehberately,
I now suppose, by some coarse rascal of an older
boy—with the word meaning absolutely nothing to
me except—oh, truth!—except that I guess it to
be a word of the world, a mascuhne insult that
is portable and powerful, an initiation ceremony
word, an umbilicus cutter."
His equally dehberate use of it here seems
to me to be the adult Hal Porter six times cocking
the snoot at the censor, six times demanding of
him, "When are you going to make an honest
woman of Lady Chatterly?" As such, it is high
comedy. Indeed, there is much similar comedy,
sometimes cleverly contrived to bring out the
irony of a situation. Thus there is the occasion
when as a young cub-reporter for The Bairnsdale
Advertiser he interviews an Itahan pea-picker who
is painting the ceiling of the local R.C. church
with scenes from Heaven, Purgatory and Hell
(not yet completed). At the end, the painter
rehshing the youngster's youthful body, makes
a suggestion to meet him that night by the river.
"You want Frankie Teacha?" he asks. "I don't
care," he says to Frankie, the Dago pea-picker
in the red shirt, to Francesco Floriani from Naples
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who has Hell yet to paint in all the colours and
writhings of his ovra 'Ell." The sex-life of a
growing boy is of genuine and exciting significance
for him, and in this book Hal Porter draws no veil
of false pruderv across what to main' adult men
are memories they cannot forget, but would prefer not to remember. But his artistry does not
forsake him at these moments and they add considerably to the integrity of the book.
(For
contrast, vide Casey.)
The most brilliant of the many brilliant things
in this book is his portrait of his mother. We
see her in the first six )'ears they spent together
in 36 Bellair St., Kensington, Melbourne, singing
round the house snatches of tunes with words, real
or parodied, appropriate to the mood or the occasion which prompts a mood. We see her in
Bairnsdale watchfully solicitous of her growing
eldest child, for whom she seems to have a special
fondness. We realize how her generous, outgiving nature is part of the no less generous,
out-giving family of brothers and sisters we meet
blusterously and vociferously rude to one another
at a family gathering in Bairnsdale. We see her
swearing mildly round the house, with "her own
fervour for, and genuine half-fear of, the supernatural and the ghostly and ghasdy and completely absurd." We see her "private derisive
vulgarity" and her "exquisite public manners."
Mother comes through as a fully rounded personality. But father? There is no contact possible
with father. He is temperamentally the opposite
of his son. He loves competitive sports; young
Hal abhors them. He locks himself up in secrets
as secret as those of the Masonic Lodge which he
attends with unfailing regularity. In the author's
words, his father "has nothing of himself to give,
or only the shadows of virtues, and weaknesses
not fit for children tough as children."
I am prompted here to wonder whether he ha.s
judged his father accurately. He is no more than
a shadowy figure to the reader, and if he was
e<iually unknown and unknowable to his son,
what was the real reason? Ver>' often—and especially when there are such divergent interests
and tastes between them as there appear to have
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been here—fathers are afraid of sons.
They
withdraw from them and the gulf that naturally
separates two generations, always a barrier against
communication and understanding, widens beyond
any possible hope of a bridge. I often wonder
if any son knows—really knows—^his own father.
There is a different quality in the relationship
between mothers and sons.
It is his mother's death with which the book
begins in the passage quoted earlier. It is his
mother's death with which the book ends, and
because he and his mother have been so close
to one another he can write: "Mother is dead,
God is dead, love is dead, all that I was is dead."
Twenty-eight years later, he has akeady told us,
he is to stand beside his dead father with eyes
"this time dry and pohshed as glass . . . No tears,
not any, none at all."
An autobiography, hke any other form of writing, demands selection and no doubt Hal Porter
has carefully selected what he regards as significant of the first seventeen years of his life. If he
continues this autobiography in two more volumes,
as we have been promised, will he maintain the
same honesty, integrity, the same ruthless stripping of himself down to the very core of his
being? It may be more difficult the nearer he
comes to his present self. But we may be sure
of one thing: he will do it in the same way, using
the same artistry, using words that are rays of
light "showing u p the swindle of appearances and
the falsity of logical conclusions."
As mentioned previously, this book is for
whatever reason omitted from the Catalogue, Australian Books, 1963.
Had it been included, I
wonder what jewelled banahties would have been
used to describe it, what threadbare adjectives—
dynamic, rollicking, masterly?
T h e Catalogue
could with certain t m t b have said, "The Watcher
On The Cast-iron Balcony makes it clear that no
writer in Austraha today is writing better than
Hal Porter (Patrick White not excepted)."
But then Catalogues don't tell you things like
that. It's something you have to discover for
yourself.
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